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ABSTRACT

This 4-......Ument reviews available technical literature pertaining to exit facility
design and emergency escape provisions of the National Fire Protection_Asaocia-
tion's Life Safety Code (1976 Edition) in order to determine the technical sup-
port for such provisions; The 'report focuses on the time-based capabilities of
building 6ccupants_to effect rapid evacuations* in- relation to evacuation time
availableLduring fires. A number of functional criteria are examined in rela-
tion to Code provisions influencing the design of means of egress and fire pro-
tection protective signalling systems_for places of assembly* residential
occupanci s, sigrcantile occupancies, and business occupancies.' Provisions
affecting fire exit drill and building management Tractices are also considered.
The technical literature bearing on.opplicable Code provisions is reviewed, the
Validity and generalizability of findings presented in the literature are
discusSed-and the degree of technical support currently available for egress
provisions of'the Code are evaluated. In additioni_gaps in the technicsl:_litera-

4ture are identified, and recommendations regarding future research are offered.
Finally, preliminary conclusions about the supportability of Code provisions
are,prese ted.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMITRY

I. OVERVIEW

1.1f -PROBLEM

This report reviews available teehdica rederifch pertaining to the exit_facility
design and emergency escape provisions ;If the'Natiorrat Fire Protection Associa-
tion's Life safety Code (1976 Edition, hereafter_ referred to:as the Code); in
order to determine_the technical support for such provisions. The, central
foci of the investigation are the time-based capabilities of building,pCcupants
to effect rapid evacuations,inrelationto evacuation time_availabie during
.fires. A number of functional_ criteria egelajtithuM travel distance; building
configuration., remoteneikiofdkitd, and -:bariers_to egress flow) are examined in
relationto Code provisions influencing the dedign of means of egress and fire
prOtettion aF.Tri;rotective_signalling systeMsjor places of assembly, residen-
tial occupancies; mercantile occupancies, add business occupancies; Provisioat_

' Affecting fire exit drill and building management Practices are also considered;

1.2 TECHNICAL APPROACH

To effectiVely treat this broad_problemi_the current report organizes rode__
provisi6ns and related technical diacusaiOns in .relation to areas of potential
impact, _including provisions affecting: (1) pre - emergency training and prepay-
ationeChapter. 2 of .the report), (2)_the perception of the .emergency environ-
ment nd recognition of egt.esa facilities (Chapter 3),_(3) egress. strategy for-
tatiOrChapterOi (4)_distiplined egress behavior and crowd movement (Chapte'r
5); (5) occupants' capabilities to safei0 and rapidly- negotiate egress ways
(Chapter 6); and (6) the capacity of means .of ..eitee66 (Chapter 7).

Within each chapter of- the report, provisions_oethe Code which have a common
area_of potential impacti and human behaVlbral abeiiiii0tions_underlying these
provisions., are enumerated. The technical-altevttore bearing on these provi7
siong and assumptions is presented, inCludingreferences to applicable theories'
and models;_ pertinent cmpirical data from Published experiments and field
studies, and where apprpriatei_anecdotaI accounts of actual fire
validity and generalizability of_findings presented_in the literature are dis-
cussed, end the degree of technical support currently available for egress pro,7.:.
visions of the Oti-deis evaluated. In addition, each chapter provides asummarY
of gaps_ in t.ke technical literature, recommending_specific areas for future
research. Finally, preliminary conclusions regarding the supportability of
Code provisions in each impact area are offered. A summary-of the major
conclusions presented in the follOWA.

i x
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2. SUMMARY OF MAJOR CONCLUSIONS PRESENTED IN THE REPORT

2.1 A CAUTIONARTNOTE

The intention Of NBS researchers is not to pass judgment on the validity and
usefulness of Crido provisions. Indeed, where_ technical support for individual
provisions; or more precisely human behavioral assumptions underlying these _0
provisions,_ is either. weak_or unavailable; the authors do not recomAdeneliMi7

inating or otherwise modifying these provisions. In such nstances; rather; the
authors suggest that code-writers approach the task of revision With caution;
and that further technical investigation's be conducted.

2.2 PROVISIONS AFFECTING PRE-FMERGENCY TFAININGAND-PF-EFARATION

_Behavioriil assumptions underlying_code provisions affecting- pre - emergency
training and preparation are evaluated by referencetopsycholugical models_of
learning, experimental data reported in_the psychological literature;_and the
growing body of evidence from priet7incident fire investigations. To date;
experimental and post- incident investigations provide mixed conclUsions con-
cerning the supportability of_these assumptions. Moreover; available evidence
does not often permit direct inferences to be drawn between research findings
and the specific questions raised by code prov'::i.r*ns. Future mddifidatie:is to
provisions affecting pre - emergency training_ap; ... to require additIonal
research on the role of training and its relation to emergency behavior.

2.3 PROVISIONS--AFFECTING PERCEPT -ION OF THE EMERGENCY EriVIRONMENTi AND
RECOGNITION OF EMERGENCY FACILITIES

A number of human behavieralassumptions.about_the_pereeption of emergency
environments and the recognition of egress facilities underlie various provi-
sions of the Life Safety Code._ These assumptions are evaluated by reference to
several models of perception; to limited data from experiments_on visibility,
and to a small body_of_evidence from post-incident fire-investigations.__ Taken
as a whole; available data neither_ support nor refute behavioral assumptions
about occupants' emergency perceptions at a level teChnically sufficient to
permit a thorough_ evaluation of pertinent Code provisions. Where data are
availablein suffitiehtquantity, howeveri it has_been sukkested that behavioral
assumptions underlying alarm provisions of the -Cod-e- tend not to_be svpported.
The Code provision specifying a maximum (IO second) switchover delaY_betWeen
standard and emergency lighting;_on_the other handi_tends to be suppotted by
available technical data:. Initial emergency perceptions are impoi.tant, and
their relationship_to_rapid escape has been shown. Consequently; future
research which leads to more effective perceptions of the fire environment by
victims is recommended.

2.4 PROVISIONS AFFECTING EGRESS_STRATEGY-FORMATION

A number of assumptions about human information processing'and_decisionmaking
behairior during fire.emergennies underlie several provisions of the Life Safe
rode- SUCh assumptions are-evaluatecrby reference to models of cognitive

ibehavior4as well as to data from'reAnt psychological research on way-finding
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behavior -, environmental cue processing, disaster response; and stress; Few
directly relevant technical data Ubre found within the field of fire research
itself. Taken as a whole* available technical knowledge is not sufficient to
warrant statements specifizally supporting or refuting Code provisions which
may influence egress strategy_formation. However, the literature generally
supports the notion that the demands.of occupying a burning building require
individuala to efficiently extract information from the fire environment; and
to formulate effective avid timely decisions about what to do._ Depending upon
the design and layout of a building, and upon the nature of given fire condi-
tions, these processes will consume some proportion of the time within which
occupants must escape. Errors in judgment and decisionmaktng will frequently
consume even more time. However, crucial gapb in current knowledge about the
time-based capabilities of building occupants_toeffect rapid emergency escape
continue to center abut questions of emergency information processing and
strategy formation.

2.5 PROVISIONS AFFFCTING DISCIPLINED EGRESS BEHAVIOR AND CROWD MOVEMENT

A numberof_human_behavioral assumptions about crowd movement and disciplined
group behavior underlie selected provisions of the INiiiia. These assumptions are
evaluated by reference to several models of human_co behavior, data

s5e

from re arch_in experimental_social psychology; field research on natural
disaate , and pest-incident fire investigations; In general; the technical
literatu sugget support only for those assumptions pertaining to leadership
and direction - raking behavior. Behavioral assumptions pertaining to the
effects of occuaant loading and physical obstacles upon orderly and rapid
crowd_movement appearto be neither supported nor refuted by available techni-
Cid literature. TO the extent that impediments to crowd movement result in
maladaptive collective behavior and panic; future research on the role of
building_design in facilitating crowd movement seems an essential percursor to
COde- revision.

2.6 PROVISIONS ACCOMODATING OCCUPANTS' CAPABILITY TO SAFELY AND RAPIDLY
NEGOTIATE EGRESS WAYS

Human behavioral assumptions which underlie CodE proviaionvelatingto
occupants' capability to safely and rapidly negotiate means of egress are eval-
uated by reference_to biomechanical models of_humarrmovement, toxicological
research, stair and ramp use field studies, physiological measurements, and
anecdotal evidence from actual fire incidets. At present; much of the evi-
dence reported in the experimental and nonexperimental literature on occupants'
capabilities presents contradictions and mixed opinions, and does not perrni6.-
specific conclusions or inferences to be drawnAs a result; there alepears to
be no analytical basis upon which to unequivocally support or refute applicakle
_Code provisions. It is left for future research to determine the specific
domains (i.e.; occupancies and fire scenarios) under which particular data are
valid and useful in this context.

xi
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2.7 PROVISIONS GOVERNING THE CAPACITY OF_MEANSOFEGRESS-

A number of human behavioral assumptions underlying Code provisions which_govern
the capacity of means of egress are presented. These assumptions are evaluated
by reference to several models_of pedestrian movement; data from laboratory and
field studies of walking behavior during normal occupancy conditions; and
obser7ations of stair use during_fire exit drills in highrise office buildings.
With regard to -Co" provisions affecting the design of doors;_ available techni
cal literature support only those assumptions concerning the deleterious effects
of particularly severe constrictions or obstructions. Hiowever; behavioral
assumptions underlying provisions governing the design_of corridors and stairs
find7chal1enge within the technical literature. This is especially true of
provisions depending on the validity of assumptions about the linearity of
pedestrian movement and the 22 inch (0.56'm) unit width_ standard. _Because
there remain differences in reported data describing.pedestrian behavior on
stair and level surfaces; inconsistent definitions of important variables; and
nonstandardized techniques for measuring the performance of means of egress;
it is not now - possible to either support or refute exisitng provisions and
their underlying behavioral_ assumptions on the basis of the available technical
literature. The most important objecpives for future research on the subject_
of the capacity of means_of egress are: (1) the development and validation of
standardized measures and measurement methods; and (2),`,the systematic analysis
of complete egress systems; emphasizing transitions between means of egress
elements.

".
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INTRODUCTION

A predominant. motivating'fl-Cctor_behind America Burning (National Commission on

Fire Prevention and.Control, 1973) was the potential for multifatality fire

tragedies in buildings. Accordingly, a primary goal of the Home and Public
Building Safety PrograR of the United States Fire Administration is to ensure
that up7to-date and feasible criteria are implemented to provide for life

safety in public occupancy buildings,.including multifamily residential
occupa cies; pIazes of assembly; mercantile occupancies; and businest facili-

ties. The three moat obvicu0 alternative approaches to providing life safety
from fi e in buildings involve rapid emergency escape; protectioaof occupants

in place; and rescue. The study reported here focusses only on'the problem of

rapid emergency escape. i

Many building code provisions influencing emergency-escape -have remained
virtually unchanged since important research was reported by the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) in 1935; In general; these provisions govern the
design and capacity of -means of egress (or, egressways), and are based upon
empirically_ derived relationships between pedestrian flow; egressway capacity;

and escape time. Since then, several of these relationships have been called
into question. For example, it has become more widely belieVed that occupants
usually do not move through stairways and other egress channels in regemented
fashion at constant speeds (although the computation of egress way capacity
often requires this assumption), that fire products Can move into and thereby

contaminate exit stairwells not carefully designed toprevent smoke infiltra-

tioni_and that many buildings of substantial size.or population cannot be com-
pletely evacuated rapidly. Moreover, researchers and life safety design pro-
fessionals have learned that -early warning devices, pre-emergency training, and
various social, psychological and organizational factors each play au
important--although not fully understood role in_rapid emergency aliress;i_
Finally; it has also become more widely accepted during recent years that'func-
tional variations. between occupancy categories, and the differing needs of
people with varying escape capabilities; both affect emergency_readinessand_the
ability to- evacuate buildings efficiently. Many of these problems were firs
discussed by Stahl and Archea (1977) of the Center for Building Technology; NBS;
in their original assessment of the technical 14iterature on emergency egress
from buildings. Since_that time, various issues have been expanded and inves-
tigated by numerous other investigators at NBS and elsewherel.

1.1 PROBLEM

The principal lessons to be learned from research conducted during the last 10
years on human responses to fires are that individual design provisions; which

1 A substantial of_the research on_emergency egress and human
behavioral aspects of life safcty from fire is discussed later in this
report. Consequently; individual investigators are not-listed here.
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usually embody professional engineering judgment_and responses to specific
die-deters. and (1)_are not consistently applicable under all- conditions or
circrimstancea,_or(2) are not consistently supportable_bY reference to the
technical literature; .Thus; atelyees of_meanaof egress design provisions
(e;g. Rivers and Bitkman; 1979; Stahl and Archea1 q77) reveal that underlyingbehavioral assumptions are often expected to hold under a relatiVely broadrange_of conditionaiand that empiridal_support for the validity of these
assumtionsie frequently difficult to identify. The problems of identifying
relevant technical liter-attire and of applying it to, the verification of_currentmeans of egree design provisions are key issues addressed by the present study.

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The primary objective of the present investigation is to assess
_research pertaining to exit facility design_and_emergenci. escape criteria ofthe National Fire Flotection Association's NFPA) Life Safety Code (1976Edi-tion; hereafter referred to the Code); in order to determine the technical'support for such criteria; A secondary working goal is to identify human

-behavioral assumptions believed to underlie egress and related provisions ofthe Code; By gaining an understanding_ of occupant behavior Pattern-8 implicit
in aTTiance with various Code provieldhs, the project staff felt better ableto evaluate individual previsions against state-of-the7art technical data, andthereby better abl- to verify currently_ promulgated egress -requirements._ Thepurpetie_of these a ivities is to provide a technical found_tion from whichsubstantive modifi tions to egress provisions mayeventually_be made. 2 Inpreparitg_this rep t; the intention of_NBS researchers is not to Odes judgment
on the validity of the Code..

the
technical support for given provisions iseither weak or unavailable;_ a do not recommendeliminating_or other-wise modifying these provisions. In such instances; rather; the authors sug-gest that code-writers approach their task With caution; and that further

technical investigiltiene be conducted.

The central foci_of_the investigation are the time-based_capabilities of
building occupants to effedt reOid_evacuations; in reaction to evacuation_ timeavailable during fires. Numerous functional criteria'were studied; including:(a) maximum travel distance; (b) building configuration; (c) remoteness of
exits; (d) barriers to egress HOW (e.g.; railings; security deVitee, door-ways); (e) illuMination oemeans of egress and of directional signs; (f) egress
channel carrying capacity; (g) tba ability to totally evacuateabuilding; interms of competition for available, space; and in terms of physiologicalpsychological fatigue.

-

Such- unctional criteria are specifitally treated within various chapter§the Code, and provisions_fromthe following nde chapters were selected revaluation: Chapter 5; Mearie:of Egreas; Chapter 6; Features of Fire Protection
(§Oetifically; provisions concerning protective signaling_systems)L Chapter R,Places of Assembly; Chapter 11, Residential Occupancies; Chapter 12; Mercantile

2 Recommendationsfor modifying provisions of the Coda 1Le outside the scope ofthe present report;

2
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,Occupancils; Chapter 13, Business Occupancies; and Chapter 17, Operating Features
(specifically, provisions concerning fire exit drills and building management
practices).

1.3 ORGANIZATION -OF THE REPORT

During the course of the project an attempt, was made to posit a model of
emergency_ escape behavior, and to functionally relate provisions of the Code to
such a model. Princikil components af-this_time-based model included: sensa-
tion and perception of 'emergency environmental cues, interpretation of emergency
cues, strategy formation and decisionmaking, action initiation, and action com-.
pletion (generally after models suggested elsewhere by Bickmani Edelman and
McDaniel, 1977; Stahl, 1978a, 1979,1980; and others). However, organizations
based upon a time-based model'of human response were found incapable of accom-
modating numerous importanE-code provisions. For example,_provisions governing
the management of fire exit drills; cr the carrying capacity of stairs, could
not easily_be addressed by reference to a_mordel of human perceptual and cogni-
tive behavior. Moreover, useful models of human'response to fidtes are neces-
sarily dynamic: environmental cues are received and assessed not once at _the
outset of an event but continuously;'action strategies, are not rigidly adhered
to but change as events unfold and as new information becomes available to
occupants. Indeed, the task of relating existing design provisions to emer-
gency egress dynamics'is one of enormous complexity_(especially since available
models are largely hypothetical) and was judged to lie outside the immediate
scope of the study.

1

Egress prov.isions and their underlying, behavioral as ptions were, however,
found to cluster with respect to mort or less naturallS, occurring categortes,
within the Code, including provisions: affectlng pre-emergency traf.ning and
preparation Chapter 2 of:_the current report); affecting the perception of the'
emergency environment, and recognition 9f- egress facilities_ Chapter 3);_affect-
ing egress strategy formation (Chapter 4); affecting disciplined egress behavior:
and crowd movement (Chapter 5); accommodating occupants' capabilities to safety
and rapidly negotiate egress ways (Chapter b)1 1; overning_the capacity of means
of egress (Chapter 7). In%order to simplify the p sentAtion of egress provi-

tine., underlying behavioral issues, and supporting -echnical material;
therefore; the report is organized about these categ Eies.

4Eath of the six technical Chapters (Chapters 2 through 7) provides a complete
analysis of a single class of Code prw.isions; These Chapters are organized
as illustrated below with reference toitypothetical Chapter n:

n.1 APPLICABLE CODE PROVISIONS

This section lists provisions of the:Cede pertaining tb the technical
issue treated by the Chapter. -

n.2 UNDERLYING BEHAViORXL_ASSUMPTLONS

This Section presentS a set of htman behavioral assumptions hypothesized
to underlie Code prOvicions,enumerated in secti,mt n.1-i;

)
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n.3.1 Problem. A succinct_descriptiOn of the_probiem or class of problems
addressed by applicable provisions of the Code.

n.3.2 Underlying behavioral models. ,Theories -and models selected from the
behavioral-science (and other related) literature to provide a frame-
wOrk for underbtanding emergency events; and for guiding the'dpelcipment
of design fofutions.

n.3.3 Assessment of behavioral assumptions based on the technical literatdr-
(1) literature reView; X2) discussion of strengths and weaknesses of the
'technical fitefature; ,

n ;4 SUMMARY OF-CAPS- IN THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE

This section_reviews_areas for future research; and summarizes the
usefulness Of available studies in analyzing provisions of the Code;

-,..!;5 SUMMARY

'This_section, provides an overall review of the Chapter, and highlights
- specific codclusions.

1.4- TECHNICAL APPROACH

1.4.1 Study Design and Task Organization

The study was designed to analyze egress related design requirements_of_the
Code- from the standpoint_of_occupants' abilities to tepidly escape buildings
curing fires. The goal of the analysis was to determine the extent to which
Cbde provisions influencing the escape Potential Of bUildings can be techni-

-tally supported on the basis of state-of-the-art knowledge of ti,Afe-based hUMAn
capabilities during fire emergencies. It was recognized at_the outset that in
many_cases the needed technical data are either not available, or_else ehcon-
alusive. Therefore; another important objective of the research desiln was to
identify gaps in tlio available tettniktal baSe, and to recommend areas for

empiricalmpirical investigation; The investigation reported here is a continu-
ation and expansion of preliminary_ work on human behavioral aspects of the Node.
funded by the NES Center for Fire ReaeatOh and conducted:by Loyola University
-:of'Chicago (Rivers and pickman; 1979)i,

To:effect the goals of the seAdy; the fialidWIng taakii'were undertaken:__ (1) Mt;
Code was reViewed_and.esape related provisions were identified; (2) HUMAn
behavioral assumptiOns seen as Potentially underlying egress proviN!ons were

*hypothesized by the project staff; (3) An initial sea of hYpiithetical behav-
ioral ssumptions was distributed among_ members of a peer review panel for
detai ed c(4ment, and on the b4Sia of this review; initial hypotheses about
behavioral assumptions were modified and refined; (4) A comprehensive review
Of tethnical literature pertaining to_human behavior during Urea and Other
emergencies; and to other salient prObleMS in the oehavioral science-, was-,
conducted.

BEST COPY AVAILS
4;
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(5)_Egress provisions and related behavioral assumptions were organized into

logical categories, and She extent to which provisions and assumptions are .

-supported_by evidente in the technical literature was assessed. The literature

review and peer review tasks are discussed in more detail bel6W;

1.4.2 Liter$Lure Review

Rivers and Bickman (1979), in their assessment of behavioral assumptions_
underlying Code provisions, relied almost entirely upon technical literarare or[

human behavior during fires._ Referring to the newness of this fieldzmf stpdi

and to various methodoleigiCal Shortcomings, these investigators_cautionedithat
indeed few conclusive inferences could be drawn from available data in this

impoverished area. Ongoing objecti466 of the current investigators in
(
discuss-

ing_behaviutal aspects of egress; provisions, thereforri_have_been to4aw_upon_
salient theoretical concepts_fromlvarious areas of the behavioral Sete ces, and

to cite pertinent_empirical data ft6M the nonfire related psycholokica
literature, in order to amke inferences about probable behavior in 'fifes.

1.4.3 Behavioral Assumptions Peet Review Procedure

The pr t sought_to determine the degt'ee to %Midi emergency exiting

provisi of the Code ma} be supported by reference Ito state-of-the-art

knowledg bout the time-based escape_ capabilities of bUilding occupants.

Implicit n this goal_is_the notion that "hidden" expectations; or assumptions,

about humanbehaViat during fire emergencies, and about_the abilities of occu

pants to perform as expected, underlie many design Oteviaions. In the current

context_ behavioral assumptions refer ,to those patterns of occupant response

that a building designer or code official might reasonably assume wilV occur,_

(implicitly or explicitly) under prescribed design conditions, in the event of

a_fire._ For example, if an -EXIT" sign of particular characteristies is speci-

fied, the designer or code official -may be thought to assume_that,_in general:

(1) during -fires many occupants in faCt look for and use "EXIT" signs, and (2)

the .specified design characteristics influence the utilization of such signs in

some positive fastition.

To evaldte -Code- provisions on the basis of human capabilitiesi_therefore,seemed

to require a thorough identification and assessment of underlying behavioral

assumptions._ It became appereit to the project staffi moreover, that evaluating

the technical support for behavioral assumptions believed tounderpinindividuai
provisions or_sers of provisions, yielded the most direct and effective means of

evaluating behaltiOtal aspects of Cbde provisions themselves.

As indicated earlier, the_project Staff hypothesized a set of absumptions_it_

believed undetlie selected provisions of the Code. Tb avoid:the liklihood that

these assumptions reflected only_the.biases and exnetience of the project staff;

to ascertain that the Code itself was not being misunderstood, and to elicit,

useful ideaS from other life safety professionals, a peer_re4few_procedure was

developed; This proCedute involved distribdting a specially designed review .

package_among more than20 professionals in wavernmenti indUstryi and_academia.

review package displayed all rovisilions of tie Code included in the study,

5



along with various hypothesized behavioral assumptions pertaining to each3;
Respondents were initructed_to review the sets of'provisions and assumptions,
noting any changes, corrections, additions, or new ideas. Statements of
behavioral assumptions appearing later in this report reflect the recommenda-
tions of_the peer review penel., Members of the panel are lisied An Appendix_A;
instrAtions distributed with peer review packages are provided in Appendix n.

RY

This report_ addresses the rime7based capabilities of building occupants to
effect rapid emergency escape during fire situations, and in particular, docu-
ments the availability of tedhnicaI support for egress related proVisions of
the NFPA Code (1976_ edition). These provisions were noted.to cluster_with
respect to six distinct categories, and each category is treated Within a
separate chapter of the report;

3 In some instances; several assumptions were listed for a single provision.
In other casesi'a single assumption pertained to a set of provisions.
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2. PROVISIONS AFFECTING PRE-EMERGENCY TRAINING AND PREPARATION

2,1 APP L I CABLE-CODEPROV-1-SIONS

-11-4.2.1-.14 Every required exit access and exit discharge shall be continuously
maintained free of all obstruttiona or itpeditents to full instant use in the
case of fire or other emergency;

17-1.4.1 Fire exit drills conforming to the pioViaiona of this chapter of the
Code shall:be regularlyconducted in occupancies where-specified by the preVi-
sions of thiachapteri or by appropriate action of the enforcing authority
having jurisdiction, but with any necessary todifitatiens in detail_of proce-'
dures to make the drills most effective for their intended purpose in any
individual building.

17-1.4.2 _Fire exit drills, where required by the authority having jurisdiction
shall ,be held with sufficient frequency to familarize all occupants with the
drill procedure and Co have the conduct of the_drill a matter of estanlished
routine.

17-1.4.3 Drills shall include suitable procedures to take sure that all persons
in the building, or all persons subject to the drill, actually participate;

17.1.4.4 brills shall be held at unexpected times and under Varying conditions
to simulate the unusual conditions obtaining in case of fire.

2.2 UNDERLYINkl!EHAVIORAL ASSUMPTIONS

2.2.1 Assumptions Relating to'the Ability to Predict OCCUpant Reap-onset; During
Real Fires

(1) The_likelihood_that people will panic; behave maladaptively And increase
the risk' to themselves and others is a clear and constant threat (17-1.4)5.

(2) During Fire -emergencies; people are - often confused or leek disipline, and
hence may require lengthy time perieds for evacuation; properly conducted fire'
exit drills result in more orderly and disciplined behaVireddring_reaI
gencies, and thereby help to reduce needed evacuation time (17-1.4);

(3) Disciplined and orderly behavior during fire emergencies are more important
than the actual speed with whighpeople evacuate themselves (17-1.4.4).

4 Numbers refer to provisions of the NFPA Life Safety Code; 1976 Edition.

5 Numbers refer to _Cade provisions enumerated in the previous section of thp
chapter.
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-
2.2.2 Assumptions Relating to rhe Transfer,of Responses Learned During gills

to iktual Fire Situations
4

(1) People are more likely to exit rapidly, and are,less likely to P hit or

°1respond maradaptively during actual fires, when fire exit drills are racticed
frequently (17=1.4). , ----

('2) People_reSpond appropriately_and effectively during real- fires when theyi
have partitipatel'in pr'operly conducted fire exit drills (17-1.4).

(1) Effective emergency behavior becomes habituated through frequent
participation in properly conducted fire exit drills'(17-1.4.2).

(4) OCCupant's responses during particular emergencies will be most_rapid and
eqective if drill training accurately simulates a variety of pot5itial fire
scenarios (17-1.4.6).

2.2.3 assumptions Relating to Occupants' Attitudes Abotit Drills

(1) If occupants do not take drill participation seriously, they may not
behave etfecttvdly during octuaI fire emergencies (17-1.4.4).

(2) Some individuals may not take drill procedures
are excusel from participation (17-1;4;5);

seriously if other persons

2.2.4 Assumptions Relating to the Accommodation of Training ProcedUres to the
Diversity of Potential Fire Scenarios

(1) Occupants will be better prepared by fire exit drills and similar training
in occupancies in Which controlled disciplinejslpresent(as in schools or
hospitals) (17=1.4).

(2) Behaviors learned -and )ractided during drills designed for one type of
occupancy may not be effective in'emergencies in other-occupancies (1771.4.1).

2.3 COMMENTARY

2.3.1 Problem

Code provisions aff1cting pre-emergency training and preparation are intended
to_prepare people for actual emergenciesireduce the_probabitity of malndaptive
behavior during fires, and increase the lik"elihood of effective egress ar_move=
went to refuge areas; The general notion underlying many of these proviSiona
is that behavior_ patterns learned during_training_situations transfer to actual
fire'events. Following1from this supposition,. behavioral assumptions underlying
these provisions address four priacipat areas. of concern: (1).the ability to
prediCt occupant responses during actual_fire emergencies;_(2) the;relevance and
transferability of responses learned during fire exit drills to actual fire sit=

' uations;_ (3) occupants' ,attitudes toward the value of fire exit drills an4 other
fOrms.of pre-emergency training and preparation; (4) the ability of fire exit
drill procedures and management to predict and accommodate the diyersity_of v
potential fire scenari

?

s in various occupancies; Several established models.

t.
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of human learning within Fhg behavioral_ sciences useful perspectives on;

the role of training in pi.olaoting adaptive emergency behavior. Three important

models are considered below.

2.3.2 Underlying Behavioral Models

Three approaches to learning which offer useful insights into the probleM of

pre-etergency training are_the instrumental conditioning Gr reinforcemeht

,approach, the social learning approach, and the Gognitiveffipproachi. The most

basic and best knout of these is the instrumental conditioning approach. This

approach easume thati_with learning,,;the individual_acquires_a connection

between a. specific environmental stimulus and a'particular behavioral response.

The person has an active role ire erecting the environmental_ conditions Which

strengthen the stimulus-response
COnnection _When-an individual provides she

proper reeponse under_certain stimulus conditions, the result is a -vewar66

(or reinforcer) of some kind: The reinforcer, which can_be either learned or

Unlearned; strengthenatheisadeiation
betWeen ths stimulus atiAthe response.

It is-this strengthening to whic -the term learning" refers in2instrunental

conditioning. A . a

Numerous experiments on the conditioning of laboratory animals and hntan

Subjects have demonstrated that: (1) learningnay generalize, i.e.; a parti`c-

nlar learned connection, may transfer to other btimuli or responses; (2)

jects may be taught to discriminate stimuli and thereby limit learned tonhet-

[ions to very specific situations; (3) learning may bejont;or extinguished,

if the connection` between stimulus and response is weakened by discontinning

'reinforcement.

The first category -of assumptions addrevea theability to predict_ occupant

responses during real fires. Ond theory of instrumental 'conditioning that

his implications for this category is Clark Hull's systematic behavior

theory (Hilgardand Bower; 1966). In Hull'd view, learning a response and

perforningit'are distinguished. 'Moreover, motivational factors, such as

physiological needsi_anxiety, and fear; play A central role In learning.

To illustratean application of these ideas; If a fire in a 'building creates

high levels of anxiety or fear among occupantsi_these occupants are likely to

have difficulties learning new and apprOPtiate behavioradith which to_ddal

with the emergency. Habitual ways of responding, under the pres5ure Of

motivational factors, are likely to hepgrformed_and_could_resUft in inappro-

priate activity. However, if 6Ecupants were Well-drilled"in fire emergency_

proceeuren, that is, had a,well-learned response or habit associated with fire

emergency situations;Lthen the motivational factors created.by the fire are_

likely. to result in the vigorous performande of the learned emergency procedure

(:ilgard and Bower4 1966).

The second category of behavioral assumptions addresses the expectation that

fire exit dtills prepare occupants to respond effectively during actual fire

events. For example, fire exit drills in_elementary schools have been based

upon an instrumental conditioning approach: students are conditioned to

respond to an alarm stimuldn (eg; a bell or buzzer)i_and When the stimulus is

presented the students respond by performing a prescribed sequence of actions

9
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designed to result in rapid egress from the_s ool_building. Reward for
successful performance during drills may take-rhesIorm (if praise from the
teacher, early dismissal from class, etc; Generalization also is illustrated
in the school exit drill. Should the alarm bell malfunction on one occasicui,-
for example, a teacher's call of "FIRE" is likely to elicit the appropriate

:sequence because the alarm bell and the teacher's call share the same meaning
for students. From an instrumental conditioning viewpoint, the overall objec-
tive of exit drill training is to establish behavior sequences which lead to
rapid and orderly- evacuation. It is generally assumed that if such patterns
can be established through a program_of exit_drills;_then the learned behaviOrs
will transfer to actual fire events in schools and other occupancies so long as
the different settings share conditiohs associated with the learned activity.

. .

Another category of behavioral assumptions considers the ability of fire exit
drill planners and emergency managers to predict and_ accommodate the_diversity
of potential scenarios in various occupancies. The instrumental conditioning_
approach; -for example, suggests that if persons are trained on to behave in
a_particular manner within a given building, they may respond adaptively during
fires in that building (or within very similar,buildings) only. On the other
hand, this approach suggests that training can also_be specially designed to
permit the generalization of learning to other building types, or alarm.modes,

_-and other fire scenarios.
.5.-

Social learning approaches to understanding behavior are often built on
instrumental conditioning concepts. Social learning approaches emphasize the

oiroie_that_other persons play, as_individuals or groupsi_as sources of reward
or of punishment. These approaches are predicated on the assumption -that as
social animals; humans depend on others for 'help in achieving rewarding goals
and in avoiding punishing ones. Therefore, what others say and do can influ-
ence an individual's behavior. That is, people are effective sources of reward
and pUnishment for one'anothar; These concepts are often used by social psy-
lchologists to_explain the relations among individuals and tha. operation of 4

groups (see ShaW/and Costanzo, 1970, chapters 2.4). Thus, people learn to
follow an instrUarion from a person in. authority because of the rewards that
compliance may bring and to avoid the punishments_or costs of noncompliance.
The rewards (and costs) come from both the authority and from the

offer' nter With other members and aid in meeting shared goals_thatcan
(or nonachi .t) of desired goals. With_regard to group effects, oupsuraffrok._

be source of rewards and costs; The rewarding effects of group membership
Jmake one ember a source of satisfaction to other memberai_make the -group

attractive, and encourage members to remain in the group (Shaw and Costanzo,
1970, chapter 4).

Imitative learning is another important feature of social learning (McLaughlin,
1971). By observing other people, individuals learn both how and when to
respond. Imitative behavior may be directly_rewarded by .otherpersons, who
approve of how a given individual has responded. It may also be rewarded
vicAriouslyi as when an individual observes the rewards or coats another perso
received for a given response. Imitation has also been referred to as obser
tional learning and modeling; It applies to the learning of emotional
responses and motor behavior, both of which are important elements in fuor`

AD(



emergency situations. Some explanations of_observational_learning are has d on
instrumental conditioning principles (e.g.Gewirtz andStingle, 1968) o .ers
explained observational learning in terms of verbal and visual skills; and the
performance of such responses in terms of instrumental conditioning_ and motiva-

. tional factors (e.g._Bandura, 1965). Thus, if a parson is seen to he rewarded
for an action, the-observer is more likely-toperform this action than if tha-

. person was punished for that action. Studiea:auggest_that people tend to -. :
imitate others who control resources (i.e. have powerY, such as people high in
status or in positions of authority. .- .

.

4
_ ...

Social learning principles apply to the transfer of responses learned u

drills to actual fire situations. If the'individual_hasbeen_rewarded_for'fire
;drill performance as part of a groUp, and if the individualWis)teato]Maintain_
the rewards (e.g., praise, esteem) that come from group membership, then.during.
other drills or an actual emergency. the pprson is likely tado_whaehas been
taught. This. behavior is even wore_likelYif others are alsmdoing what they
have been .taught. This is .because doing what otbers.aradoing is an activity
that 'could lead to escape (whicii_is rewarding);_ and whiChjarewardad_for
helping: the group by not performing disruptive (e.g., maladaPtive)'actions for
Others (McLaughlin, 1971); .

-;
. .

Social learning principles also apply-to the ways in which attitudes toward
drilla are learned; A Iearning-theOry approach to social behavior developed
by Romans (1961) considers the role 'of distributive justice in this context.
Simplystated,°people expect a fair exchange in their dealings with other indi-,
viduala. The more a person_puts into a Oven:sbeial_interaction (referred_to
as the costs_of interaction), the more the individual expects to get out of
the transaction (referred to as, the rewards of interaction). Thus; if all the,
pecple asked to participate in a fire exit drill are called away'from an acti-
vity perceived to be more preferable than the drill', the drill is. likely to
represent accost. If one person:d9es not attend the drill; those -who do attend

Romans (1961), persons who are disadvantaged in an exchange will become angry.
by compariso_-_ may have incurred_ proportionately greater costs. According to

This effort can be reflected as disinterest-in future drills ("why should I
attend if.others don't?"). It could also beref acted in anger toward those
respOnsiblafor_enforcing drill. attendance or.to id those individuals who
would not attend.

Pre-emergency training based upon social )earning concepts might take advantage
of reatimnships between occdpants-and leaders or legitimate authority figures,
and_would amphasize_the training of thesa leaders._ Such leaders, once trained, -
could serve as models for observational learning of emergency egress proCedure
among other techniques for instruction.: The availability of such individuals,
and the likelihood that appropriaterelationships will exist within a given /

building, depends considerably upon the nature of the occupancy. The proper
personnel_and_conditions may exist with an elementary school or nursing home,/
for example, but not within an apartment building, hotel, or shopping mall.

In contrast with_ conditioning concepts and social learning approaches (which
are also rooted in conditioning principles), the cognitive approaches to _/

learning tend to underplay the role of conditioning, specific stimulus-reaponsa

11
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connections, and physiologically7based motives.: Instead; they emphasize types
of learning that result in an individual'a understanding of social and environ-
mental events (Shaw and Costanzo, 1970; chapter 7); Tolman, a major learning _

theorist; conducted research suggesting that_people learn about their environ7----
ment through repeated exposure to (i.e., familiarization with) it,- even in the

'absence of expliCit reward systems (Hilgard and Bowet; 1966).

Much More recently the cognitive approach has been applied to understanding the
ways_ people learn 'to understand and negotiate the architectural environment
(Ittelson, Proshansky, Rivlin, and Wirikeli 1974, chapters 4 and 5: Evans,
FeAlows, Zorn.;,and Doty, 1980); In this view; the. process of learning is fre-
quently linked with human information proceoning which involves: (1) percep7
tion and information gathering; (2) mediation or "filtering" of environmental
stimuli stimuli in accordance with a person's goals and traits; (3) ,sliocation

and retention of environmental information in short7 and long-term memory; (4)
formulationand implementation of specific, action strategies as required by
current environmental-events; (5) evaluation of actions_ against goals._ These
cognitive activities form and_reform Mental_images, or "cognitivemaps'_of
environmental situations, within people's minds. As people are required to

.

respond.tospecific events, they test their cognitive mapa against the reality
of. the event. As more experience with a particular.class of events is gained,
:individuals' cognitive maps more accurately reflect reality and provide better
,preparation for adaptive behavior; Learning, then, is viewed within cognitive
theory as the development of_ processes_ by which information isassimilated,
Processed and utilized, and by which the environment isoffeetively accommo-
dated. Training programs based on this view frequently stress the_need to
exposé individuals to 'relevant sets of experiences, and to match these experi-
ences to individuals' level of development. Children; or adults with develop-
mental disabilities, for-example, may_e;:tract_consIderably:less (or diffurent)
information from a given environmental event (Whether an actual fire emergency
or a drill simulation) than might average adults.

Conditioning_ principles were applied with reference to assumptions regarding
the expectation that fire exit drills prepare occupants for-emergency egress
during a-real fire. However, certain occupancies, such as hellth cat! and
,custodial care facilities, may require a cognitive approach; Such facilities
present circumstances marked by mobility_or cognitive impairments_of occuLAnts,
and by the presence of_a cadre of supervisory personnel. Under these condi-
tions, emergency training often includes lectures, films and other methods of
sensitizing staff personnel in addition to practice performance during_fire
exit drills (Bickman; Herz, Edelman, and Rivers, 1979). Unlike the situation
in schools, pre-emergency training in health care institutions seems to follow
the cognitive approach -to learningi_which_emphasizes the developmWnt ot skills
intended to promote effective decisionmaking in response to unique and un,re-
dictable events. or example, the decision AS to whether_patients should_first
be evacuated or doors should_firsobe Closed requires staffpersonnel to formu-
late an action strategy on the basis nf their current evaluations of specific
conditions. Thus, training for this type of occupancy_may stress the accommo-
dation_of emergency procedures Lo the demands of unpredictable fire situations.
As with canditioning, it is assumed with the cognitive approaches to training
that lessons learned during drills or from films will.transfer appropriate
.response patterns to actual fire crises.
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Cognitive learning models are also useful in understanding the role of
participants attitudes toward training. These models stress the importance of
individuals' experiences, levels of development, goals, motivations; values;
and beliefs; Thus; a cognitive approach to pre-emergency_trainiag might attempt
to change individuals' own motivations, attitudes, and.beliefs about fires and
the need for training, in addition'to training specific responses;

Pre7emergency training based on a cognitive approach to learning may also lead
to both situation-specific and generalized training programs; Programs_may be
specifically designed to reflect_ potential scenarios within a given building
type, and to take into account the capabilities of a particular class of occu-
pants; Or programs may be designed to equip people with_fundamental life
safety knowledge useful during almost any fire scenario in almost any building
type;

In summary, human behavioral,assumptions believed to `underlie _Code provisions
affecting pre - :emergency preparation and training are :discussed in 5elation_to
three general_models of -human learning. While each model presents a somewhat
different explanation of Learning processes, each one seems useful in under-
standing the problems associated with fire emergency training; and in evaluat-
ing behavioral_ assumptions believed to underlie applicable provisions of the
Code. The next section of this chapter discusses the behavioral assumptions
in 7elation to data presented in the technical literature.

2;3;3 Assessment of Behavioral Assumptions Based on the Technical Literature

Literature-review. ApsuMptions stated in section 2.2.1 assert that panic is a
likely response to a fire emergency and that there is a need to prevent panic
behavior during fire emergencies. Before_ presenting arguments supporting these
assumptions based on the technical literature, it is important to discuss panic
as a psychological concept.

Although many investigators have addressed the topic of panic, the term panic"
lacks a clear, widely accepted technical definition. There are at least two
views about what panic means. The more common view stresses the irrational
roots of; and maladaptive responses to panic; This view is endorsed by Melinek
and Baldwin (1975), Janis and Mann (1977);_Phillips (1978), and Schultz (1967).
A second, far less common view, stresses-the rational nature of what is called
panic. In this view panic is an adaptive -but thoroughly self-serving attempt
to gain_a deliired personal outcome (i.e., escape) even at the cost of sacrifi-
cing others to the existing, oncoming danger or threat (Burstein, 1969). This
view is consistent -with research on panic by Brown (1965)i Mintz (1951), and
Kelley, Contryt Dalhke, and Hill (1965). In either case, these views suggest
that if there fa panic it is more likely that there will Pe' unnceasary victims
than if there is no panic.

Arguments supporting the assumptions about panic are based primarily upon
post - incident accounts of actual fires, and find additional basis in the
experimental literature on panic behavior. For eicample, the 1903 Iroquois
Theater fire is frequently cited as a case in which irrational panic_behavior
(including simply remaining in ones seat throughout the fire) is believed to
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have claimed some 602 lives, although the building itself was not completely
destroyed._ Galbreath (1969) related the probability of panic (which he did not
define in behavioral terms) to available egress capacity in_a building. _He
suggested that panic may occur in buildings where stair enclosures haVn been
designed to accommodate 50 percent of the population ofA given floor, as was
recommended by NES (1935).

Relationships between-occupants' perceptions of their own safety, the amount of
time available for safe escape, and the likelihood Of panic behavior have been
stressed by several researchers._ Melinek and Baldwin (1975) suggested that
after a 2.5 minute waiting, period, people are likely_to panic_i_and engage_in

_

maIadagtive, ineffective behavior; Janis and'Madn'(1977), Kelley et al. (1965),
and Phillips (1978)_*all have -emphasized the importance of actual or perceived
time on the probability of panic behavior. An examination of Janis_and Mann's
(1977) argument may suggest why time plays a trititAl: role in creating panic.
According-to these investigators, panic arises when time .Lik perceived as
insufficient for finding or using a means (A escape from a serious, oncoming
threat. _In such instances, people tend to deal ineffectively with available
information and their thoughts_ frantically focus on -too- narrow a range of/___
alternatives; Wrapped An thought; these peOple are likely to further under-
estimate available time._ In this regard, studies have found that there is
decrease in the perceived duration of an event when judgments of time intervals
are made while people are performing tasks which draw Attention away frekthe
passage_of_time (Dember and Warm, 1979)._ This potentially vicious cycle is
likely to invoke actions which are counterproductive and maladaptive, unless
environmental conditions improve.

;

The importance of leadership and supervision in producing adaptive:responses
Auring fire emergencies was discussed in section 2;3;2; Experiments conducted
for the Central'Intelligence_Agency (Klein, 1916) -found that orderly discipline
channeled through a hierarchical organizational plan WAS essential to_success-
fdl egress. Schultz (1967) concluded from_his experiments that dependent per
sons may tend to respond maladaptively to life threats when leadership or super-
vision is absent; Reporting on the tragic Andraua Building fire in Sab Pualo,
Brazil, Willey_(1972) noted that a rescue helicopter was. almost- destroyed by a
paniCking crowd oc the building's roof. A second helicopter landed successfully
when firefighters were first lowered to the rooftop"to control the crowd, clear
a landing area, and assure those waiting that they would be rescued;

The concepts of leadership and social control can be put into a larger
perspective, and one Consistent withsocial_learning (particularly modeling)
principles; Kelley et al; (1965) who experimentally examined panic behavior,
found that if volunteers faced with a serious personal threat learned that some
of their peers were willing to wait their turn in a queue in order to escape,
and if these peers had experience with 6-ICape and were trustworthy sources of
guidance, then successful escape was lik Iy and the probability of panic
decreased. Thede resulta underscore the importance of social control, and of
the:disciplined.response to a threat, on successful emergency escape. These_
findings also suggest that there -is potential uncertainty about how others will
react to an oncoming threat: Will they respond:in a self7serving way, or take

-,--their turn in a queue? If other indiyidnaIs make clear their intentionsto-
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behave in a disciplined fashions then this may serve to reduce uncertainty and
thereby reduce the likelihood of panic.

A number of investiggtors, however, have"argued against_panic as a real_and
likely threat. Paula (1979), for example, has contended that contrary to
popular opinion, panic responses_are_rare even where people :percelved the situ-
ation to be potentially or actually dangerous. In a study of fires i he h
care institutions, Hahpr (1977) found no incidents of panic -like behavior;
Wood (1972), in his investigation of nearly_1,000 fires:noted_thatonly about _

5 percent of all persons interviewed claimed to have engaged in behavior judged
to increase personal risk. In recent studies modeled after Wood's work, Bryan
(1977) also found little evidence to support the notion that panic is -a fre-
quent occurrence. Best (1978); Canter; Breaux, and.Sime (1978), and Swartz,
(1979)_also presented evidence to support the view that-panic is infrequent.

Assumptions enumerated in section 2.2;1 not only stress the importance of panic
as a problem, but also suggest_that the threat of panic maybe reduced through
fire exit drill training. No direct evidence of this relationship was found in
the technical literature; However, Bryan's (1977) post-hoc studies of actual
fi s suggest that pre-emergency training_in the form of exit drills did pro-
duce oreidiscipIined egress behavior. Also, Kelley et al. (1965), in their
expe ments on panic_behavior, indicated that conditions such as drills, which

.lea people to be self-confident in theirbelief that they wil successfully
escape, can decrease the extent of panic behavior;

The general question of whether behavior patterns learned during drills and
.

other forms_of pre- emergency preparation transfer to actual emergency condi-
tionswas_addressedby the assumptions enumerated in section 2.2.2. This
question been discussed in detail by -a number of investigators, and in' L
addition, r earchers_also have_often stressed the importance of exit drill
Wequency. or example, revieWing the traglc Beverly Hills Supper_Club fire,
gest (1978) ail lIarly argued that the lack-o'f firs emergency training was a
major cause of_neath and injury. _However, there_remains no direct experimen-
tal- .evidence of a transfer of training from drills to performance during actual
building fire emergehcies

. .

Rivers and Hickman (1979) analyzed selected provisions of the Life Safety Code
(1376 edition)4 pointing out that once a particular sequence of emergency'
responsek has been learned:, it must be practiced. According to Bird. and ock-
ing (1949), participation in exit drills, however, is most likely to occur in
buildings with a singleiconsistent occupancy. Moreover; to be predictive of
responses during actual fires, fire exit drills must simulate actual'emergfncy
conditions as closely as possible (Rivers; 1978). This notion is 'supported by
Garner and Blethrow (1970)i wbo_conducted experiments simulating emergency
conditions in commercial aircraft. They argued that simulations gpprqximating
real emergencies could in fact be conducted, and that such simulations should
prepare participants (e.g. aircraft crew personnel) to respond-effectively in

, the event of a crash, fire, or other catastrophe. Observations drawn from
Bryan's numerous post-hoc fire investtgations suggest a similar conclusion., If
actual emergency conditions_are likely to be unique, then- to-avoid the possible
confounding (interfering) effects of unique aspects of a fire emergency on
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'performance during fire drills, SiMulAtedlire_scenarios, time of day; exit
route blocking, etc., should be varied during drill exercises. This idea is
supported by_the experiments of Posner and Keefe (1968) onthe yalUeof_ high-
variety learning, in minimizing the effeets of interfering events on task
perfofmance.

In Auch_occupancies as nursing -homes and hospitals, staff (in contrast to
patient) drillsare critical. In a review of two Pennsylvania_hOspital_fires,
for example; Lathrp(1978) credits frequent staff drilla as the Moat -dikhifi-
tantreason_for_suCcessful patient eyacuationa._MoreUYer, instances df multi-
ple fatalities due to firea in health -care facilities often have been Attri-
buted to_the fact that"these emergencies_ occurred during night time or early
morning hours, when the smallest number of staff personnel were present.

Otherarguments appear in the literature, hi:Weyer, which question the
reIationship_between exit drill training and performance during actual fires.
In their_report on a fire at the NAtionalInstitute of Health Nursing %Me,
Bryan and DiNenno (1979)_ suggested that the frequency of ekitldrills may have
led to the belief-by building occupants that the fire alarm signaled another
drill, and notA real fire; ACtording_to Bryan and DiNenno, some occupants,
apparently "tired" of drills-ignored the alaritignAland delayed the_initia-
tion of emergencyproCeddret. Rivers._and Bickman!(1979) raised the poiht_thAt
people vary in their cuspabilities, AndthAtwhat'may be an effective practice
exercisefor one person may notbe_effective for another. _Thus,_the frequency
of practice of a particular`' ype bUdrill'eann6t,_in and of itself, guarantee
that adequate learning has taken place; or that'adequate performance will take
place during an Actual Eire emergency.

In _summary, researchers' conclusions and opinions on the significance of exit
drill frequency and,oh the design of particular training programs differ. More-
Overi_there appears to be no universally accepted opinion regarding the degree
to which exit drills prepare building occupants to respond effectively during
actual fires.

Sedtion2.2.3_enumerated assumptions relating to occupants' attitudes_ toward
fire exit drills, and the effects of such attitudes upon performance &king
both drills_and actual emergencies: RiVera Alid_Bickman (1979) argued that
nbless_drills are Conducted properly and are taken seriously by_ participants,
inappropriate behavior patterns may be- rehearsed and learned. Bryan and
DiNenno (1979) indicated that maladaptive redpOnses_may have resulted from the
inconsistent participation of personnel in exit drill procedures.

Section 2.2.4 contains assumptions concerning the accomodation_of training
procedures to suit diYerse occupancy conditions: Experimentadinc4666d earlier
by Schultz; Klein; and Kelley et el;all Suggest that effective emergency
response requires a social organization possessing leadership and discipline.
Clearly; howeyer,_not all_occupancies_are characterized by organizational
structures which possess these qu itied. Horeoyer, few technical data appear
in theliterature (e.g._Lathrop, 78) describing occupant_performance during
fire drills or actual fires in.wh ch disciplined, confident leadership Was
present. _
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Conveutional,widom currently holds that programs for pre-eMergency training
and preparatto&sshould be designed to meet the apecial;requirements of various
occupancies; and_this is_reflected in the Code. Evidence supports this assqmp7
tion. For example; problems associated with evacuating handicapped persons in
an ameapAble period of time have been reported (Bald4iii, Melinek,'_and_Appleton,
1,976); Additional_ evidence has been reported by the Federal Aviation Adminis-'
tration in connectiSh With the evacuation of handitapped_persons from.commer-
cial aircraft (Blethrow, Garner. Lowrey. Busby, and'Chandlet, 1977). Neverthe-
less,ftoe4idehee was found which documents the extent to which_ handicapped,
incapacitated, or elderly pet-sons avoid participation in drills, or which indi-
cates specific_consequences of their failure to participate. ThUtii, not only_is
there no technical data available addressing the conventional wisdom on drills
with special user groups but no testa of emergency training programs have been
conducted across various building occupancies;

In_summary. researchers hold a variety of positiend on the relationship_between
drill behaViei and responses to -real fires, on the significance of drill ft-6-
quency, and on the design of indiVidUaltraihing programs. Aioreover, there
appear to_be no universally accepted conclusions regarding --the degree to whith
exit drills actually prepare building occupants for potential life threats;

Stteagtha and weaknesses of the techical literature: Many of the behavioral
assumptions ;ftidetlyitig Code' provisions affecting pre-emergency preparatioft..and
training deal with the notion of panic; The term "panic" lacks a widely-_i'
accepted teChhiCal definition. For examplei_retUrning to a burning building to
retrieve' valuable posseaSiont might be called panic by an_observer. while
though to be an_acceptable risk based on well-plannedlithaVior by the-individ-
ual performing thede action._ If_paaic is defined to re-atilt in Mass fli'ht or
behavior which increases risk-, then it is not surprising that Pauls, Bryan,
And othets noted so few examines. In the absence of a common technical-defini:
tion of the panic response, reliable conclusions regarding either the predict-
ability on occurrence of this respondA Will be extremely difficult to obtain.

Experiments on behavior dUting stressful events conducted by Schultz (1967);
Kelley et al. (1965) and Klein (1976) were all conducted Under controlled lab-
oratory icOnditions. These investigators obtained similar results under Vetyinge
experttentaI conditions, and this Supports their conclusions regarding condi-
tions under which panic is, likely and regarding the need for supervision and
discipline. Boweveri_since important_characteristics of actual life threats,
such as fire emergencies, cannot be simulated in the laboratory. it is diffi-
cult to, infer real -world emergency behavior fret thede Studies.

The assertion that panic behavior is infrequent is supported by)experimentai
fiftclings, anecdotal accounts, and by observations repotted'during_post-hoc
interviews with fire victims and_ eyewitnesses. As'the body of data from such
post -- hoc -case stuOies grpws, reliable statements regarding- the n#Cure and fre-
quency of_the so-zalled panic response may be poBsible;. This kekeedii_ahould be
further aided by LdtreVements in post-incident surveying and eyewitness inter-
viewing technique (Loftus, 1980); ab-
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The literature addteSding relationships between fire drill performance and
behavior during actual emergendiesi_isprimarilynonexperimentai; This litera-
ture preaentetwo important difficulties for the analydt. First; although the

;:freqUency of exit drills is Often discussed; drill frequents, had not been
:treateii-as an nddpendent variable in research design and data analysis. See-ond,,no'invegfigatot specifically measured the potential long-term effectsbf drill-particApation as--dependent variable. ;Hence; while it is possible
(and potentially useful) t contatue speculating about the magnitude and direc-
tionof relati&sehipd,betWeen drill performance; drill frequency, and emergencybehavior; conclusions cannot now be substantiated.

Concerning 'the'questioleof.Whether_fire_eit drills can adequately Simulate_
teal emergency cOnditioffisi,Pfuls' (074)datafrom drills in high rise build-
ings .amd;Gatlier And BlethroOla (1970).evacuationajtoM SiMUlated_Olane'stecks:

' provide noteworthy data.; -Tbetie inveatlgatots learned; byAnalySing question-
naires returned _After the events, that a number of particinantm appeared to
believe the drills to be the real thing." For these petaiins; at leasti_creat-
ing the impression of ahiadthal Aife threatmay_have.provided opportunities toobserve their own performance under actual conditions. It may be useful to test
whether these individuals are better prepared during some future emergency thanare those who believed tWdtill to be an artificial exercise;

-.-The paucity of research on participants' attitudes toward fire exit drills, andonthe_need to ace9modatetraining
to specifie_oceupancies makes it difficult

to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses indiViddal studies at present.
Several investigator-A have suggeste4_hypot4ie regarding thede issues, but
these twain to be evaluated; Spedific Airect nd'for further research on
pre-emergency training and preparation are disc d&in Section 2.4.

2.4. SUMMARY OF GAPS IN THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE

2.4.1 -Research on the Prediction Occupants' Responses During Rear! Pikes

Contrasting opinions aPpear to have emerged concerning the assumptions that
so-called panic behavior is a clear and constant threat; and that the danger ofpanic can be minimized througkeffeetivepre-eMergency training.. Although
experimental data exist !.4hiehliupport these aidemptionA0 growing body of evi-dence from post-incident fire ifiVeStigetiOns_suggests they are mot well founded.
SeveralimOottant:lasues; however; have not been adeqiiAtelxtreated_in eitherthe experimental or survey literature (1) adoption of a standard definition_'of panic; (2) identification of enVironmentalsnd situational cues and stimuliwhich affect the likelihood of panic (3) Identification of perceptual and cog-nitive processes'whieb 1.6414td patOe (e.g. time and distance-to-threat ne7reep-
tion);_(4) understanding the processes by whiCh_leadership and the channelingof tasks and responsibilities reduces the likelihood of pante; (5) specifica-'tion,of_the relationshipbetWeen pre-emergency training and the ottUttenteof
panic; (6) specification of the relatiOnshiO'between the likelihood of panic
and thpattite Of the occupancy.
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2.4.2 Research on the Transfer of Training

OINW-11,4......1.4111

. Assumptions that behaVior learned_during drillstrahafert to actual fire
to be empirically tested.. While this problem preaents_com-

Oleic M-- =odological difficulties (e.g.,_neither trained nor untrained subjects

I
can be randomly assigned to buildings which are later purposefully urned)i the

use of rigorous drilllevaluationmethods and the standardization of training

procedures (as noted by Rivers and Bickian;_1979)may provide elementary con-

trols which improve the reliability and- validity of data from post-incident

investigations. Carefully designed field experiments; involving' pprOpriate_

safeguards for, human participants; may ultimately be required todeterMine the

extent to which transfer_of_emergency_training occurs. Paulo' (1914) obserya-

titinaofevacuation drills in high-risebuildings; In mhich_anumber of parti-

cipants believed actual emergencies were in progress; proVide a useful model

for the design of such experiments.

2.40. Research on'Occupants' Attitudes Toward Exit Drills

The objectives of future research on the role of occupantsattitudedWill be

to (1) determine correlatious_betweenattitudestoward drill participation;
performance_during drills, -and in rare cases, performance during actual (or
least Perceived). emergencies; (2) determine_ ways by_whichadaptive_behavior
patterns can be effected through aptitude change. Attitudes toward the value

Of pre - emergency training.are complex phenomenWpartly betause they_result__

from interactions between a person's history of experiences, physical tgpabil-

itiesi emotional and_ motivational_ predispositions; and personality mlikeup.. For

example, while a healthy adult who has never experienced a building fire_may

consider exit drills to be- necessary andimportant,rhisperaofi may be dis-

tressed to find other people joking and taking drills-leqr seriously. A hand-

icapped person workingin a high-rise office building however;_may view serious
__________ _

,participation by all during_dhexit drill as the difference between life -and

death in the event of a real fire; Unfortunately; the psychological literature'
"the relationship between_attitudes_and behavior, andohthe potential for
"Effecting behavior change through attitude change; provides no *kind basis for
specific conclusions in the area of life'safety.

2.4.4 Research onrhe Accommodation of Training Programs to Specific Occupancy

Requirements

3 i

ASsumptiOns suggesting that exit drills and training programs be designed to
recognize differences between various occupancies_May be relatiVely easy to

test_empirically. Por_exaMple,_studies-modeled after Paula' drill observations
And Wertz et al's. analysis of training methods could be extended to_permit.
analytical cqmparisons between building types; modes of occupancy and tygett of

organizational structure, after various training procedures have been introduced./

2.5 ,SUMMARY

Behavioral assumptions underlyingCode proVisions affecting pre - emergency
training_and preparation-may be evaluated by_referente to psychological models
Of learning, experiMental data reported in the psychological literature; and
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the growing_body of evidence from peSt7indident fire investigations. To date;
expeeiMental_and postincident investigations provide mined conclusions con
cerning the supportability of theile assumptions. Moreover; available evidence
does not often_ permit direct inforented to be drawn between research findings
and tfie_specifAciSsues implied by code proviaiots. Futuremodifications to
provisions affecting pre- emergency tiaining_appear torequire additional
tee-Arch on the role of training and its relation to emergency behavior.
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3; PROVISIONS FECTING THE PERCEPTION;OF THE EMERGENCY ENVIRONMENT AND THE
RECOGNITIO OF EGRESS FACILITIES()

3.1 APPLICABLE- CODE- PROVISIONS

5-2;44.-1;2 EVery door and every principal entrance which is required to serve
as an exit shalt be so designed and constructed that the_way of exit travel is

obvious and direct. _Windows_which_because of their physical configurationor
design and the materials used in their construction could be mistaken for doors
shall.be made inaccessible to_the occupants by barriers or railings conforming
to therequirements of 5-2.2.3.

5-5;2;2 Ways of exit access and the doors to exits_to which they lead shall be
so designed and arranged as to be clearly r ognizable. Hangings or draperies

shall not be placed over exit doors or othe Ise so located as to conceal or
obscure any exit. Mirrors shall not be pla edon exit doors._ Mirrars shall
not be_placed in or adjacent to any exit i such a manner as to confuse the
direction of exit;

5 =-8.4 ;-3 The floor of means of egz ss shall be illuminated at all points
including angles and intersections of corridors and passagewaysi_stairways,_
landings of stairs, and exit doors to values of not less than 1.0 foot-candle
measured at the floor.

5-9.1.2 Where maintenance of illuMination depends upon changing from one,
energy source to another, there shall be no appreciable interruption of illu-
motnatton during the changeover.' Where emergency lighting is provided by a_
prime mover-operated electric generator, a delay of not more than 10 seconds
shall be permitted;

5-10.4%Z Access to exits shall be marked by readily visible signs in all cases
where the exit or way to reach it is not immediately visible to the occupants,
and in any case where required by the applicable provisions of Chapters 8
through 16 for individual occupanciesy
1

5-10.1.1 Every required sign designati an exit or way of exit access shall
be so located and of such size, distinct ve Color, and design as to be readily
visible and shall provide contrast with decorationsj_interior finish, or other
signs._ No decorations, furnis4ngs, or-equipment which impair visibility of an
exit sign shall be permitted; nor shall there be any brightly illuminated sign
(for other than exit purposes), display:, or object in or_near the line of
vision to the required exit'sign of such a character as to so detract attention
from the exit sign.

'4*

5-10.3 Illumination of Sigils. Every sign shall be suitably illuminated by a
reliable light source giviag_a value_of not lefts than_5 foot-candles on the :

illuminated surface. Such illumination shall be continuous as required under,
the provisions of Section 5 -8; Illumination of Means of Egress, and where
emergency lighting facilities are reqUired, exit signs shall'be illaMinated
from the same source.
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5-10.4.1.1 A sign reading "EXIT;" or similar designation, with an arrow
indicating the direLtion, shall be_placed_in every location where the direction
of travel to reach the nearest exit is not immediatelyappareht.

5-10;4.1-.2 Eticalatorsc Moving Welke. kaign complying with_57-10.2 indicating
the direction of the nearest approved exit shall be placed at the point of
entrance to any escalator or moving walk that is not in a means Of egress:

5-10.4.2.1 Any door; passage; or stairway which Is neither an exit nor A 344
of exit ACCe68;_and which is_so located pr arranged as to be likely to be i8-
taken for an exit_ahall be ident'fied by_a_sign_reading NOT EXIV%orniiii-
designation or shall beidentified by a sign indlcatIdg its actual character,,
such AS "TO BASEMENT," "STOREROOM, " "LINEN'AOSET" or the like.

. ,

673.4.1 Audible alarm indicating devices shall be of such character .and do
distributed to be effectively heard above the maximum noise level obtained
under.normal conditions of occupancy.

Audible alarm indication shall pred- uce signals WhiCh'ire distincave
from audible signaling indicating devices used for other purposes in the aate
are

67-3.4.3_ Audible fire alarm devirs as re4Cired by Chapters 8 through L6 other
than voice communication shall be used only for fire alaim system purposes.

6-3.4.4 Visual alarm indicating devices may be used in lieu of audible devices;
where permitted by Chapters 8 through 16.

6-3.4.5_ Where a_protective_signaling system itirequired for purpose of
evacuation; it shall be so installed as to provide effective warning-of fire
in any part of the building.

Exception: Where a Minding is AividtTrd by (1) fire walls,-into_separate fire
sections or (2) by other means with adequate safeguards against the spread Of
fire Or thnooke from one section to another-, each section may be considered a
separate building.

11-3;2;10;1 Any apartmentsbuilding_with 26 or more living-units shall have
emergency lighting in accordance with 5-9.

gig

3.2 UNDERLYING BEHAVIORAL ASSUMPTIONS

32.1 Assumptions Raating t- o the Effect of Door and Window Design Upon
Egress Route Perception

(1) Occupants!, perceptions o- f the obviousness ntLat70-theos of the way ÔE
exit travetmaybe influenced by the design of_doors_andentranees; the design
of these elements may affect egress time (5-2.1.1.1.2).---!
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(2) While seeking;_ identifying, or using an egress way, occupants may mistake

Abthe improperly designed windows. for doors, and'thereby delay egress

(5-2.1.1.1.2).

(3) Occupants' perception of proper egress route elements can be enhanded by

providing physfcalt barriers to windows when these arenet,elements of exit ways.

Preventing the use of- incorrect building elements during fires increases the

likelihood that egress ways wilt be quickly recognized and effectively used

(5-2.1.1:1.2).

(4) To facilitate rapid perception and recognition of egreSS fadilitied,
occupants_require unobscuredvisual access toways of exit access Mirrors or

wall haiigiffigs titi; over; or adjacent to doors leading to means of egress may

Obscure the means of egress-and /oiotherwise confOse occupants, and thereby

lead to excessive evacuation timeA5-5.2.2).

3.2.2 Assumptions Relating to the Affect. of Mut nation Level Upon Egress
Route Identifitation

(1) Esc ping. occupants_ require the uniform illumination Of egress way floor

surfaces. One febt-dandle, measured at the.floor, is sufficient for emergency

egress ( -8;10)

(2) OC- jstits. recognition of egress facilities requires the continuous
IlIumin tion of various_architectural_and safety_elementd. Delayd in the
actuation of emergency lighting facilities greater than 10 seconds may reduce

egress flow and jeopardize safe pedestrian movement (5-14.1.2).
_ _ _ L

(3). In multifamily residential buildings which require occupants to negotiate
corridors en route to exits_(as distinct from buildings_which permit all occu-
pants to exitdirettly to_the outside), emergency lighting will facilitate
evacuation and reduce egress time (11-3.2.10.1).

3.2.3 Assumptions RelAting to the Role of Visual Signage and Directiotial
Information in Egress Route Recognition and the Formation of EmergehtY
Egress Strstegies

(/

(1) During fire emergencies occupants require visual access to exits or egress
ways in order to achieve timely emergency- egress: .where direct vtsualTaccess
Id.hdt possible, directional signs will achieve the same result (5-10.1.2;
5- 10.4.1.1; S-10i4i1.2).

(2) Ottdpants will be able to see directional signs in spaces infiltrated by '

smoke (5-10.1.2; 5-10.1'.3).

(3); occupants are more Iikelyci)o see and_use_dfrectional and exit marking signs
when such signs are properly'illuminated (5- 10.3).

(4) Signs denoting that a door or pathway -does not lead to -an exit_are_
sufficient to keep occupants. along intended?egress war:4, and are effective in
re-diking overall egress time (571N4;2;1)
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3.2.4 Assumptions Relating to the Ability of Audible and Visual Alarm Signals
to Effectively Alert Building Occupants to a Firs; Threat

(1)__Occupanta will receive an unambiguous alert_of an actual fire danger from
audible and.vieual alarm devices, and will take immediate and effective action
upon hearing or seeing An.alert signal (6-3.4.1 through 67-3.4.5).

(2) Occupants_ receive sufficient information from alarm devices Co enable them
to- formulate effective response strategies in a timely manner,(6-3;4;1 through
6=3.4.5).

3.3 COMMENTARY

3.3.1 Prdblem

Insome_initances,_the design and implementation of emergency_egress facilities
for buildings may directly Affect occupants' perceptions of the emergency
environment and their recognition. and consequent use_of egress facilities; In
general, provisions of the=Code are intended to provide_occupants With_readily
identifiable egress channels,: faCilitate rapid and accurate escape route detet
minationi and confirm occupants' overall_aVareness andunderstanding_o a fire
emergency situation. These_goals are based on the notionthaOhe physical
features of buildings andOf certain fireisafety system components can be
designed_to influence stimulus and cue detection, situation_ definition, and
egress strategy ferMation in some positive manner, by building occupants.

Behavioral assumptions underlying Code provisions afeCting occupantia"
perc.eption of tie etkergency_environment;_and their recognition, of egreatfatili-
ties_focus on four principal issues: :(1)_the_impsct:of_door_an&windoW design
'on_the perceptien of egress routes; (2) the effects of lighting level on the
recognition and perception of escape routes; (3) the degree to which occupants
depend_upon visual signage and directional information while formating and
executing egress strategies; (4) the ability of. visual and audible alert signals
to stimulate rapid situation definition and effective response strategy
formation.

Models of perception which provide useful insight to tbe_role of fire safety
systems -and building components in the emergency perception proeeSP are dis-
cussed below. Later in this Chapter the models and supporting research
findings are considered in relation tObehavioral assumptions_ believed to
underlie -Code provisions_ affecting occupants perception of the emergency
environment and recognitiehaf egress facilities.

3;3;2 Underlying Behavioral Models

,

Three models of_perception offer perspectiufb on the process_of egress
facility identifidation. ,These'mre_perceptual field theory (also Called
Gestalt Psychology); environmental information processing theory, and signal
detection theory. Following a description ofeach_aindel,'its implication_for
one or more of the Categories of assumptions enumerated in section 3..2 will
be presented;
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Perhaps the most Widely_kno of these la perceptual field t eory,_which
focuses upon the configurat on,ur organization of sensory events (Dember and_

Warm, 1979)._ According to perceptual field theory, individuals perteive real

World stimuli as patterns-set within !!fields,"'or_backgrounds._ Accordingly,

objects are always viewer against_a baCkground_which may provide varying

degxees of contour,_ cont ast and boundary to the figure The nature of the .

baCkground_id thought t deterMine the clarity and distinctiveness with which
a figure or object can e perceived. Figure-ground segregation, considered

to be oneof_the-most rimitive aspects of perceptual organizationi_isjiot
limited to visual ph omens but ie appliCable to other sensory modalities as

,Nell.': In audition, or example, a melody may be perceived 4s a "fignre7

against a "ground" f harmony. . I

tapirical researc based upon_ perceptual field theory gen rally suggests that

physical Objett: and the environment itself, can only be understood in terms

of how they "app W. to the.observer, rather than_in term of their actual

(or objective) physical composition. Recent research in et1.601organiza7

tion, for example suggests that after stimulation, sensory receptors in the

eye initiate an encoding process which requires some Mediating mechanism to

decode the information. before a response can be offeredatliff,1972).
What is "perceived" is thus thought to be a synthesis of sensory data -as

mediated by past experience, cognitive atylel expectation and other factors.

The perceived image may not - correspond precisely to the p
environmental data encoded hy_retioalstimulatioo. For e
frequently used for4bontrast in exit signage because'of ids

capabilities (Dember and Warm, 1979). However, the traiiit_
or green_as opposed to other colors may lie less in the phy

these colors than in their apparent brightness. A green ex
is known,to appear brighter than a blue one of equal physical

of
e; color is
tention-gett;ng
1 choice of red
1 ntenstty of
ltelt fi*ture
-intensity;

PerteptUal field theory has implications for the first_aadthird Categories
of assumptions in section 3.2._ The first category of hismaiibehavierai
assumptions concerns Code provisions for the design of doors and windows along

egress routes, and generally presupposes some relationship between door and

window design and egress route percepttOri. Field taeory suggests that color

and form are critical factors affectingfigure-gtound.diacrimination. In an

office setting; for example, in which corridors are bounded by glazed panels

of equal size, shape and color, valuable-escape time -may be lost if doorways,
(which may:Or may not lead to a means of egress) consist of panels equivalent

to fixed wall panels. Similariy,Aoorn whichreflect the polo; texture or
design_of surrounding walk;sutlaces may also_be difficult to discern quickly.

Thibe instances point to the need to make elements of egress routes visually

distinct from nonegress elements.

The third category of assumptions concerns Code_provIsions,for signage and

directional information. In_general, behavioral assumptions,- underlying these

provisions hold that safe and rapid evacuation from public occupancy_buildings

depends in some way upon the proper use of directional information displayed

on, signs. The importance of_contrastand contourLtdeasy_and rapid informa-

tion perception is considered by field theory. To maximize the effectiveness
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of egress directional signsi_accordinglyi. these signs must be designed end_
located so that information lettered on them is clearly distinguishable from
background surfaces under various lighting toriditionS, and so that entire signs:
are clearly distinguishable from walls or other surfaces to which they are
applied: Contrast and contour in visual iinagerf is- perhaps even'more critical
in- connection with pictographic; or symbolic direetinhal signs now_under con-
sideration.by the NFPA and other:standards writing bodies (see Collins and

. Lerner; 1980);

Raving its.basis in_perceptual field theory; the environmental information
processing theory of perception suggests a mechanism_ which processes stimulus
input by means of sequences of operations occurring in Stagen.__Thtite Stages__
involve the encoding,_ storage;_ decoding and tranolation of informKtion from the
environment... But while- field theory fetuses non the perception of the.envir.;r1,-,
ment by_passive individuals; environmental information processing theory Sug-
gests thatobservers be viewed as active participants in_settings'Xittelsen;
et ai.; 1974); The perceptual exploration o_ Setting_by_any person uses all
of the'sensory systems through which the environment and the indiVIdiidl transact.

Frequently; environmental settings-provide far More inforMationthan can
possibly be__processedby a given individual on a particular occasion: SUehCoa=-
ditions of "information.ovetioad" have been_shown_to produce increased levels
of stress and of maladaptive behavior; To deal With ihforaiStion overload the
individual uses criteria in order to select from available infortstion These
selection criteria are deterMined by the person's own goals; expectations; and
needs may be affected by the individual's beliefs slieUt tale probabilities of
various events and of their outcomes.

Whenfsues_from the environment contradict a persaa's expectations and beliefd,
tha individual often must formulate some "beat bet" response (Brunawik; 1956).
For_example;.a brief fire in the World Trade Center in New York_City produced
smokeWhich was carried through the building's air-handling system; Althdiigh
the fire was extinguished almost immediately and the public address system
properly directed occupants tq remain in plsoe; the sight of smoke appears to
have caused many occupants toOgaoreAhe verbal announcement. As a result;
floors 9 through 22 were evaeUated Class and Rubin; 1979). In this case; one
stimulus -(the verbal me4046).contradisted another; perceptually_ clearer_
source of information (seeing actual smoke). In the absence of less ambiguous
instructions, and in view of the inforMation actually available (the smoke
itself), the "beat bet" response appears to have been to evacuate the affected
floors. Thus, perception seems to functior._as an integral eipment of the
dectstonmaking process by regulating -the Selection ofInformation from the -.
environment thereby reducing the degree of uncertaidit with which an indiViAil
negotiates a given setting.

Environmental information_ processing theory has implications for the setoni,
third; and fourth categories of assumptions in section 3.2.

The second category of assumptions concerns Cede provisions addressing the level
of egress route illumination. According to environmental information_processinp
theory; the selection of environsvIntal data for subsequent d2ditailhdidkihg is
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a conscious task which not only depends upon the nature of th cues themselves,
but also depends on the'needs, goals, expectations and previous experiences of
the participant. For example,_it_is quite common -for an individual tn,feel_
uneasy upon entering a darkened' stairway or corridor. it s not ne.ceseary..for
the person to -have actually had the experience of trippi g in the datki or of
being mugged" in the past; most people have become well aware of such poten-
tial hazards through learning of other individuals' experiences. Accordingly,
people sufficiently uneasy about entering dark passageways may_simply-not use
them, until or unless the prevailing life threat 1, judgad to be the more
serious risk;

.

The third category of assumptions concerna.S.nda provisions for signage and
directional information. Environmental information processing theory suggests
that individuals consciously select information from the environment in accor-
dance with their unique goals and expectations. Thus, to the extent that
directional signs are identifiable, legible; unambiguous, and consistent with
occupants' expectations, information contained on them will be effectively_
incorporated withi individuals' egress strategies; Ambiguous or inconsistent
information may, also be'assimilated, and it may result in inappropri-

;-fite or ineffective\egress movement. In addition to occupants' goals, expecte-
tions and previous experienes; stress has also bee found to affect the rate
of response to inf Smil_ _e (1978), for example,
found that respon tItindS' .re faster for pictographic signs (e.g., shapes and
figures) than for v rbai signals when stress was introduced as a variable;
This finding is clearly relevant to the fire emergency problem.

The fourth category of behavioral assumptions deals with Code provisions for
alarm signals._ One problem is the potential between alarm
signals and other features of the physical and social' environments among Whith
an individual's-attention may be divided. Environmental information processing
/theory providessome basis for understanding this phenomenon. This model posits
mechanisms which permit people to deal with a continual melange of potentially
redundant;_ambiguous, conflicting_or_contradictoiy information. These mechan7
isms provide data necessary for the interpretation of settings_and events, and
to the formulation of action strategies; According to the environmental infor-
mation processing_model, individuals cope with information overload by purpose-
fully selecting those aspects of the environment which are judged to be rele-
vant to their immediate goals, needs_or 'expectations. Where environmental
information is unambiguous and judged to be consistent with one's expectations,
competition among various pieces of information will be relatively low and the
individual is likely to attend te_those environmental_ data most useful_in
attaining immediate objectivea. Where environmental information is gmbiguous or
contradictory, however; it will be difficult for the individual to determine
which data are most relevant. Consequently, the person's attention will_be
diatributed among the various data sources. In especially complex or ambiguous
settings, this divisIon of attention is likely to result in reduced attention
to each-information source.

While rapid egress -is certainly_an essential goal for_building occupants during
a fire emergency, for example, it may well not be their only objective. Where
occupants must divide thel attention among alarm signals orsPecific vocal
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egress instructions and; say, other persona they perceive to be endangered;
perteption_efalarm signal or instruction content May be significantly dimi-
nished. Similarly, the competition between vocal instructions 5pdthe contra-
dittory_sightzof actual smoke could result in these instructions being vir-

y ignored hi' many building'occupants (as occurred 'fortes WorldTrade Center).

-,/
The theory of signal detection is a major recent innovation in thinking_about
the_way in which information is processed in paychophysical studies. These
stddieahave focused on the quantitative relations .beeWien changes in physical
stimulation and concomitant-changes in reported aspects of sensory experience_
(Dember and Warm'. 1979)..- Early psythoOhYaical research posited the conceptof
"threshold", which requires that before a given stimulus_ can be percavvil-by
an organism that stimulus_must have ,attained a certain physical intennity.__The
threshold notion implies two possible States: a detection state in which the
stimulus or dignai_is_present_and above the threshold intensityj and a nonde-
tection state in vhiththe stimulus. is either_absent or below the threshold
intensity. Signal detection theory diVerges from this two-state notion. By
postulatingamultistatc approach; it entirely, avoids the threshold concept.
Accordiag to the theory ofsignal detection; every perceptual event contains
some degree of interference or "noise". This noise mag_

a number
of possible sources including personal and environmental sources. The_conceptof noise implies that the starting point for perception is a greater-than7zero
level of sensation; and that the signal to be detetted_must always be distin-guished from the background noise. Signal detection; then; is a process
through which the stimulus of interest can be reliably and repeatedly distin-guished from the background stimuli; so long as the perceiver has the neededsensory- capacity: For_signal detection_to_occur; it ta4elleved thata trite-
rien Value for sensitivity to the signal of interest is _et by the person.This criterion value may vary depending upon how often the dignifis_expected
to Occur; and on which behavior yields the greater "payoff": responding when
in tett Only_noise (in the form of irrelevant eighals)_is preaent or not
responding when in fact atruesignal is- presented against a background of
irrelevant noise. Thus; "payoff" is batted upon the tradeoff of values: responseto a false alarm versus failure to respond to a true Alarm.

An example of this phenomenon involved coded emergency communications
recommended for use in health care facilities. Over a long period of time; and
in_an enviror.ment where vocal messages specifying individuals' names are common
and frequent, staff members may find themselves primarily responsive to thecall of their own names. Hence; an_individual staff member may anticipate
balls paging that person by name, while treating other messages as background_noise. Yet the "payoff"_in_missing an encoded emergency alarm message such as"Nurse Blaze" or "Code Blue" represents a far more serious threat to life
safety then_the misinterpretation of a non- emergency message and the inappro-
priate initiation of emergency procedures when there is in Fact no fire
emergency (see Keating and Loftus, 1)77). In this example; anticipation_ of acriterion signal (e.g.; one's own name versus an encoded_ emergency signal) mayvary as a function of other factors. For instance; physicians who spend only
a few hours per day at a hospital may be considerably less likely to notice
encoded emergency-messages than may full time nUteeti who have been specifically
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trained -in emergency procedures: Time of day', ambient temperature, fatigue and

personality have also been found to affect arousal in similar instances (Craig

and CoIquhouni 1975).

A somewhat related determinant of_signal detection and the perception of

emergency conditions_is the s6=ealled "orienting response," a pattern_of skele-

tal and biological changes which occurs upon the_ presentation of novel and

unexpetted stimuli (egi "FIRE!"). Such stimuli disrupt ongoing activity_and

prepare_the individual to receive fUture related stimuli and to respond effec-

tively (Sokolov, 1963) ,Recotmesdations concerning the use of a male voice for

Certain portion0 of vocal emergency messages while using a female voice_for

other portions (Loftus and Ketcing, 1974) is an apparent attempt to optimize

the likelihood of gettirg and maintaining occupants'_attentionand producing

adaptive response patterns during various stages of fire emergencies.

Signal detection theory has implications for all fourcategories of assumptions

in_section 3.2. Thus; with regard to the first category; which_deals_with the

effects of door and vieloy design or egress_route perception, signal detection

theory suggests' that thls need is most critical in situation," where building

occupants are likely to le transient (and hence not_fkailiar with,the true

location of egress elements); or where low levels of alertness may impair

occupants' utilization of directional signs.

Andther perspective on the illumination of egresswayb, the topic for the second

category of assumptions, is provided by signal detection theory._ During_fire

emergenFies, most occupants of public occupancy_buil3ings are likely to be more

vigilant, and function at increased levels of physiological arousal; than they

would_duripg_noneMergeheY periods: As a result; indP/iduals_may_adopt_lower
visual thtedhOlds to provide cues and stimuli necessary_in the identification

or recognition of egress route elements. Hence, lower levels of illumination

may be;.sufficient to permit the rapid recognition or negotiation of_environMen-

tal eleMehtS during_
a

a_fire emergency than during periods of normal building

use; particularly in public occupancy building where many individuals are
only marginally familiar with the building's layout and exit facilities.

whereas environmental information_ProCessing theory stresses the possibility

that the effect of variation iiiillUminationleveI depends on individuals',._

motivations, previous experience; and training; signal detection_ theory

sizes maintaining illumination levels above some sensory threshold;

Factors relating to the effective use of_signage, an aspect of the third

category of assumptiorusj_alsomay be explained by reference to signal detection

',theory. According to this model; variability in_cue detection results frini

Variation in both environmental and psychological_parameter8. Theyord "EXIT"

and an_arrow presented on a directienal sign may be thought of as visual sig-_

nals which occur 4ithin visual "noise" produced by complex interior deaikhOhe

moving about of other occupantei or by such_fire products as smoke If the"

information on signs can be made distinguishable from_cues produced by compet-

ing environmental elements; there is a greater_likelihood that sigAS Will be

used effectively. Similarly, theMAnner in which building; occupants anticipate

the availability of directional signage may aUect_the_extent_to which this

information is sought out from a visually complex (or "noisy").enVironment; the
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1
threshold at which information displayed on signs will be discerned, and the
nature of resulting egress behavior patterns;

For example, an occupant who is unfamiliar_With the arrangement of exits and
dgreeti routes within a building may believe that in case of fire; "EXIT" signs
and directionaldreows cal be counted upon to eneure_rapid'_egress, Whether by
previous experience; training or cultural norm, the individual may specifically
anticipate that signs _designating exits will display the term "EXIT." and hence
the person's threshold for perceiving this _word Willadjust to ensure the rapid
detection of such signs even in visually complex settinga. While negotiating
an egress path, however, other_signa_marked "NO EXIT" or "NOT AN EXIT" may be
misinterpreted because of the individual's greatly reduced threshold for the
term EXIT only Under conditions of stress during which 4,0eraen belieVe8
there is extremely time,_suchmistakes may occur because the individual
failvto_take_sufficient time to fully read dnd interpret verbal aigne,_even .

though the additional_time_required may be considerably less than needed to
negotiate an incorrect oath (i.e., a path produced by misinterpreting a sign).
As mentioned earlier, the use of graphic or symbolic exit and directional
signage may be Advantageous in such situations as fire emergenciea, where
above-normal levels of stress can.beanticipatad (SMillie, 1978).

The fiqal category of behavioralLjassumptions deals with Code provisions for
alai signals These assumPtioncern the_effectivenessof audible and
Viaual alarm signals in alerting Ybuilding occupants to a fire threat, ip
enabltng occupants to correctly define the emergency situation; and in helping
occupants_to_rapidly formulate adaptive response strategies. The specific use-
fulness of alarm stimuli are perhaps most simply explained by reference to
signal detection theOry.IfLavisual or audible alarm is to effectively bring
forth_a response, then this signal must be coneistentlyand reliably differen-
tiated with respect to other signals in the environment (i.e.jAise) which may
vary considerably in substance and intensity_over time Because the purpose of
the alerting signal is to evoke within building occupeutta,an orienting response
by communitating the occurrence of some adverse change in the environment, the
alarm signal must be discriminable as well_as_detectable. A very loud, clang-
ing, audible alarm_in a building where false-alarms are frequent, for example,
may fail to communicate the fact that an actual emergency is in progress;

In summary, perceptual fielL,theory, environmental information processing
theony, and signal detection,theo4W present different but related views of
human perception. _,Each theory al7phasise9 ithesignificance of the averãll
context in which the perception of information occurs This context has been
called a field, an environmental setting, and_background_noise. Moreover, each
of these theories stresses the Wportance of individual differaWa in percep7
tual organization, and the role of personality variabler upon perceptualjudg-
ment. Human behavioral assumptions which underlie Code provisions affecting
occupants' perception of the emergency _environment and_theirtettignitien of
egress facilitiedwere discussed in relation to these general models of percep-
tion. One or more theoretical explanations for each of four categories of
Assumptions were presented, and it was shown that while each model is Udeful,
no single model in capable of explaining all aspects of environmental percep-
tion during fire emergencies; The next section treats code provisions and
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their underlying behavioral assumptions_in_view_of data presented in the

technical literature on human behaVior during fires and oiher strezel events.

3.3;3 AssessMent of Behavioral Assumptions thed on the Technical Literature

Literature review. AddiiMptionn enumerated in section 3.2.1 focus on_the effect

of door and window tiiign upon rapid recognition of_egress_routes and facili-

ties. At the time of this writing, no tethdital data either supporting or_

refuting these assumptions were found. In generalihowever, the position held

by iirritere,of the Code that doors_should_not be deSigned so-as to "blend in"

with walls; -and that windows nhoUld not be designed so'asto be mistaken:-for-

'exit doors (note provision 5-5.2.2), agrees with_ psychological model& and, data

frot other- contexts. MeIinek (1975) recommend that_deeigners avoid 'placing

mirrors or other reflective nutlet-en where they could mislead occupants regard-

ing the direttion of Corridors and the location of exit_doors. However, he

provided no data from cases alleging_such confusion to have actually occurred._

In_their analysis of_neleCted provisions of the Code, Rivens and_Bickman_(1979)

call for future research on'this topic. They emphasize the specialproblem.of

egress route_perception_in_the presence of smoke, and also argue that what is

obvious_to alert and Able-bodied individuals may appear quite differently to

fatigued or otherwise handicapped persons.
t

The influence of illumination level upon the perception of egress ways is

addrensed by assumptions enumerated in_SeCtion3.2.2. In general, there is

currently a dearth:of empirical knowledge about the quality of illumination_

measured at flit::A. level Oprovision.5-8;1.3);_and no data_arenow available to

confirm or refute the applicable Code provision. Rasbash (1975), in an experi-

ment designed_to evaluate visibility under various conditions, found that

where visibility was IO meters f3g.81 feet), 10 percent of all subjects could

not compIete_a way-finding task and instead returned to the starting location.

Where visibility van- reduced to five meters (16.40 feet) 20 percent of all sub-

jects returned; On the basis of these data, Radbatiheuggested a requirement
that the minimum visibility during emergency evacuation be 10 meters. But he

did_not convert this value to illumination level- measured at the floor. In a ,

study connducted by Horiuchi (1974); emergency fleet illumination of one lux
(0.1076 foot-candles) was compared With that under Medal lighting conditions:

Only a/small difference in occupants' walking_veloCW.was_found. .,Rdmondo and

Macey (1968); on-the basis_of their studies of emergency luoriqk on board
U.S. Naval_vesseln, concluded that standard Navy handlanterns (prpviding an

unspecified quantity of illumination) positioned two feet_above-the floorand
spaced six feet apart facilitated egress route detection by ship occcipants;

Perhaps Jin; Wu( studied illumination and visibility through smoke, expressed

the state-of7the7art most succinctlynotingj It has not been made -clear yet

how much visibility is needed to escape_frola_fire_(in this case, through

smoke). But it is generally believed that visibility of, 15 or 25 meters (49.2(1

to 122.00 feet) -is necessary to escape from fires -in such places_as department

stores, underground shopping plazan, etc., crowded with people who are un6mi-

liar_with the interior_of the bnilding,while three to five meters (9.84_to

16.40 feet) is enough if escape routft are well known" (Jin, 1.972ai 0.138)._

Jin also provided tables showing comparative smoke densities for the visibility
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distances- expressed above.. In addition to the_prOblem of illUtination 16461;
the gUedtiOn_awhether delays_in activating emergency Iightidg facilities
affect egress flow (e.g., the 10 second maximum_delay permitted under provision
59.1.2) finds -no- answer definitive or suggestivein the technical literature
currently available.

Jin_(1972)considered'illumination'level in corridors as an independent Variable
in his study of response time in asmokerfilled environment. In a later 'experi-
ment; Jin (1976) found walking speed tobe_only_slightlk affected by variations
in corridor illumination. Psychophysical experiMents designed to study light
'dark adaptation have'indicated_thatvisual responee_is delayed when a person
moves from,,s lighted to a totally darkened setting (Brindley; 1970). But while.
.perceptiou. is eilowed under such conditions in the laboratory; no documented
evidence Was found by the prerenp -investigators relating perceptuaI'decrement
to impaired movement bybuilding occupants negotiating actual, settings.

. .

In Section 3.2.3.behavioralaasumptions_concerning the degree to which buiI0ing
occupants depend upoevisual;signage and directional markers were presented.
Eictremely'jew technical_data,are currently available indicating that direc-
tional sign3 are aCtitallyoneidered whether in formulating_initiaI egress
-atrategies_or used:durin&40 emergency evacuation.- Although conclusions drawn
frOdexperimentsconduCted;h7-Horiuchi (1974)i Jin (1971; 1972a; 1975) Garner
and Lowery (1976) all appear to imply that signage is used_by evacuees; sign
use has never itself beetreated as an experimental variable by these inves-
tigatiirs.± In another experiment. however; Horicuchi (1978) fOund'that the
visibility of.stairs was the most important factor in directing Occupants to
Stairs.Moreoveri_studies.by Jin_(1972b; 1976) and Tadahisa_0975) On visa
biIity through smoke, thoui_notdefinitive_regarding sign use; suggest that
persons who aie_famiIiarwith a building and with routes to exits are lest

rely to Use airectionat signage.

Anumber_of researchers .have discuesed the visibility of overhead directional
sigMa under atokecAditions.: In research_conWUcted by the Federal Aviation
Administration (Garner and Lowreyet_al.;1976) several types'of aircraft cabin
exit signaweee evaluated under smoke conditions. These investigators con-
cluded that increasing theluminosity_of an overhead exit sign to compensate
for- smoke conditions produces cwt certain levela Of_smoke denSityi.a diminish-
ing return in brightness, and only marginally increases visibility; Jin (1972b)
found that:the visibility of exit signs varies with -the density and composition
of -the smoke. Bryan 1976 cited data from an earlier study conducted by- Under-
writers Laboratory (1972).; noting -that signs pla^qd_atia distance of 7;5 feet
(2.59.m) above the floor ,become obscured mote quickly in smokethan do_those't
placed atdistanCes_of5.0 feet.(1.73 m) and 2;5 feet .(0.88 above floor
level: Riera and Hickman (1979) concur; noting that the pIc...4-Nnt of exit
signs near ceilings may be inappropriate under smoke:,Coiditiiod. This notion ,
is frthet supported by_Edmondo and Macey (1968); who presented 1.1.6.. Na0 data
suggesting that the optimal location fnr_illumidated directional markers is not
more than 2.0 feet (0.-61 m) above floor level.

_

The basic theme underlying_behavioralassumptionsdiecu fl:" e d in this section is
that clearly visible instructional and directional signs tend to eeduce the
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overall time required by occupants to evacuate a building during'1- fire
emergency. However, few empirical data are available to support this notion.
For example, Edmondo asid Macey (1968) reported no Significant difference in
:transit time between ei0krienced and inexperienced Naval personnel when both
were provided directional markers. From a somewhat different perspective,
toxic,logical studies appear informative.-. .Several studies have addressed the
affects_of carbon monoxide (CO); usuallylhoduced in measurable quantities
duiing fires, upon sensory reaction time ''and behavior (LetieS and Herigan,
1979). Although results of research on the visual effects of low levels of CO
remain controversial, blood saturation_levels as_low_as 5-9 percent of carboxy-
hemoglobin (COHb) have been shown to significantly elevate the visual light
threshold (Stewart; 1976). MoreoVer; even a brief exposure to high levels,of
CO may result in substantially.eleVated2COM saturation, producing a signifi-
cant decrement in the psychomotor reaction' to visual stimpli"(Rameey, 1973);
Hence; sMoke.conditiona may noOsnly_have adverse affects on -sign detection,
but they may increase reaction time (and overall egiese time)_as well. These
findings underscore the need to further understand the role of smoke;

The source of illiMileation for_egress directional signs has also been the
subject of research. Edmondo and Macey, (1968);_4(or example; found the standard
battery powered sealed -beam NaVal_handlantern to he an effective directional
marker, while Jin (1975) concluded that the xenon lamp bestiltuminated signs
in smoke; The detection of exit signs under both stoke and clean-air conditions -

and under different' lighting conditions was studied experimentally by Under-
writers' Laboratory (1973). Data from this research indicated that signs illu-
minated by an electric lamp were detected and interpreted more rapidly than
were "self - luminous" signs.

No data are currently available, specifically indicating whether or not_fixed
directional arrows produce desired pedestrian movement patterns and reduce
egress time during building evacuations; Although directional arrows mere not
treated as an_expertmentel.variable per seifindings-byEdmondoand MiCey db
suggest that directional markers. tiklip. a positive effect on egress. Janda and
yolk (1934); in experiments designeff to study the_effectiveness of symbols on
highway directional signs, found that symbols yielded shorter driver reaction
times than did verbal directional signs. inter reseasehTby Walker, Nicolay and
Stearns,(1965)_corroborate this finding. MoreoveriSmith and Weir (1978) and
Lerner (1981) found 'that arrows of unconventional design tended to be more
highly visible than were corkentional arrow types;

A

No reference to the effectiveness of verbal "NO EXIT" signs in reducing egress
time was found in the technical literature. Recent studies conducted at the
National Bureau of_Standards have, however, addressed the comprehensive -of
pictographic no-exit signs. For example, Collins and Pierman (1979) and
Collins and Lerner (1980') found that the no-exit pictograph proposed by the
International Standards Organization Technical Committee 21 was_judged_incor-
rectlytas meaning "EXIT" by some 70 percent of all Anibjects participating in an
experiment.

The effectiveness of visual, and audible alarm deviceCto pride occupants
clear alert signals and sufficient information for egress strategy formation--4u.
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is the_subject of assumptiehe preented in Section 324 Although -the Coda_
gives designers-littIe_guidance regarding the quality of -alarm signals; appli-
cation of the Code's alarm_pr:visions generally assumes fire alarm aystems willenable- building occupants toinitlate_effective

emergency_9gtess behavior with
Minimal_ delay._ Almoat,_without'exCeptiOn, hoWeVeri the technical literature
contradicts this notion. Pauls studied egress behavior during exit drills in
high-rise_office buildings in Canada (Paula. 1971; 1974; 1979). He noted thatin several instances public- address systems were used_by_an_excited announcer
.providing occupants With ambiguous information. Oti the basis_of his observa-
tions; Pauls_argued that a simple device can confuse occupants as oftenas it effectively informs them; and that even automated public address systems
utilizing prerecorded announcements-may annoy and confuse Occupants. Moreover;Paulo suggested that.the long-term performance capabilities of prerecorded
vocal alerting_ systems has not been adequately addressed, even during -the
'pioneering research on these_syStems conducted by Loftus and Keating (1974) andCroner, Keating and Loftus (1978).

A number_of investigators have reported on the problem of alarm credibility.
BreaUk, Canter and Sime (1976); for example; concurs with Pauls_(see above); hesuggests that alarm signals often_have low credibility forbuilding_occupanta
(i.e.; are_not_regarded as signalling a real fire_ emergency; in contrast to adrill) Likewise; Baker and -Mack (1960);. who studied responses to unantici-
pated air raid signals; concluded that merely hearing a warning signal is
insufficient; in_and_of itself; to stimulate people to -take immediate protec-tive action. Haber_ (1977); in post-iitident studies of fires in health care
facilities; noted that alarm signals were sometimes disregarded as an inditation that a fire_iaactualiy in progresa; She described one case in whith
nftsing home residents audataff_attributed an alarm dignal_to factors other
than'fire; and anoeherasein Whith the alarm_Jas specifically interpreted as
signalling the onset of an exit drill. COnfUtiion regarding the meaning of .analarm signal was also no in_a_fire at a nursing facility at the National
Institutes of Health (Bryan and DiNenno; 19790._ Reporting findings from a
similar incidenti_Bickman; Hertz; Edeltan, and RiVers (1979) noted that some
patients- did not define the situation as an actual fire etergency_until_they
heard shOuts of "FIRE." In view of such evidence; Rifiers and Rickman (1979).have suggested that_the_assumption that occupants Will_be effectively alerted,by means of standard audible alarm devices may not be true in all cases.

Visual alarm devices_also_are permitted by thp (opte_provision 6-3.4.4).
According to Kravontka (1975);_Vieual

alarm_systems usually consist of flashing
red lights working in unison with audible AlerM "gongs. ", However; where cer-
tain physiological factors are_not taken into atcodnt, the health and safetyof occupants may be compromised hysuch_systemai. For example, KtaVohtka_has.
suggested that in deaf persons with epilepsy," eizdres may be triggered by cer-
tain flashing rates (6 -8 Hz). However; studies question this effect
(Engle; 1974).

Regarding"the sufficiency,of inforiation;providedby.audible and visual_alarms;
Baird_(1963) reported that responses elibited by manual alarm bells tended tdbe ambiguous. Baker and Mack- (1960) found in their research that most people
sought some sort of additional information to validate the meaning of alarm
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signals. Results from these studies suggestithat whenlhearing an alirmsignal,
building occupants construct their egress behavioral strategies on the basis of
available information;_ and, in order to reduce the degree of uncertainty_u der ,
which decisions_are made, they actively seek out_additional information ich
may come from simply observing the behavior of.other occupants, from seeing
smoke, from persons in authority, etc.).

Several models of human behavior during fires
6
(e.g., Bickman, Edelman, and

McDaniel, 1977) treat the sufficiency_of information provided by audible_and
visual alarms as the "situation definition" stage of a fire event. Sufficient
information, in this view, will unequivocally and unambiguously inform the occu-
pant that's situation is, or is_not, al.fire emergency. To_illustrate insuffi-
cient information, during the -fire New York's World Trade Center, the emer-
gency communications system failed to 'provAde information sufficiently effec-
tive to- prevent occupant movement-(the desirable_ objective in that case),
especially since smoke - -an extremely powerful stimulus--was present (Glass and
Rubin, 1979); A somewhat related problem pointed_out by Rivers and Bickman
(1979) is_that audible alarm signals (e.g., gongs)_may_actually be too loud,
and thereby interfere with necessary verbal communications among occupants_j
f,Auring emergencies. These investigators found in sevexaI nursing homes they
SEUdied, that staff experienced_eonsiderable'difficulty_giving and receiving
verbal instructions due to the loud sound produced by alarm devices.

In support of the general assumption that alarm devices_ provide .4ufficieut
information to effect"rapid emergency egress, are occasional news media accounts
in which occupants specifically reported having seen or heard an alarm signal4
formulated an egresystrategy, and succedSfully,escaped. However, no,research
has_been reported evaluating the generalizabiiiiy_of these anecdotes in view of
such potentially confounding factors as occupants' familiarity_ with the_build7,
ings, prevlous training and experiences, and whether 4cIT not ambient social and
organizational environments supported the egress activity.

Overall., there is little technical evidence presently available which directly
supports or_refutes behavioral assumptions believigd to- underlie Code provisions
governing the design of doors and windows, emergency illumination, and signage
However, a growing body of evidence has begun to challenge assumptions that
alarmrsignals of the type currently specified by the Code -are effective in
arousing egress behavior.and that they provide sufficiently unambiguous
emergency information.

Strengths- and wPalrn0s9es_of_the_technical literature. Behavioral assumptions
underlying Code_ provisions which affect door and window design emphasize the
importance of these architectural elements in egress_route perceptiunby build-
ing occupants during fire emergencies. These assumptions are based primarily
on a consensus of professional opinion. _The_assumptions' credibility is rein-
forced by reference o various behavioral models and experimerit tal data from
other contexts. However, no direct tests of the role of door and window design
havebeen conducted in connection with building evacuation behavior. Conse-
quently, it is not currently, possible to make definitive technical statements
regarding the validity of these design provisions on the basis of available
kitersture."
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Although the literature on illianination_level and its effect on egress route.
perception reports experimental data; ehottedMinga in the design of various
experimenterender_many_of these results difficult to iqpdtotet and apply in
relation to thetede..For_eiaMple,_Rasbaeh (1975) found that within a Certain',
visibility range subjects returned to their starting locatioos_rather_than com-
plete a way-,finding task. He concluded -that the ability of indiViddals to com-
plete the task depended upon thelightEfiltering qualities of smoke; He did
not discuss visibility impairment due to'latritation or Motor impairment
resulting from smoke_inhalation as possible alternative explanationd of such
results. In Roriuchi's (1974) ekpetiMent, gtoups of subjects followed leaders,
and all.sub cts_were familiar with the spatial layout dhdet study. _A reason-
able hypothes_±s- at Hetiuchi's_finding_(that evacuation speed under condi-
tions of low-level emergency illumination diffeted insignificantly from that
Under normal lighting conditions) may not generalize to situations in which
leaders are not present orwhere_transient occupants lack familiarity with
egress ways. Similarly; while Edmondo and MACeY (1968) evaluated the effec-
tiveness of various lighting_sources and lighting fixture lotationd, they did
not specifically compare_lighting configurations on the basis of illumination
quantity. Hence, tbeirrgAmitiLatenot ditettly Applicable to_validating pre-
aehtCodeprovisions regarding' egtess way illumination; Jin (1972a) and
l!adshisa (1975) have themselves indiCated_that data from their studies are not
as yet;conclusive concerning- minimum 'required emergency lighting levels.

The Code provision permitting a 10,second maximum -delay in the activation of
emergency lighting is partially supported by the literature: Light -dark adap-
tation experiments suggest_that the need for people to adapt fteM light to dark,
(and then again to light) be minimized. However, bee/nee these data were col-
lected under ideS1 laboratory conditions; they may not be ditectly applicable

;

to actual emergency settinga in_which the visual and other sense modalities are
simultaneously stimulated, andiftOhichvieual perception is continually influ-
enced by the individual's motivations; experience; and by obygiologioal
stressors.

_ -
Cutrent_knowledge_regarding the effectiveness of give and visual directional
information also is based on limited experimental data._ Perhaps the most
applicable_data_ were coIlected_by._Edmondo and mitey (1968), who_found that
directional- arkers assisted NavAl personnel in way-finding, and that the
presence of theee markers produced no eighth-cant difference -in transit time
between experienced_and less experienced sailors; A critical unanswered ques-
tion, however, is whether the transit times_ were- influenced at all by the pre-
sence of the markers; That is, the research deal& failed to inoiude a camper-
isdh of two important groups of inexperienced personnel: thole petforming_an
escape task with directional markers, and those_ performing the task without
markers. Moreover, since Naval perSonnel are likely to_have undergone more
extensive safety training than have moat civilian building 'Isere, inferences
from this study should be limited to thode Civilian situations in which occu-
pants_can be expected to be well trained and diOtiplitiOd; In addition, toxi-
cologicalexperimente,suggesting perceptual, and cognitive decrement resulting
from carbon monoxide exposure are net yet adfficiently_advanced_to permit
inferences concerning the physiological effects of smoke upon sign effective-
flees; Moreover, data trop highway safety symbol studies are applicable only
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to the degree that driving behavior transfers to pedestrian behavior
(especially during emergencies), itselffan unanswered empirical question at
this time. -

A brief di _the nature of experimental design in fire research
aeemsuseful at this point, Laboratory experimentation has traditionally,
afforded researchers the greatest opportunities to obtain-highly reliable Aata.
Many problems, howeveri are extremely complex, making laboratory experiments
difficult to design and experimental data difficult to aPpiy Where experiments
cannot be designed to accommodate (and-`control) -the full range and complexity
of_environmental factors, the dhta abtainedWill.often lack external validity
(that.is, data may not be generalizable across time frames; settings, or groups,
of persons). rWhen studies do_not cover_the range_of factors accounting for a
phenomenon, then external validity is threatened "(Cook and Campbell J976);

The study of human behaVior inzfire_situations is an obvious case in point. For
example, experimental data on directional .sign perceittssin a smoke simula-
tion study may yield important psychophysical info- Ation about the effects_of
variation in smoke density on visual perception. But where experimental sub -
jects performed a visual task in relative safety, neither actually being exposed
to a life threat, nor believing their -lives were otherwise endangered;_ the
.potential- effects of fear, stress, and oa-vr pertinent factors remain indeter-
tinate. HOw then is the analyst to draw. canciusions about sign perdeptionand_
its effect on behavior during actual fires? Clearly, researchers must not;.:
expose human subjects to realor imagined life threats for experimental, pur-'
poses. Consequently, researchers may never advance beyond the limits of-vali-
dity attainable through simulations such,akthose reviewed above. Considerable,.
additional work may well be needed, however, merely to approach these limtts.

In_contrast to the_quasi-experimental nature of the technical literature on
illumination and sign perception, the literature on alarm effectiveness reports
primarily nonexperimental_post-ihcident_case study.data. POstincident surveys
conducted after air raid drills, natural disasters, and fires in commercial,
educational, health care; and residential buildings provide a growing body of
evideue contradicting the general notion -that alarm devices, once activated;
Will yield unambigOus emergency information However, conclusions based on
available post-incident investigations are* no means unequivocal. _Conse-
quentlyi.specific recommendations concerning the valae of present Code provi-
pions for alarms are open to varying opinions, Nonetheless, the poet-incident
case study is expected to- remain a valuable_sourceof field data necessary in
validating findings from laboratory simulations.

3.4 SUMMARY OF GAPS IN THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE

3;41 1. Research on the Effects of Door and Window Design

No data currently exist either supporting or refuting._Cade.provisions governing'
the design of doors and windows within egress ways, or dealing with assumptions
about_ occupants' behaviors with respect to these building elements. Ouestione.
raised by these- provisions and assumptions are nevertheless important ones:".
requiring empirIcal.investigation. For example, Code provision 5-5.2.2 requires-
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that doors along egress paths not be designed so as to- 'blend in" with
surrounding gr decor, on the assumption that doors which Asually con-
trast with surrounding surfaces are more Ilkeiy to be quickly detected; How-
ever, the designer is_provided nciouidelines by which to_determine.the adequacy
of any given door /wall combination, ncr any range or region of acceptability
for various deaignaolutions. Similarly; while:such additional factors as
illumination and occupants' visual capabilities ara.believed to influence
individulls' perception of egress route elements;'Ithe effects of variation in
theseAmrameters upon door /wall contrast and door detection is not now known
Most important, no data Currently exist describing the impact of door/wall

andjoither design features upon egress time.

As a point,of departure, laboratory experiments should be designed to evaluate
way-finding and exiting time performance for individuals of varying visual abil-
ity under different conditions of door design and door /wall- contrast. Similar
experiments may also be designed to assess the extent to which doors are
tinguishable from windows under various environmental conditions. Where proper
controls and safeguards are feasibae, moreover, future_experiments on door and
window perception should be designed to evaluate the:affects of smoke (a ora-
tory procedure for optically simulating characterietica of smoke and its ffects
on visibility is currently under dekielopment by Drs.Lerner and Collins f the
Center for Building Technology, NBS).

3;4;2 Research on illumination Required for Egress Route Identificati

Findings from recent research,on the role of illumination in emergency egress
are ambiguous: and difficult to apply when evaluating Code provisions. Although
such factors as the presence of smoke and the degree of familiarity with egress
,ways have been treated toa:limited extent as variabl?a_by previous investiga-
tors, other important factors inclOding stress, motivation, and visual acuity
have not. Although studieb+such as those conducted in Japan by_Jin and Tashida
have been lomewhat successful in simulating smoke-cOhditions safely, the intro-_
4tiction of other stressful and more dangerous aspects of fires into experimental
settings may be too costly -- especially in human terms - -to be feasible; _Future
research directed, toward building a more reliable data base under "safe" labOra-
tory conditions; and then validating these.data against victims' experiences
reported during post-incident case studies;: appears the best approach to obtain-
ing a quantitative basissfor emergency illuMihation standards.

3.4.3 Research on Directional Signage

Previous research on directional-_signage has focused primarily on the visibility
of signs under varying conditions of illumination for people varying in their
familiarity with egress ways; In some fnatances; particularly in the Japanese
studies, effects of smoke were considered. Work in progress_atthe National
Bureau of Standards (Collins and Pierman, 1979; Collins and Lerner, 1980;
Lerner. 1981) is evaluating the extent to which various pictographic symbols
are interpreted correctly under ex0hrimental conditions. In these studies,
subjects were specifically instructed to look at Aisne. COnsequently, one
cannot_infer_from the data'thatthe mere presence of directional signs assures
their detection and proper use in real buildings under emergency conditions.
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The degree to which signs are in fact used by building occupants as an.aid to
egrets route perception; and the manner in which information derived from
signs ia_integrated with occupants'_goals, experiences, and other environmental
information, have not been addressed to date. Future research on directional
signage_(verbal, pictographic, or their combination)_ must be specifically
designed_to assess the contribution of signs to wayfinding performance and
escape time. Moreover; researchers must examine the influences of sign loca
tioni_lettering and.graphic deslipandtof_variation:lin human visual acuity,
building, familiarity;_ smoke density,_and illuminatio * all of which may inter
act to reduce the positkve'and mapful aspecttafdir4ttlonal signai

3-.4.4 Research on Alarm Signals

The_ability of alarmisignals ,to alert building occupants,to act effectively
during fire emergencie cannot readily be determined from the technical litera
ture currently available. This is priMarilqaUe to the lack of data_useful in
understanding the role of several key .parameiZts, especially for noninstitu
tional public occupancies.. Among the critical parameters are (1) mode of
signal or message delivery; (2) clarity of the alerting message.and the extent
to which message content ie-consistent with occupants' perceptions, (3) emer
gency training, and the degi.ee of consistency between previous training_and
messages provided in. 'any given building, (4) occupants' familiarity with.
_bialding layouts, and (5) occupants' physical and psychological charadteristics;
Controlled field experiments in actual_buildingi during simulated exit drills,
such as chose recommended by_Stahl (1978b), May provide data useful in assessing
the role of such parameters in alarm effecti4eness; and contribute to the
improvement of alarm system design. Similar_experiments evaluating deaf indi
viduals' responses to various types of visual alerting devices, and blind
persons' responses to audible alarms (especially in relation to other parameters
noted above) are also required.

3.5 SUMMARY

A number of human behavioral assumptions about the perception of emergency
environments and the recognition of egress'facilities_underlie various provi7-
sions of the Code. These assumptions were evaluated by reference to severa.
models of perception; to limited data*from everimente on visibility, and to
small body of evidence from post incident fire idvestigations. Taken as a
whole, available data neither support nor refute behaVioral assumptions about
occupants' emergency perceptions at a level technically sufficient to permit :.
a thorough evaluation of related Code rovisions. To the extent that initial'
emergency perceptions (as developed by alarm systems, for example) can be
linked to confusion resultingin increased evacuation time; however; research
on the role of emergency perception and its relation to egress behavior will
remain a necessary precursor to effective codes and standards,
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4. PROVISIONS AFFECTING EGRESS STRATEGY'FARMATION

4.1 APPLICABLE CODE_PROVISIVNS

5-2.2.2.12 Stairsand other_exits shall be so arranged as t6 make clear the
direction of egress to thestreet; ftit stairs that continue beyond the floor
of discharge_shall be interrupted at the floor of discharge by partition's;
doots; or other effettiVe Means.

Every fire section for which credit is allowed in connection with
a horizontal exit shall haVe in Additionto the horizontal exit or exits at
least one stairway, doorway leading outside, Or other_standard exit. Any firesection not haviugaseteiriray or doorway Iesdifig outside shall be consideredas part of an adjoining. section With stairway.

5-4.1.2 Exits shall be so located_ and exit access shall be 86 Arranged that
exits are readily aNceessibIe at all times (see 5-5.3.3). Where exits Are hoc
immediately acceesible_from_an open floor area, Cafe and continuous passageWays;
aisles, or corridors shall be Maintained leading directly to every exit; and
Shall.be so arranged as to provide convenient access for each occupant to atleast 2 exits by separate ways of travel;

Exception: Where a single exit or limited dead ends are permitted by other
provisions of this code.

5 5-A:,2 When more than exit is required from a story, at least two of theexits shall be remntefroM each other and so-. arrangedandconstructed as to
minimize any possibility that both MAY be blacked by any one fire or tither
emergency condition.

4.2 UNDERLYING BEHAVIORAL ASSUMPTIONS

4.2.1 Assumptions Relating to Oecupants' Capacity to Process InforMation About
the Location and .unction Of EgrnaaWays. *

.(1) Occupants geherally expect Staira,to discharge to the street; and lacking
information to the contrary; they might assume that exit discharge occurs atthe lowest level of the bUilding (5-2.2.2.12).

(2)'Building occupants understand the purpose of horizontal exits (5-2.4;1.2;1).

(3) Routes_leading from horizontal exits to stairways_or_other means Of
reaching the outside are known to banding occupants (52.4.1.2.1).

4.2.2 Assumptions Relating to Occupants_
thelSafeet and

Most Accessible Escape Route Under Potentially Stressful Conditions

(1) Where exits are not immediately accessible from an open floor area;
alternate routes to exits will be perceived and understood_by_occupants
(including occupants not etherWiee familiar with the builditg); even ihder
-conditions of stiess posed by a fire emergency. The formation of egress
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strategies in situations where exits are not immediately accessible will not
require so much time as to significantly_ increaseoccupants' exposure to fire
products or to other dangerous conditions (5- 4.1.2).

(2)_When access to one exit in blocked by fire products, occupants will adjust
their egress strategies to seek an alternative egress route. Any additional
time required for these adjustments (and to traverse the newly selected route)
Will not pose additional dangers to occupants (5-5.1.2)..

4.3_ COMMENTARY

4.3.1 Problem

Several provisions of the Code are intended to ensure to a reasonable degree
that occupants will notbe trapped because any single egress way is blocked.
that the occupants_will'not become unnecessarily confusfd 'f exits are not
immediately accesaible; and that they will_not_"overehoot" the discharge point
when_moving through stairways and other exits during -fire emvrgencies. Each
Of these conditions requires thzetoccupants make decisions about egress routes
during various stages of the exiting event. Accordingly. Code provisions
affecting_theavailability of 'choices (e.g.,at.acorridor intersection or
stair landing) influence occupants' emergency egress strategy fordiatiOn;

Abroad7based assumption underlying these provisionsappears to be that the
physical and social environments providelluilding occupants with informati00
necessary for situation definition and strategy formation_durir.g_i fire event.
Mote specifically, hwaft behavioral assumptions underpinning_ choice related
design provisions seem to address two impartant concerns: .(1).occupantatapa-
city to process information about the location and function of_egressways; and
(2) occupants' ability to determine the safest and most' accessible escape route
under potentially Stressful conditions.-

Strategy formation leading to effective emergency egress behavior may be best
understood in terms of the cognitive processesmoss specifically information
'processing7-_-which govern this activity; Modelaofinformation selection and
dccisionmaking processes -are considered below_in relation tobehavioral068Otti-
dons believed to underlie _Cogs- provisions affecting egress strategy formation;

4.3.2. Underlying Behavioral Modern

Ih general, the,environmental_information processing model (IttelnOn
1974) holds that sociophysical settings usually supply participants with more
information about current and ongoing events than can be processed by any
individual. People obtain information about the currentstate of a netting
directly through personal experience with an actual event. and indirectly
through media accounts of the event and from conversations with other individ-
uals Who mayor_may not have had direct experience with the event; This
information is transferredto007called "short term memory;" wheie it is avail-
able for immediate use-, and may be transferred to "long term_ memory,"-
made available for future use. Long term memory refers_ to what an individual
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,"knows" but is not currently attend to (i.e.; thinking about) at the moment.
A person can know and be capable of retrieving information about an enormous
number of things_(iie.; can have stored billions of items of information in
long term memory), but can retrieve; decode; and use.only an extremely small
number of items at any one title.

People formulate decisions by comparing present information about an event
against_information previously stored and available. This stored information
is continually affected_by information gained from more recent experiences.
For example; a person who never experienced a building fire but who has
participated in numerous exit drills will have stored a "mental picture"
(structure of information) about fire events and effective behavior during such
.events. This mental picture- comprises the individual's_expectations about' fire
events. Should this person bbcome involved in an actual fire_Which matches_
these expectations,- the individual's mental picture of fires and of appropriate
responses to fires may not. substantially thahg4.1 Moreover; neW information
that conforms to current expectations is assimilated ad as to enrich the indi-
vidual's knowledge of fires and of effective means -of responding to them; If;
however; the person becomes involved in an actual fire which creates conditions
differing substantially from_ expectations based upon fire drilla; the indivi-
dual is likely to alter or adjustthe mental picture ,Of_fire events and his or
her opinions about the value of fire drills as well The alteration may result
in a new conception of fire_events and of proper responses to the events, which
might be an adgpative solutiOnto the extent that it matches future fire events;
or it'may result -in confusion about the nature-.of fire eVehti_and of the_pro-
per response to fire emergencies; which could prove to be disfunctional during
an actual fire emergency.

When negotiating an- egress route; frequent decisions may be required Whith
inecessitate the evaluation of current environmental information.- For example;

When receiving an alarm signal; hearing shouts of "fire", or seeing other_occu-
pants engage in- behavior suggesting a fire drill or fire emergency; an indivi-
dual will decide on an initial course Of,actieh. Proceeding along an_egress
route, the individual can reach corridor intersections; doorways, stair land-
ings; or other choice points,_each requiring additional decisions to be made;
On's/1%st basis is an initial egress strategy formulated? How'does_this strategy
enable subsequent decisions to be made? _What is the effect of subsequent 'stra-
tegy change upon egress timeafidsucteii? What is,the role of architectural
design and building configuration in egrets-Strategy fOrMation?

I

According to, the environmental_infOrmatiOn processing model; initial emergency
strategies result from_"first cut" comparisons between incoming information and
information retrieved from memory.- Upon receiving an emergency alert; the per:-
son's_initial strategy may simply be to -get Out_of,the building."_ If the indi-
Vidual is familiar with the building's layout and safety features (i.e., this _

information is stored in long term memory), enacting the initial strategy should
not_require much additional information. If the occupant lacks such famiIiarity;:.
or if the initial strategy_is rendered ineffective because of unexpected events
.(e.g.; A blocked exit or the prebente of another person needing immediate assis-
tance), considerably more information may be required: Where-is the fire?



Where are extts? Is'enough time available to assist another person and still
assure one's own safety? Acting on the initial strategy; then; creates condi-
tions that favor seeking specific information about thdenvironment. Many_
subsequent decisions may derive from the need to obtain necessary information,
and may not appear to lead directly to escape. For example, upon receiving an
ambiguous alert from an audible gong, occupants might either continue their
routine activities or attempt to verify the exiatenceor emergency conditions.

i
o

As a person proceeds through the fire_event; more information about its nature
1

is obtained and stored in memory. This information stems from direct experi- 1

ence and indirectly from rumors; persons in authority, and (where available)
i

from public address messages. When a choice point concerning the egress route
is reached, information pertaining to the needed decision is compared with
information obtained and stored during the file eVenti If the current situa-
tion_could not have _been predicted from earlier experiences (i.el.; if the_ 1

initial egress strategy cannot handle new problem such as a blocked exit), i

the individual_ might react, adaptively by_formulating_a new strategy whictp_.
accommodates the current understanding of the situation. Alternatively, the
indivi33%1 may react maladaptively by continuing to pursue the original
strategy; ignoring new information; and otherwise felling to deal rationally-
with unanticipated changes in events. .

As_indicated_earlier, the environmental information processing.modil serierally'
holds that phys9cal settings provide more information than possibly can be pro-
cessecLby individuals at any given time. Hence, the likelihood that a person
will respond adaptively to events requiring shifts in egress strategy _may
depend upon whether the most important, or attention-getting, information to

11
easily detectable in an otherwise overloaded or "crowded" information field.
An impertant implication of this idea is that the architectural design and

I .

layout of the building environment may themselves facilitateor inhibit--
I

information processing; decisionmaking, and strategy formation.

Clearly, then, succecsful egress strategy formation demands the ability to
select important information from_an environment and to use thiS'information in
efifectivedecisionmaking. Several, models offer useful perspectives on these
,issues. These include Broadbent's-"filter" modem and Brunswik's multiple cue i

probabilitTmodel. .

1

The selection of information from the environment is addressed by Brondbent's
(1971), filter model," which compares the initial stages of information pro- ,

ceasing (sensation and encoding) to an automatic railway witching system.
According to the filter model, various data are introducedvia individual nc.ural
channotSwhich meet just prior to ttkencoding point in the' brain. Here, one
channel is permitted to continue emit ing sIgnals,lle others are placed in a
standby mode. In other words, a stop-gate_or filter is_posited; that protects
the encoding aa.processing mechanisms against information overload. Criteria
for filtering information (i;e;; opening and closing various input:channe1s)
depend on the attention-getting properties of the information itselniThese,.
properties. include the,intensity, biological importance, and novelty of the

s. infarmation (Miller an Mackie, 1980).

J
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Another explanaticn orthe function of this stop-gate_involVes the use of'short
term memory. While iMOOrtint information'isbeing encoded and proceseed, Other 1
incoming data may be temporarily stored in a short term memory buffer (holding
area). Thegate thus controls the flow of data from receptors to Short term,
memory and higher-Order information procewsing centers in the brain. If the,'
information :,.n the buffer goes untiSed ftir A period_of time, it may decay (be
forgotten), or Alternativelyj it may be transferred to long term_memory. An
example illustrating both the atti0=gate and_buffer concepts can be drawn frog i
the Arundel_Park Hall fire: Post-iatident interviews revealed that a_great _
many participants could not recall whether exit signs were illuminated or ---.
whether they were even present (Bryan, 1957). These -s gna were in fact both
present and illuminated, and clearly some occupants did use the signs during
egress.. The filter_model sunests, however, that sensory informaticin concern-
ing the presence and theracteriatics of exit signs was overrides by more tibVi-
ous information (e.g., visual 'data from the_fire_irself)requiring rapid Fro-
ceasing._ InfOrmationabout the exit signs was either filtered out,andneVer
processed at allior_it Wad encoded into_a short-term memory-buffer:and even-
tually decayed. In either case; this information was rost during -the rela,
tively short period between the fire event and the post-incident interviews.

tr

Brunswik's (1956)- multiple cue probability model Offers a sOmet-hat_different
perspective on'infOrmatitinseleCtion. Brunswik held that informatien trans -

.i,witted -by the envtronmentA.s always lessthan consistent and complete, that
there is usually more information- available than can be ,processed. and that at
any time a person twat' make deciatons;on_the basis of partial and comet mss
conflicting information. As a result, the indiWidual selects information by

Ic
perceptually "sampling" the environment. The sampled to are encoded.and
compared against previous knowledge, expectations,_ and eeds, and although no
single'piece of information perfectly satiefida_all'requiremelts;_some_are
judged to have a better probability of satisfying requirements l kdecidion
based on probabilistically weighted enVirek:Mental information is called a
"best_bet" by Brunswik. _A simple example concerns the fire victim who_finds
all stairways to be blOcked by fire products. Several options are available
to this person, including: jumping frOM a Window,:riding-out.the fire in place,
risking injury in attempting to use a stairway; The environment itself' provides
little information about the likelihood of success or failure associated With
any one alternative, but the victim must Weigh the subjective, probability of
.death or injury resulting from jumping against those associated withsmooke inha-
lation and/or burning resulting from_using a stair or remaining ituthe Wilding.
Which strategy appears to the individual as offering the greater likelihood of

.success may well depend upon the person's prior emergency train ,-e.g.,- "close
the door to your apartment and,riderout the fire" ,- exposure to dia headlines
(e.g., "man dies attempting to jump to safety"), and the like.

Strategy formation; then, involves deciatonmaking as well_as_initrmStion
selection. The conflict- vigilance model and variousheuristics,are useful'in
explaining cognitiVe behavior under stressful conditions which mayexiet'dUring
fire emergencies, and shall be discussed here briefly.: The- conflict- vigilance
model- (Janis and Mann; 1977) offers a step-by-step explanationnf decisionmaking
during a stressful event in "terms of how_people cope with stress: _One doping

upattern, vigilance, results to thorough information search and an unprejudiced
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assimilation of newinformation._ Vigilance_ alone among the various coping
patterns discussed by Jells and Mann is held to result, in effective
decisionmaking. ,

The conflict-vigilance model views behavior as responses to a series 'of
questions which are posed. duringis decisionmaking task. Depending on how a
person answers thesequestions, the coping behavior will be either adaptive
-or maladaptLe.

111,

The first question concerns risk evaluation. When a person determine that
risks will he highif no protective or defensive actions are takenith
arousal to the danger wilikoccur and the individual Will, for example,
antly seek escata routes and other options. If failure to initiate protkctiv
actins is not expected to increase personal.riski_then_the likelihood of\---
arousal and of altering preceding behavior pat eels Will4be quite low.

The second question concerns the effect of taking the most readily ayailable
protectiveactionjn response to exposure to a risk. If the individual
believes that taking the most readily available-protective action will result

. in a reduction in risk, then the, psychological_ of arousal is likely to
aubside and the individual is expectedtoinitiate protective actions in a
routine fashion. However; the actual risk may well exceed'the person's expec-
tations; and the most_readily_available protective actions may not be the most
effective. Under such conditions, arousal will not diminish: and the indivi-
dual may become preoccupied with finding a more effective escape route. For
example; a building occupant who_is most familiar with travel routes used
dail_l in nonemergency ingress and egress is likely, in the event of a fire, to
regard egress on the routes as an effective protective action. On evacuating
the_bliil4Itng, the:person could find that a portion of thin route has been

,rendered impssible. The occupant's level of arousal should increase substan-
tially, and alternative actions will be sought.

The third question in the series concerns whether it is realistic for a person
to expect to find a better alternative action. Information necessary to answer
this question can come froM knowledge already acquired by an individual, or from
contact with other persons' experiences, from rumors, etc. Defensive avoidance
and t; avoidance ofrenVironmental_events which increase anxiety_aremost likely
to occur when the i ividual has little hope of finding a more effective alter--
native action. The ccupant may purposefully "tune -out" life-threatening events,
may attempt to pass decisionmaking obligations to other individuals in the
immediate environment ("you decide, I just can't cope"), and may attemptto
perform less stressful actions despite_knowledge_that such_actions are likely
to increase risk, When an occupant believes it is realistic to expect to find
more effective alternatives, the individual is likely to initiate a °vigilant
search for these options.

The fourth and final question is the most crucial._ It concerns the availability
of sufficient time for conducting searches and evaluating new information. If a
fire victim believes available time is insufficient, "Panic" (e.g., snap judg-
ments; herd behavior) is more likely to occur. That is, levels of_stress can
become high_enough to interfere with the perception, mediation,_and processing
of information. As a consequence, effective decisionmaking seldom results.
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Howeyer, when ad occupant does perceive that fficient time exists in which_to
tarry out the escape' task, normalvigilant behavior is likely to continue and
yield effeEtfVecoping patterns which result in successful escape.

A somewhat. different decisionmaking strategy_is posited based'on optimizstion_
models; These models emphasize the valUes that individuals place on altgrnative
course of actions and. the subjective probabilities of_success or failure-of
these alternatives. Such models. suggest that during fires ocoypante will tend
to choose_ those" egress strategies that yield-the highest payoff4.thai are
optimal) foi the individual., Payoffs area joint function ofthe valued and
probabilities for each alternative.. Thus, a person is likely'tepchoose the
alternative that offers the best baiance_between-success liketihoodana risk
of failing.' 0

3
A special case_of the optimization_model is a decisionmaking strategy called
"satisficitig"4.7anis_and_Mann, 1977)._ Sitisficing implied that; people do not_
necessarily choose the highest or best payoff. In some situationsbecause of
the_complexity_of the alternatives -or the stresses on the individual, people
Willeot consider all the alternatives buL only a subset they are_anlet44-han-
die; Under such circumstances; they are most likely to choose alternatives
they regard_as workable or-eptisfying.__Thus, if anerson in a fire emergency
has ap an ult ateobjective staying alive, any course of action the person

4:believes wil _meet that objective will be adjudged as satisfactory. Time will
not_be needed _rspent_seriously evaluating alternatives to_determines the best
option, as is implied by optimization models of decisionmaking.,

other special case involves elimination by aspects. This strategy treats
selection and decisionmaking as processes of elimination. For example, a
building occupant_may cho e to eliminate one egress route because it_has

4743
been blocked by'fire pro ucts,_another because it has become blocked by other
escaping occupants, still another because of unfamiliarity, and s. o... The
remaining alternative is chosen. '__ -, _ ,

__. -

In4ilummary; tiding current psychoIogicaImodeIs of human information processing
to analyze pertinent behavioral_assumptions.rrovides a useful, although some-

.

WhO complex, framework for evaluating -Cede provisions affecting egress strat-
egy formation; In the next sections of this chapter provisions and their asso7

4
ated behavioral assumptions are evaluated in relation to specific findings
ported in the technical literature.

4.3.3 Assessment of Behavioral Assumptions Based on the. Tachnial Literature

Literature_review. The assumptions_presented in section 4.2.1 address the
capacitof occupants to rapidly and effectively process and-use information
about the location and function of egressways. The Iiteraturereview revealed
little substantive technical data -- directly relevant to_this isque. Moreover,
although a _number of time -based models of emergency behavior have appeared in
the literature (Bicklen et al.,'_1977; Stahl, 1978a, 1979,_1980),_only Stahl's
computer_ simulation modelpostulates.specific mechanisms by which information
about exits And egress paths iErappiied to strategy formation and evaluation.
The efreview pertinent technical literature which follows here covers the

//
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,state -of- the -art: Wood-(1972), in a post7incident'suArey of-more than 1,000
fires, found a significant positive relationship between faMiliarity with
particular means of escape and the_actual use of -these elem4nts. Specifically,
Wood found that about 95 percent-olthoserespondents who left buildings during
fireaUded_the route by_whicht4eY entered. However, Wbod'a research_ design_
and findings permit 'fib inferences about how occupants' aopght alternative exits
Or formulated egiesa trategie0

_.*. .

Unlike FlonC(197Z).:91siaban'a(1980) study of way-finding in_buildings under.
nenethergency_:conditiins concluded thatoccupanta' prior faMiliarity with a .

building imebably accounts for only_a small portion of the vWante,in success-
ful completion of a way- finding task. Rather,_the simplicitfk)r complexity of

; the building's layout appeared to be the most important Variable in predicting
i,way-finding success. Weisman's finhings suggest two interesting hypotheses:.
(1) during-Tire emergencies, time spent formulating egress strategies is influ-
ented,hy.the complexity of- huilding'alayoutOland 12) A per eon's general
knowledge of a building,Which may have accumulated over a long period of
nonemergency building usage, may include little intermation_about emergency
exit lotatien. Buriuchi'a41978) experimental investigation of
exit choice in a Japinesedepattmentstore* exit visibility was an important
Variable in egress foutwehoice. Huriuthi_reported that themost:immediately
visible egressways (in thiscase stairwells) were'the most commonly used by
expc:imental:subjects.

;14
T.

_ .Base on Weistan'aand Suriuchi.'s studies, building layout;to *otity and
egressway visibility appear to be the most salient environmental cues'effecting
escape strategy (formulation. However, the available tethnidel literature. oes
not address otcupanta'knowledge about emergency exit location :and use; extept
for institutional and other occupancies in_which egress training programs have
been effetted. in addition* any assumption that oecupants Underatand the our-
pose of horizontal emergency exits has not as yet been empricially verified:

Assumpcions in section 4.2.2 focus on occupants' ability to determine the
safest and most accessible estape_routes during_potentially_stressful fire con-
ditions._ Again* fire research directly applicable to thief issue is scarce.
Wood's (1972) finding_that_eccupants were more likely to initiate immediate
egress action even when escape routes were not cleerly recognizable, for exam-
ple; seems to illustrate one manifestation of psychological_ Street; &Milo fires.
Findings from research on environmental_stressors other than fire and find.
Studies of natural disasters provide additional_baded ter eiraluating pertinent
Code provisione and behavioral assumptions. Examples of this redearth are
reviewed below.

Cohen (1978) potitUlated that in a_stress-provoking environment, unique demands
are exerted on individuals' capacities to attend to environmental and social
stimuli; Adcording to COhen_i_the nature of qhe\effett of thead deaands varies
with the intensity, predictability, and-contfollability of the stress - producing'
agent._ Recalling that human in_ormatiOnLprocessing is analogous_to_a limited
channel information network, a person exposed to a streagor may be leas able to
process task-relevant information because attention has shifted to the etreaaor
or its source. Thus, teatimes of the physical and social environments which,
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are largely.irrelevantto_the_task at hand compete with_important_and necessaryinformation for the indiViddel's attention. Since considerable effort may beexpended monitoring task-irrelevant input; the individual will proteadifeWerrelevant stimuli, and this activity could result in overall performancedegradation.

4

Fo examplen occupant mirattempt to returnto a dangerauw_area in abu lng;,bnildAng in order b retrieve a valuod personal possession. TheiittONO May_heMotiVated by the anguish- created by. the anticipated loss of theitem or by the senseHpf embarrassment or guilt Associated_Withhaving.lefi thebbject_behind. These feelings So dominate- he individual that there is
ifinaUffiCientconsideratien of the risks to be faced or the aiternate;strategies
which could be employed.

P

Saegert (1973, 1976) .stuiedcognitive fatigde_resulring Irom information.overload. 'Cognititre fatigOroften tharecterizei st4esi-pr taig situationse..Under these_conditions; the amougt Of information that can effectively 06-A-ceased; by the brain can be__Causiderably reduced; andAecr ed perceptual and
'cognitive.efficiency,have be, 'voted. According to Saegert;UVerioad may-result froman overabUndanciAof I4MulatiOn; information; anddecision; *Stiain-..,-, lus ovefload implies the exceapkw4 stimulation of the human neuralsystem.Information overload results when the processing of environmental inforthationprogaces excessive emotional arousal. An example is_the high anxiety of anacrd5hobic individual confronting the.use of an outside stair. Deciaion over-load results_frOm_increal3es in the number of required decisions-And responsesin a given:Aitustiono and is particularly applicable to the present investiga-
tion.__Sagert (1976) suggests that as the response requirements increase foran indiVidOe'l; the amo tof useful lOedbeek from each response tends to

responses, 'elevated 1 eels of psychological stress for the individual are

64i
decrease. .1.1hder:such'c nditionsi responses resultfrom decislabs made on the .''basis of incomplete or_e_ ttitieOUS eVeluationsc When this 14-Ada to Maladarlive

likely.
.

.
-t'

.

.-...Saegert'd findingsareAWicqle to the situation in which an escapingoccupant must formulabe.e.-06014-egress
strategy inia_relatiVely shorttiMe.

The number of decisions cir'choicea WhiCh this individual must make is directlyrelated to the'cdmplexity_of spatial network tilbe traversed and'to the per-sons perception of the fire threat. In a'complex gpatiil-setting the numberof decisions likely, to be required may be quite highi and: the likelihdod ofmaking intorrectdecisions may be high as W411.As more errors'are made;psychological stress'increaded, and the sources of this stress compete fpr theindividual's attention. Degraded task performance in the form of excessively
time-consuming evacuation ,or failure to evacuate is A likely outcome of thisscenario.

Best (1970) conducted way-finding-experiments in, public bUildings_and_foundthat the uncertainty with whip)occupants perceived a route correlated posi-tively with the_quantitx_of information individuals-must process in order to
successfully negotiate.thatroUteto reach. a predetermined le-cation within a'building. _If complex routes require the person to procees.a greater quantityof information than de simple routes; complex routes could_induce;stimulus
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s
overload with the result that information processing and way-finding are
degraded; With maladaptive responses more lik0y, stres could increeseVnAH
this in turn could result in a further degradation of information procesaing
and way-finding processes (Janis and Mann, 1977). Would familiarity with -4
building's layout facilitfite successful way-finding?. We smith's (1980) way: t

!Ifinding research indicates that even when a person inters .;Tonalty searches fo
a route, familiarity' with the building layout does not pr dist;successful way
finding. As discussed in chapter 2.0 of the present report, in an emergency:?
situation, high_arousal favors the petformance of well-learned responsessunh
as taking a familiar route. But it also interferS6 With new reaming.' Th-
complex layout of a building should not -only be diffidult to learn under high'
arousal conditions, but it should further increase arousal. This analysis_
suggests that in buildings with complex layouts, unless occupants are familiar
with fire emergency escape routes, the likelihood of maladaptive behavior or
unsuccesful way-finding during a stress-producing fire emergency may be high.

Simon (1967)_and_Weick (1970.) view Stress as -an interruptor of- ongoing behavior.
Easterbrook (1959) argues that high levels of emotional arousal are most_disrup-
tive of those cognitive tasks requiring attention to large numbers of cues or'
stimuli. Kelley et -al. (1965) presented experimental data deseribing'the
effects of potential entrapment. Holsti (1470) reported experimental date"'
which suggest that decreasing the time available for decisionmaking results
in increased errot.rates. When stress levels were high, relatively few indivi-
duals appear to make full uSoravailable information neceasary,in formulating
an effective course of action. ,

, ,..

Field data from natural disasteradere-reviewed by Janis (1977), who concludes
that perceptions of time -to- escape comprise the essentiaI,Anducer of stress
(possible mechanisms underlyin this phenomenon were considered in section
2;3;3 of the current report). Dynes and Quarantelli (1967), who studied
natural disasters, reported thrt people devote considerable effort andatten-,
tiod to information gathering. Hewever, a study of combat experience by Glass
(1968) reveals that under life- threatening conditions persons capable of ini-
tiating proMpt action on their own, are clearly in the minority. 4

This section has illustrated ways in which emotional characteristics of fire
situations may influence important cogniti44 processes such as decisionmaking.
_Consideration also must be given to the role of physiological stressors com7
monly found in the fire environment. Chief among these is carbon monoxide (CO).
Chapter 3.0 of the present investigation notes that at certain levels of con-
centration within the blood CO has been found to have a detrimental effect Upon
sensory threshold and reaction time, especially after initial low:level exP97
sure. Research on CO toxicity in rats by Petajan (-1976) found that after 15
;minutes of increasing exposure to CO (up to 45.9_percent COHb), the animals
failed to perform appropriately in a simple shock-avoidance test. Petajan.
argued that the finure of.the rats to perform adaptively could not be attri-
buted to any_phySical breakdown in sensory or motor systems, but rather_was
;based upon the animals' inability to process and integrate new information.
.Petajan 'Made no attempt to draw inferences from his findings to the behavior of
human beings. In another animalexperiment, Carter, Schultz, Lizottei_Harris,
and Federsen (1973) also Oted that CO affected performance on discrimination
tasks.
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Studies on the effect of CO on human cognitive function report conflicting_

findings: Much of this research has addressed performance on time perception
tasks (e.g.. Beard and Wertheim. 1967,_1353; Otto, Benigus, and Prak, 1979;
Stewart,41ewton, Make, and Peterson, 1973). arithmetic problem solving (e.g-i
Schulte. 1963). vigilance (e.g.4 Groll-Knapp._Wagner. Hauck, and Haider, 1972;
Fodor and_Winneke. 1972; Horvath, Dahms and O'Hanlon, 1971), and driving per-
formance (e.g., Forbes, Dill, DeSilva. and Van Deventer;- Ray and Rockwell.

1970; Wright. Randell and Shepard, 1973; McFarland, 1977). Although a number
of investigators report decrements in cognitive behavior at low COHb saturation
levels, others find no' such effect. Stewart (1976) concluded that COHb satura-
tions must be above 5 percent to function as a stressor or as an inhibitor of
cognitive processes: He also noted that partial loss of memory may be the
most obvious effect of CO exposure.

.

Thus there is little technical evidence available which directly supports_or
refutes behavorial assumptions underlying Code provisions on (1) the ability of
occupants to process. store_: and retrieve information about the location and
function of exits duringfires. and 'on (2) the capacity of_occupants to choose
the safer- and-most accssible_escape_route under stressful conditions. How-

ever, studied' in the areas of information processing;. environment psychology.,
natural disasters. and toxicology Offer substantial but indirect support
these assumptions_ and provisions. The remainder'of section 4.3.3 reviews the
strengths and weaknesses of the available technical literature, and-lomments'
upon the extent to which cited studies are useful for evaluating provisions

of the .-

'Strengths and weaknesses of_the_technical literature. Behavioralassumptions
concerning the capacity of building occupants to select- store. and retrieve
information about the liiCationand_function of exitfa4iities involve the
notion that occupants:consciously familiarize themselves With a building's '

egress routes and gilts prior to the onset of an actual emergency event. None

of the models'ofj'ire event dynamics'nor the field studies_ discussed above
specifically addkess the validity of this notion. AA noted earlier, Wood
(1972) found that most occupants left buildings via the same means by which
theyentered'. This suggests that people do not generally search for new_
routes' or_ egress strategies. However; certain aspects of Wood's research
designmake his finding difficult to interpret in the present context._ For
example. Wood emphasized single family and other relatively small residential
'structures. It is likely that occupants were inordinately familiar with these

r buil ngs, and, with alternate movement routes within them. Wood's research

des n_doesnot allow an analyst to determine whether the use of a single
route for entry and emergency egress resulted ay from the habitual use of 0
this route during years of occupancy. (2) from conscious decisionmaking by
occupants during actual fireevents, or (3) because small buildings (e.g.,
single family residences) offer relatively few entry and exit options.

Horiuchi (1978) suggested on the be:11s of his-txperimental data that when
subjects were completely unfamiliar with the experimental setting (ensured
during his -study by conduCting subjects blindfolded to the starting position in
abuilding).,the visibility of egress routes was-an essential factor in-- egress-
strategy formation. However; Horiuchi's subjects were irefighters; they are i
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eiipected to be more sensitive to
location of means of egre4s. He
findings:to lay populations. Th
clouded because his subjects too

I

roblems of emergency escape, and to the
it seems inapproiniate to generolize these

usefulness of Horiuchi's data are, further
part in several experimental tasks in the

same building. Their possibly increasing familiarity with the building's lay-_
out over time could' have affected their performance on later tasks. The effects

of familiarity were not controlled in the research design.

The psychological literature on sionmaking under stress deals only
indirectly with behavioral assum its concerning safe and successful egress
route selection_during fire emergencies. Moreover, treatments_of this problem
by environm tal psychblogists tend, to be theoretical rather than empiricai;
To date, re have been no field studies in natural settings_is stressful and_
as complex as the -fire environment. As a result, inferences from. environmental
research on way-finding (Brunzaft, DObrow, and O'HAfilon, 1976; Sedalia and
Hegel, 1980; Weisman, 1980) abcfht human behavior under actual fire conditions
Should be made with caution. On the basis of Best's (1970) argument, that the
degree of ambiguity and uncertainty of (and therefore the amount of information
obtained from) building circulation routes affects -the likelihood of decision-
making- errors; it seems_ reasonable that tile fewer decisions that must be made
about direction and-rOte, the higher the probability that occupants will make
effective way-finding judgMents.

.

The studies" by Kelley et al. (1965), Janis (1977), Easterbrook (1959), and
Simon (1967)- reinforce the notion that stressors originating in -the physical
environment... impact can negatively -(e.g., interrupt) decisionmaking and othet-
pertinent cognitive processes. At present, however; -it is not clear how such
stressors prevent or inhibit the selection of effective egress mutts during
fire emergencies. It is clear; by comparison, that they causd decisionmaking
to consume_more The emphasis of Janis (1977), Hosti (1970), and Class
(1968) on- decisionmaking under stress created by time constraints reinforces
the importanca of4_time, (more specifically the situational' deterioration
may -occur over time), as a stress- producing agent. Although:this experimental
work offers important hypotheses about behavior during fires, inferendes from,
currently available data-to further building code development do not;nOw
warranted.

Definitive inferences to humans from toxicological- studies involving laboratory.
animals are not currently recommended. Petajan(1976) hae;cautiOned:against
applying results from these animal experiments to human behavior under nat rai-
istic conditions. .Moreover, the overall lack of- consistency in currently
available humanC0 studies weakens inferences and conclusions which might
otherwise be generalized from this line of research.

Neither standard cognitive tasks nor well-controlled experimental procednOes
available which reflect the complexities of actual building fire events are
currently. Until_these_have been carefullyraesigned and validated there shall
remain a lack of data illuminating processes by which building occupants
develop egress strategies and select egress rotates, especially under condittOns
typified by higher than normal levels of phys. :Logical and psychological stress.
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4.4 SUMMARY OF CAPS IN THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE
.tr

. 1

At present few data clearly and directly support or refute rode provisions`
refleeting assumptions about occupants' information_proceising capabilities in
connection with emergency escape. The complexity of:human cognitive functions,
particularly_during stressfUland potentially rife-threateffing events; had
understandably discouraged fire'researchers from studing cognitive behavior.
Moreover; many investigators seem reluctant_ to condider the cognitive' and
motor behavior of individuals during-fire emergenciessi'believing that studies,
of non-emergenc group behaviorl_crowd flowo_and_groes patterns of'peaestrian,
movement -have th greatest payoff as,far.as building design regulatiOne Are
totterhed(Pauls, 19741 Seeger and John 1980; Francis and Saunders, 1979).
However, research in cognitive psychol y and other areas discussed. earlier _

ig

in;this chapter suggest a role for information selection-and dediaidnUaking
processes Within any time-based model of emergency este Hence;- ther
study of cognitive processes in the e ergency context is dicatedN

r. example, itMay_be possible and relatively-easy to measure the speed with 1

ich certain stimuli can be sensed andiperCeived: Similarly, motor response
time can also be measured. However, the intervening prucapes by-Witch
ceived environmental information is incorporated_4nto decidions and action..

,strategies is currently difficult toquafitify_and measure. This is espectally
`trueincomplex_and relatively ambiguous and stressful emergency environments
in which an individual switches between numerous decisions_and strategies--both
consciously and'subconsciousIy-7at various points diming the escape -task. :Thus;
Caravaty and Haviland's (1967) equation for estimating life safety during fires;

t'
<1

; (11
tc

suggests that an individual will reA h a safe refuge if And only if the time
required_for escape, t-e, Is equal_to_or_less than the time required forithe
toxic environment to reach a critical or untenable state In_nany cases
this equation may be difficult to apply accurately; The prObleiii beComea-More

-obvious when equation (1) is expanded to the :form,

.ti + t-- + + + ti + ti

tc

Where to time;required for sensation of a stimulus from the fire environm

time required to become, aware of this sensation,
. ._

ti u. time required to becOde lware of the sensation. as a potential life
threati A

1

.(2)

* Based on personal communications With Harold E. Nelson and Bernard Ms Levin
of- the Center for Fire Research, National Bureau of Standards, between 1977
and 1980.

:
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to time required to evaluate the quality and extent-of the life threat,

ti time required to initiate effective actions,

time required to f011ow-through and complete actions leading to
safety.

Research reported in this chapter suggests that the factors tt an& tare not
now capable of being estimated Stith any degree-_of accuracy. This chapter has
..also suggested, moreoyeri 'that 'thi'procestied of egress strategy formation and
resulting.eacape_hehaViiits may not follow the linear-additive model implied by
equation:(2)`.:::Rather, some factors may be more heavily weighted than others,
and eoMe elements_of_the_processes may require repetition more_ frequently than
others during a single fite event. Further research must focus.upon the char-
acterization and measurement of these proCedteit WOke escape time equations
such-ad (1) and (2) can be routinely applied to building design.;

Priser.t_ ere is also a lack of useful techhiCalinfetkatiOh4irectly_
applicable toe4aldating Code provisions and related behaViorallasumptions
reflecting escahe route choice behavior. 11614e-Vit, investigations of way-
finding, environmental cue processing, response to natural disasters, and_the
effects of stress and eIeVated levels of environmental toxicanta.discuseed
earlier in this chapter suggest a number of diteetienejor further tesearch.
Yorexample, the_capacities of insliyiduaisto make decidiond under highly
stressful conditions!, afidfin environments Characterizedby elevated leVtis of
CO, remain to_be---examined in detail. The reader .WiilteCall that G4411968)
could not_explain_IAY approximately 50- percent of those ditasper_ivictimah_
studied were incapable...of making AeCiSione, although theyapPeetelospffiCiently
able to perceive and process environmental informatiOn-T,

*".

'Future research should emplor a dophidtidatedpost7incident interview'
technique (dee Loftus., 1980 capable of.revealing.coMplek-route choice ehavfor,
and of identifying organilatiebil, social,_and psychological attributes cif.the
route selection process.. In addition, field Ahd_laboratory experiments should
be conducted to determine the influence of architectural design and buildifig_
.confloguration upon route selection and way- finding performance. Finally; future
' research- should, wherever feasible, strive to study the effects of physiological
and emotional street oh route choice. behavior: When practical and ethical ;con-
siderations render, the introduction 661tressproducing stimuli undesirable; how-
ever, researchers may within the limits of inferente--Make prudent use_of cur -
rently available research on CO- induced- physiological stress Waits andMerigan
1979) and on emotionally-induced psychological stress (Kociat, Melkman, Averili
and Lazarus, 1972):

-
Because the stress-producing qualities of emergency_ environments may influence
the amount_of tin* reqUired_byindividuals to formulate egrets Strategies_and
'select egress routes; the Significance of Stress as an experimental variable
should not be underestimated by future investigators;, Jehit(1977) has pointed
out that to a certain degree stress arouses a_person and increases vigilance,to
danger; higher levels of street' tend to interfel:e_with'effective decisionmakifig.
Properly conducted post-incident interviews.with fire victims, possibly in a
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clinical setting; mayprovide clues aboct_the onset of stress-induced responsepatterns and their relation to decisionmaking and Choico behavior duringemergency periodd;
. ';;-

16;5 SUMMARY

_

Insummaryi_a number of assumptions about human information processing -anddecisinnmakirig behaVinr dUring fireemergencieainiderlie sevez4 provisions ofthe Code; In this Chapter, such assumptions were evaluated bj_reterence tomodels of cognitive behavior, as well as data from recent psycholog,:alresearch on
way-finding_behavior;_environmental cue processing; disasterresponse; and stress; Few directly relevant technical data Were:founr1 withinthe field of fiie research itself; Taken:SS a whole; avaiIa3Ie terhnicalknowledge is not dUffidient_to warrant statements Spedifically supporting orrefuting Code provisions WhiCh may influence egress strategy ferMatirin;

ever, the literature generally supports-the notion that the demands of occupyinga_burning bulid:t.ng require_ individuals 6 efficiently SAMple_information fromthefire environmentiAnd to fOrmulateeffective and timely dediaionse,out whatto do; Depending upon the design and layout of_a buildingi'and upon the natureof given fire conditiota, thes.e processes will consume some. proportion of thetime within which occupants must eScape.,:Eirors in judgment and dLisionmakingwill freluentonaume evenaore:time. POwevet, A crucial gap in current&knolOefte about-the time-liaded Otsbilities of building OCCOPants to effectrapid emergency escape continoes to centers cidestionp of emergency inforsiationprocessing and strategy formation.
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5'-'1 PROVISIONS AFFECTING DISCIPLINED EGRESS BEHAVIOR AND CROWD MOVEMENT

5.1 APPLICABLE CODE PROVISIONS

572.1.2.1.3__No lock; padlock; hasp; bar; ihain; or other device, or combfIctinn
thetedf shall be installed Cr_maintained a% any time or in connection with'inY
door on which panic hardware is required by is -Code if such devite prevedar
orris intended to prevent; the ftee use of the door for purposes of egreas..:
Art-3--1--1- The Capacity of means of egressfor any floori_baLconyi tieri r crOler:-
occupied space shall be sufficient for the occupantload thereof.

_

5-3;1.2 The occupant load shall be the maximum number_of_persons that_menoV41e
in the apace at any time; as determined by the authority having juriSCIICti-
hilt Shall not bS lessthan_the number_ computed in accordance -with the req
ments of Chapters 8 through 16 for individual occupancies. (Where both gros8
and net area figures are given for the same occupancy clasp, the gro,sajirtrea...:,
figure Shall be applied_to the building or, structure as whole_. A-creprirate-
calculation shall then be made for those spaces where occupantiload deter-7_
mined on the_basis of net area and if the total occupant load determined on the:
net area basis eicceeds that on the grosEvarea ban's, the means of egress shall
be based on the large occupant.lsad figure:)

Whete exits serve more than one floor; only the occupant load of_eaeh'
floor considered individually need to be used in computing the napaCity of the
exits at that ildor, provided that exit capacity shall nqt be decreased Ili the
direction of exit travels

5-3.1A When means of egressfrom floors above and_below converge at an inter-
mediate fir)or; the capacity of the means of egress from the point of convergence
shall be no less than the sum of the two.

5-6;2 The travel distance to an exit shall be measured on the floor or other
walking_surface_along the center line of'the liatural path of travel, starting

V one foot from the most remote point, cursing around any corners_orobstructions
with a one foot clearance therefrom; and ending at the center of the dOorWay or
rcithet point at which the exit_begins. Where_ measurement includeS stairs; it
shall be taken in the plane of the treaernosing.

5-7,1 All exits shall terminate directly at a public way or at an exit
discharge. Yards; courts; open spaces, orntherporticins of the exit discharge
shall be_of required .-idthrand size to provide all occupLnEs with 4 safe access
to a public way.

17-1.C1 ReaponsibIlity for the planning -and conduct of drills shall he
assfgned only to competent persons qualified to exercise leadership,

47 -1-:6-d6 In the Condqct:_of drills emphasis_nhall be placed upon orderly
evacuation under proper rather than upon speed as such; no running
or horseplay shall be permitted.
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17- 1.2 ;1.1 Every required exit, exit Access and:exit discharge shall be
continuously maintained freeof all obstructions-Wr impediments to full instant
use in the case of fire or other emergency.

5.2 UNDERLYING BEHAVIORAL ASpUMPTIONS

5.2.1 Assumptions Concerning the Influence of DeSignitted Leaders Upon Egress
Time DuringFire Emergencies

(1) Specially trained occupants (e.g., "floor wardens ") assure that building
evacuated are effected within acceptable time limits and minimize the
IikeIihon f panic during fire emergencies (17-1.4.3; 17-1.4.4).

(2), 'During actual fire_-,emergencies where specially designated leaders are
present; occupants usually take directions from these authority figures; this
minimizes escape time (17-1;44; 17-1;4;4);

5;2;2 Assumptions Conterning Pedestrian Movement Under High Density Occupancy
Conditions

(1) In the event of afire on a floor, balcony, tier or other occupied apace
which offers a_potentia1 for high density use, the. entire population Of the
space_Will in_faCt be evacuated to the outside or to a_place of refuge before
the level of roxicants in the space betothes untenable (e5-3.1.1 through
5=3.1.4).

(2) Once occupants disOarge from a building, they Will Clear the area and
not congest the dischare aren;_diOcharging occupants will prifpeed directly
to public ways outside the building (5-7.1).

5.2;3 Assumptions Concerning the Effects of Building Configuration and
Architectural ObstrUttions on Efficient Crowd Movement

(I) Although the natural path of egress_tr';IVel may be_influenced bp-furnishings
and other fixtures, occupants can generally be expected not to deViate erom
straight-line paths (3-6.2). .

(2) The improper utilization of security measures or devices increases the
overall time required for emergency escape (5-2.1.2.1.3);

(1) The full carryling capacity of means of egress'may be expected to be
Alkitable at any time a fire occurs (17-1.2.1.1).

5.3 COMMENTARY

5.3.1 Problem

A number of Coda provisions are intended 65 increase the likelihood that
emergency_egress from public buildings will be orderly and well organized, and
thatmaladaptiVe croWdbehavior during fres_ will be minimized. Human behav
ioral assumptions hypotKtsited to under ib thebe provisions address: (1) the
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degree to which occupants will follow the instructionsofaleader or person in

authority. .(2) theability of_occupants to_tolerate undesirable conditions (e.g..

crowding) whiCh may be present within egress ways during fire emergencies; and

(3) the influence of obstruction to effectivoark d floW upon effiCient

emergency escape.

lia* issues pertaining to.crowd flow_insh to social and environmental

factors can be understood in terms of a ychological models of group

'Several models are available whWh_,lucidatd_the influence of group

of crowd phenomena UpouNthe behaVior of indiviqUalt. The relevance of such_:

models to_Code proviSiOne and underlying behavioral assumptions enumerated in

sections 5.1 and 5;2 is considered below.

5.3.2 Underlying Behaviidtal Models

Four social psychological models applicable to group be perspectives

on egress behavior and crowd7movemen h/thcan bdusefOl.in.

understanding large-scale emergency'response_phenomena'iti public buildings.

These Are (1) the'oUrcoMe dependence model (Thibaut and Kelley,J959), (2) the

im4.atioff model (Bandura, 1965). (3) -the reward-exchange_model (Homans. 1961)i

and (4) the environmental space model (following Hall. 1966).

The outcome dependence model proposed by T1!.4iiit_and- Kelley (1959) is based on

theotion_that persons -.experience varying degrees of confidence in the valid-

ity -their perceptionaat given times. Thus, an individual or group can

becom de endent for information upon another individual or group. if the let-

ter c n improve the validity of thoformer'a,perceptiOirof some event beyond

the 1 vel attainable through other sources. According to Thibaut and Kelley.

information dependence_may,be'defined in terms ofoitheractual experience or

anticipated (fdtdre)'effetts. In the case of anticipated effects, a person or

group seeking to validate environmental nformatioo"tends to increase social

\
interaction with others upon Whiom the pe, on or group is dependent for

information.
;O:ci

Before considering an example -which illustrates this phenomenon_inthe ddrictekt

of fire emergencies. several social- psychological preMised of the fire emergency

event_will.;:filot be identifieat SOicaIled panic behavior ismore_liketY-When

the time available fowafe escape from a life7threatening situatiOn,ia judged

by an individual to be4haUfficient_(Janis,__1970; Janis and Mann. 1977; the
derShiduldaltiti teferto discussions presented in chapter 2.0 and 3;0 of the

t rent reporf). The onset of panic behavioralsohas te-eri related to occupants'

expectations regarding the nature of social and physical interactione In antici-

patiCn o and during the use of available egress channels. SUch interactions

can be.cdbperative or competitive in nature. When occupants view one another
example,as_potenttal dbataClee to safe egressi_for examplei the likelihood of a so-

called panic response increases. Similarly, to the extent that occupants do

not compete with each other isr access to available egress pathways, the_entire

group could more rapidly and effectively exit the building. Thus, in situa-

tions where occopants view themselves as individuals unaffiliated with any

larger group Within the building, which can occur_in multifamily apartthent

buildings or 'mercantile and'other public facilities, then the onset of *,
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fire might bring individuals .together in cooperative or competitive,_
relationships in regard'totheuse of available exit facilities. The impor-
tahceof feel tilting the movement of a crowd; particularly _in iieb1At'jiitildings;
is undetsco y the possibility that large numbers of indivtdual occupants can-collect and either will compete for, or cooperate in; the Use :of scarFe means
of egress.

:7

Previous research on fire hazards in health care facilitiesprovIdesan_example
°

cf crowdmoyement_whie.h.can_be explafned; in part; by the o4ttedie dependence:
model. Inveatigatione_offiree in health care facilities have often noted that
during fire emergencies; hospital _staff are perceived to_bethe legitimate

_

AUthority figures oy patiente; visitorsi'and other transient occupants (Bickman;
et al.. 1979; Appleton andOWiggen, 1976, Artheii_1979). Even physicians who are"
not regular hospital personnel follow the authority Of trained nUrsing,staff
during hespital evacuations. -.. `f

Another approach introduced in ttmptte'2.0; is the ititAtiOn.or observational_
- learning Model. AS-developed by Bandura (1965); this miideluggeste that indi-

viduals copy the behavioral responsetOf OthOrd,. particularly,ifthe other
people control resources _on which'ilWeiihd*Viduals depend dUr4iiii,14:0tyday
(nonemergency) events -and activftief0j The4ndividual'might_obs6tve_that the
other persOn behaves in a particulaf *a4er4ttitd thet he et titie_fd7liositively
reinforced for that behavior. The obserOed,Otrpon becomes a model for the
observer; and the enviro9mentalcueg whic.*C'the.Otaie for a particular
behavior_from_the modeLbecopie asseciated:iiiltrW e4wi toto_i4ithlii-e:
model'A brirtvier. Iltrougha process of ;Atari tilOiel orcetelptLrne.; the
observer experiences the reward or punishMent that hap ens to the model); the
observe'imitatea the rewarded response patterns of-the model Whenet-reee_dtmilar

iset of environmental cues is introduced. Observation_of a model can inhibit an
observef's performance of a model's response if the ObserVer perceived that the
Model's enactment of the_response led to negative conseq- ncee Convetd-dly, an
observer's inhibitions about erforming a response can b_ reduced if the model

,_-___) is observed being positive einforced (rewarded) for the behavior.
4-__

During fire emergencies_inpublicbuildiogs; it might not -be e to determine
who_to observe. For example; while people dressed In UniforMA be ital.__
"whites" can clearly emerge_asmodels in certain types of building in public
occupancies such as office buildings or- shopping malls identifying hose who
control resources can_be far more difficult; Here, well - dressed business
executivea;deek clerks, or,janitors may be identified as appropriate models
depending upon a wide variety of circumstances (e.g., the 'degree tO'which each
is known by, and is perceived as credibi.! toi'other building rpeetipante).

Although the model'is usually conceived of as a person, it so can be a group.
`Oitre; the group_is perceived as a source of direction and i matfett about
safe egress during a fire emergency. The _ease Of a transie -visitor to an
office building -is illustrative. The visitor; upon heeting a fire alarm signer
and observing the_movement of office workers; joine_the4seoup on the assumption
that there will be "safety in numbers." However, this gocese could 0.so inhi-
bit_ gtheyisitor from entering a unable egrenswsy when other occupants_ are
observed igeoringlt. : Data from post-incident questionnaired aNOnlatered to,-;

(

fi
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victims_of the Thurston Hall fire (Bryan, Milke and DiNenno, 1979) indicate
that only a,few occupants ng failed to successfully evacuate the building,
refused to awafttescUe in erior refuge areas. This suggeses that a seluence
of responses 'pelermed b occupants (i.e, movement toward inteilor:neT4ge
zones) may have rears e other individuals about the value of waiting in an
interior LOcarton 1 rescued;

The reward-exchange model (Romans, 1961), also intrAuced in Chapter 2.0,,uses
the basic concepts of economics and of instrumental conditionlmg to explain

lksfacer.to-face interactions among individuals._ According_to Homans, interaction
7. among individual will continue and be positively valued so long as,the,partic-

ipants receive more rewards (benefit's) tnan punishments from the interaction.
Put differently, interactions that participants find_profitablewill continue.
Punis nts can be direct (e.g., being cheatea'out of money, being injured) of
indire 1.a4% unavoidable). _Unavoidable punishments, which_ Romans calls
costs, efer to the forgone value of an activity. Whenever the psychological
cost-benefit equation shifts toward unprofitable interactions for a participant,
that person o more likely_to choose a different course of action, one that is
perceived as more profitable. Thus, competition can arise Along individuals if
one person's'actIvities results in his or her receiving more than their fair
share of rewards or if their activities result in reductione of rewards' to
others to unprofitable or unfair le ls.

The relevance of the reward-exchang model to behavioral assumptions underlying
Code pfbvisions affecting disciplined egress behavior and crowd movement is
illustrated by anecdotes. Accounts ofthe'1903Iroquoio Theater fire_indicated
that some exit doors were either locked or.were otherwise i operable (Foy and_

of
Harlow, 1928). Obstacles resulting from turns in stairway were also reported
to have caused thetrempling of many victims. _miring ehi fire event, normal "

queuing behavior by theater occupants apparently gave way to "surv.val at all
costs" behavior._ In other words, physical impediments to orderly evacuation
(resulting from locked doors, turns which, narrowed the exit channeli or from
'fallen pe:sons):msy have led to the belief that queuing would not produce the
desired reward (safe eWcape)_andcould rest* in the ultimate cost (death).
Lacking perceptions that would support codrdinated actiqp, members of the
audience acted independently, each trying to minimize the risk to his or her
life (i.e., trying to-reduce their possible loses),_ resulting in a deAperate
competition for access to egressways under severe time conatraints.

The reward-exchange model is also useful in understanding altruistic a ?"
heroic behavior reported in the fire literature; For example, see'TS
DiNenno's (1979), discussion of the Ceorgia_Towers fire. It may'b'e argued
that those who engage in altruistic or heroic acts duri g fires are invoking
what Homein's calls rare costs; costs

e
w ich increase a p rson's worth because

4.
so few_people canxperience these ran costIK:. In_ this enae, having -xperi-

_enced the rare cont of risking one's fe foil another, on earns the commensu-
rate rewards of being identified as a hero and receiving illation frodothers;
lbwever, the rewardexchange model also suggests th a wo ld-be rescuer may
not believe a situation is a serious risk to life, or find risk-taking
itself rewarding. Otherwise the risk could upset the cost-benefit equation in
favor of not helping an endangered victim.
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The environmental space model (based on Hatt; 1966) developed from studies of
animal and human territorial behavior. This model focuses on_the apOirent_need
of individuals to lay claim to certain areas.. This need has been expressed in
two forms: the need for personal apace and the territorial need.. Personal

\
space is usually defined as an area with invisible boundaries surrounding a
person's body into which no one may intru4e. The size of this surrouding "bub-
ble" varies between cultural gropps and for different persons and situations in
the same culture. By congrast, terrioriality refers to_the need of individuals
and groups to lay claim'arsome- geographical areas as their own. Territories
are fixed, circumscribed areas access to And the;use of which individuals and
groups have the capacity to control.. Personal iippce, which is something the
person "carries-around," is sometimes called a Portable territory (Gutman; 1972).
When applied to the_study_ofhuman spatial behavior; the_donCepts_of personal
spaceand terrioriality aid in our understanding the environmental forms by
whidh individuals protect their idiosyncracies and resources and project their
identities.

Indeed; distancing behavior serves important_physicaI and psychological:
purposes. The_distance betwecl_persons, or between a person and a physical

,,object, is an important factor in the ability of the individual to properly
'1'' perceive_ objects in the- environment. Such environmental data_is crucial to

effective negotiation of the environment. But important psychological pro--
ceases are'believed to govern distancing behavior as well. For example, dis-

:

tancing_appears to vary asii function of an individual's role in a given sett-
!_ng. The size of a person s personal space "bubble" is determined in part on
the basis of behavior patterns normally associated with carrying out a role.
For example, the spacing between a_lecturer_and a_large audience differs drama-
ticallytically from' the diatancebbetw n discussants participating in an informal
seminar. Similarlyi'subway pas engers typically seek to avoid_physical con-
tact with fellow riders Uniil.the,train becomes quite crowded (Ittelson et al.,
1974). Italso has been found that in addition Co protecting their own per-

,

sonal spahlksi_individUals are_freqpently reluctant to invade the personal
dobainsof,others (Horowitl, Bnff,and Stratton, 1964)." Moreover, as already
noted, there are cultural differences in the:size and role of.persdnai space
envelopes.

The computation of permissible occupant dads in buiidi s is. based, inPart,
-upon the anticipated capacity of means of egress. Code-provisions whiCh.spe-
cify rates of flow for various egresswaY elements are typically baspton
assumptions about the average area occupied by pedestrians, and ablUt:the uni-
formity of pedestrian movementover.some time' period.Unlessa building is
elhtively sparsely occupied at, the timeof afire outbreak, however, emergency
egress by individuals is likely to involve soMe'degree of social and physical
interaction with other persons. As the populhtipn of a building increases,
moreover; the potential for infringments uponealch personal space
envelope during emergency egress also increasbs.- Two questions are relevant
here: (1) What amo9nt of personal space reduction 11 Accept
during fire emergendy_conditiona? (2) What are th4tOffects of_peraonai space
infringment upon rapid and orderly emergency escape? Saegert (1974,3) reporttd
that as the number of persons required to occupy a given apace increases, the
complexity and uncertainty associated with_the event at hand increases, while
the ability of individuals to organize their behavior decreases. Saegerr also
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noted that personal apace infringments reduce behavioral alternatives available;
to_ individuals: Furthermore, reduetd;freeddm of choice;_ combined with unavoid-
able physical. interaction among persons, resulta in decreased cogni-
rive control over the situation_by_an individual; and in aAgeneraI increase in
psychological arousal. Thus individuals whof.eannot accept prolonged_infringe-_

dents of personal apace_may revert to simpler; More regimented behaViot patterns
and may find individdidly determined and flexible behavior patterns to be
somewhat problematic.

5.3.3 .AAWessment of BehaViotal Assumptions Based on the Technical Literature
I

LIteratilte-review. Assumptions. in_section 5.2.1 address the degree to Whith,
occupants will follow a perceived "leader" or person in authority during a fire
emergency. Available_ technical literature provides conaiderable suppOrt for
the notion - that individuals _and groups 'will tend to folloW the lead of a per-
ceived authority figure; Klein(1976),_ih a.lobCratory experiment designed
teeix..4ateegress from.a theater from which only,Ohe hartoWexitwas_available;
foUnd empirical support_for the hypotheses that groups, ose coordination under
conditions which personally threatenthemembers, and that a groupunder_stress
wil perform best_in_the presence of a strong leader(initially AdVanCed by
Kelley; et al:; 1965). Similarly, Glass_(1968)0n_his studies of mass psy=
e tiology; noted that as many as 50 perpent of part4ipante in large7scale
disasters are Willing to follow the lead of others and'to. respond to the
direCtions of some authority figure. Moreoyet,_MCLuckie:(1970) reported that
upon being warned of an impending crisis; individuals tended to telephone
-signifitant7. persons to seek recommended action strategies:

Under conditions of stress and impending life threati. individuals Who ate,
. .

regarded as "knowing more" may, by_conserAJs of_oqterNpersons presentkebe given
d eciSiehMaking authority over ee'group-(Quarantelli 4hd Dynes, 1967
support of this finding, Best (1978);' in his review of We Beverly Hillg-Supoet-.
Club fire; concluded that the majority of patrons'responded to and:followed the
directions of waitresses and:bartenders.. Yamida(19 ';pUggeated that when
bewilderment among victimsbecomes_extremei individual become docile and take
directions more easily. Although Klein (1976) noted he .key role
leaders in achieving safeegress from_a_simaated theattr fite;__Quatantell %
and Dynes (1972; Form and Nostow (1958); Fritz_and Wit; isms (1957) and Dra
(1968) all found Okay during large- scale natural disasterAvictim0;_typicall
do not wait for an authority figure to_provide direction; they ten to react
immediately; attending to their own well being andhelping oeplers n arby.

----,'.

A significantand freguent_phenomenon ierthe emergence of a leader who "get
people organized" during the early stages of a disaster (Killian; 1954).
NUMetous" "1posincident_studies f:Jby Bryan (1977) oie episodes in nursing
homes also-- ovide evidence suggesting that_patient and physicians alike are
milling to t-0.kedirections from more knowledgeabl ei-aff_(e.g.; nurses or
o rdttliea)t EYidence frem post-iRetdent studies fhospital_fitea reported by
Lathrop-(1978) corroborates theselindings. But hen no leader is perceived :
to be prese: - individuala,tend to seek informati n ftom 9ther nearby people
Fejt example Zlux,ICanter; and Sime (1976) -repo ed that durinK fit-ea i.eop
look to othe -firidividuaIs around thorn for informAt n_alich will help define

. _the situation.
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The i fluence_of crowd behavior on individuals is summarized in a report by
Johnson, Stemler and Hunter (1977). Results of research in-this area suggest..
that groups are more willing to tolerate higher levels_of rishthan are indivi-
dual decisionmakers. Studies on altruistic behavior (Latane and Barley, 1968;
Pilavin, Radin and Pilavin, 1969) demonstrate rather clearly the potential
influence even small groups can have over an individual's behavior.

Behavioral assumptions in section 5.2.2 Underlying Code provisions on occupant
loading_can be evaluated using environmental and social psychologlcal_research
on density, .For example, Saegert (1978) investigated "cognitive overload "; an
hypothesized result of forcing an individual to process more environmental
information than is paychologically pod4lble. Saegert noted that in crowded
situations with little or no social structure* the likelihood that an indivi-
dual's goal-directed behavior will be interrupted may be quite high. Saegert '

furthernoted tint interruptions to goal-directed behavior frequently leads to
either frustratidrrand aggression, or to withdrawal. tramples of environmental
settings with relatively weak social structures include shopping malls -and
theaters.

In another study, Saegert {1974) found that inescapable.interactienwith large_
numbers of people increased arousal Within individuals. D'atri (1975) reported
a contommitent elevation in blood. pressure under'such conditions. Other inves-
tigators_have suggested that the magnitude of physiological consequences of _

inescapable,crowd involvementdepends upon the period of exposure and the per-
ceptiotl of escape pr control alternatives'(Averill, 1973; Kahn and French,
1970; Haegert,_1976). NeVectheless, elevated arousal has beenshoWn to inter
fere with complex information processing required to discern charges in the
environment (Broadbent, 1971; Cohen, 1978):-

wi
, .

While the literature suggests that; under certain conditions; effective leaders
can facilitate orderly emergency egress, there-is almost no technical_documenta-
tion of emergency experiences during which specially trained leaders. (e.g.,
"floor wardens")_ were available within various public occupancies.: Available
research on this topic* moreover, has cast doubts about the effectiveness of
specially trained occupants during. el sis situations; Far example; although
studies of simulated aircraft evacastA, s demonstrated the_need for_specialized.
crewtraining,tthey also showed then equacies. of much;of the training pro-
vided aircraft e rmergency "leader's- ason,J _974; Becker,1973; Garner add
Blethrow, 1966, h1970). Wi.regard, to buildings_; kaytmag (1969) -suggests that
special emergency-related responsibilitteglcbe allocated-to buildings occnpadts..
Paula (1977-, 1979), on the other hand; riticizerthe usefulness of trained
Supervisors In office bui10.dings, noting that_assigned floor wardens tended to '

be poorly trained and to perform incompetently during fire drill.,aitdationb."
Hertz, Edelman and Hickman (1978)i examining differences between'varisps met40d*" /
of training nursing home staff, personnel, conLiuded that in many cases such , i

staff,Were unfamiliar with existing fire em4genc.; pla . ,Howeveri these. inves-

it
tigatars also faund that training_did improve ellir pell rmancevof nursinal6me,
stafcduririg_evacuatitiravdrills, although .this effect w pnot a 'strong asantti-
cipate,d, (this may be_ ue to the extremely high staff turriove at such i.--.`

institutions). : '
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Such factors as environmental aondition -type of Cldthing Worn, cultural norms,
the sex of occupants, &id the degree of fa iliarity with other people seqm to
influence the spacing of an individual (HoroWitz, Miff end .
Stratton, 11,70;_Evana, 197 )._ Cfaiek (1978) attempted to suggest specific
requirements and dimensions f6r interpersonal spacing, concluding" personal
space needs 1ncrease in settings'which are unfaMiliar to the indi as well
as in poorly_lighted areas. Similarly, Shiffenbauet (1977) notedt
increased illpmination appears to decrease feelings of being crowded in a room.
Evans (1973) and Paula (1974) have suggested that individuals might require
more personal space under emergencyaonditions. Others have argued, however,
that observed increases in e persopal space required. during evacuations_may
he due more to faster welkin speeds than toanderlying psychological needs
(Canter and Matthews, 1976).

Suggestions also appear in the liter ure that personal space needs during
emergencies vary as a functioq of th ipomogeneity of an occupancy (Canter and,
Matthews; 1976) and emergenc prepar dness (Rivers and Bicktan, 1979Y. ?int' ---

overp_research on pedestrian moveie by Fruin (1971) has'shOwn that_ as
pant density increases in a given p destrian way, people are more likely
reduce.their longitudinal (front-to-back) spaclrg than their transverse
by-side) spacing. _Unfortunatelyi.,there are no available_data describing the
effects' of personal space varfs ons.on the time re4uired"for evacuation.

1
Other assumptions iA section 5.2.2 in lve the notion that upon reaching a safe
-area, usually outside cheJbuilding, escaping occupants will clear the area and

.

thereby_not_hinder_the-subsequent evacuation of_other. occupants. Wastudies
treat this issue directly. Of some relevance, however, are data describing_
re -entry Into burning buildings by evacuees. For example, Wood (1972) found
dUring his post-incident survey thatabout_44_percent Rf the fire victims he J
interviewed re-entered the buildihg atter having evacuated.- Simillr/yi "Bryan
(1977) found that approximately.28 percent of those victims he surveyed also
re- entered._ Moreover, Bryan (1977) _reported that re-entry was more_typicai of
male than of female fire victims. There is presently no evidence, however, to
suggest that re-antiyAnto burning buildings by victims interrupts or otherwise
block other individuals who are aitempting,to escape.

Behavioral astAnaption in section 5.2.3 addres9,the potentially inhibitory
effects of bulAiing c nfiguration and environmental obstructid on safe and
efficient crowd movement; Melinek and Booth (1975) found that ends and corners

-did not appear to_reduce_flow rates on stairs. ;Mnreor theL don Transport
Board (1958) found no evidence to suggest that queues of pedestrians formed
bends or at other changes in,pedestrian movement paths; However the Londoh
Transport Board aid find that' norCOnstrictions in passageway tended_to_
increase overall travel time. his finding was not corroborate by-MeIinek and
Booth (1975),_who argued_chat.slight projections into pedestrian ways, such os

, those produced by boxes being stored in a hallway, tend to have little_effect
upon pedestrian flow rate. In 'smoke - filled envirnfiments, walking speeds were
recorded to be lower at corners ban they were along linear portions of an
experimental pedestrian way (Watanabe, Nayuki and Torizakii 1973). Similarly,
Weisman (1980) suggests that even when occupants are familiar with a building,
some architectural coOdgurations may be so complex as to induce confusion' and

I
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uconcommitent reduction in walking speed at supb decision points as corridor
junctions. Finally, Sedalia. and Magel (1980) demonstrated:experimentally that.
as the number of turns,or bends in a pedestrian path was increased, subjects'
perceptions of the time required to negotiate the pathsjnereesed as well..- -The
importance of this finding could be substantial, particularly when one recallu
that perceptions of time have been found:to be linked with the onset of so-
called panic behavior (Janis, 1977).,

.

The available technicalliterature containa no documentation ofinhibitions to
crowd flew caused by security procedures or by tyg imprope use", of security
hardware in buildings. Biawever, anecdotal accotnts ofth Irocitioie 1'11e-titerj
fire,_the Triangle Shirtwaete factory fire Sand other more recent tragedies
provide ample,evidence of the potential-for panic, and for the crtiehing of
occupants attemptipil to escape, which may result trotUlocking,means of egress.

-.

.;.;..

ThUF, although considerable technical evidence canbe.cited in suPPort_of the'
assumption that building occupants will follow the directions of a leader or
authority f ure during a'fireOemergency, there.is very little _evidence that
deiders.Wi have been amply trained in emergency escape procedures. Moreover,
WhIle titer is a'growing body of7evidence concerning the role of personal space
Arn.group.behavior and pedestrian movementi the relationapip_between_personal .1

U pace variation and.buildin4 evacuation time is presently little understood.
jecgnical_evidence_Nconcernink the_behavior_of occupants ap4 their evacuation .

from burning buildings and'r*garding the effects of physicel_obstacles,on crowd
flow ie not now sufficient to permit an analysis of applicable behavioral

---

assumptions or their antecedent Code_proyisions.. The_weight of anecdotaluvi-
denee'concerning the impact.of security procedures and the improper use of
seetlirity hardware in buildings_upon crowd flow and panic:behavior, however;
does'uppear sufficient to- suppOrt related behavioral assumptienvand proVisions
Of the Code; ' 4

o
.-:

retie-the and weaknesses of the teChnicet_literature. In-generali_current
k wiedge about whethet or not occupants follow the lead of individuals per-
'ceived_eo'be in authority during fire emergenciesComes Odmpost-incident fire
investigations. Results of numerous social. paychological_experiehts a con-'
sintent with this findingi as'are severaltheoreticalpositions: Examples -Of
this research were Presented,above. The literature on natfiral disasters tends
to stress the emergence of-adi-hoc'lladers,_and this concept may only be useful
in reletIvetyllarge-ucale,fwilding firelOf long:duration,-

'')Current-.available evidence on'the dependability and usefulness of specially.
. .

t ..
.

trained'emergenck managers (e.g.., floor wardens) does not generally aupport
the assumption, presented_in section 5.2, that the presence of such individuals
will fatili+ktezgompt and orderly evacuation. Paula' (1977,:1979) finding_that
many occupants were unable to obtain nee0ed information from floor wardens dux.
ing evacuation drills is relevant to this argument,. particularly in C.triew_of his
additional,finding-that many occupants believed the drill situations to be
actual ptreaVents. Substantial_ differences between building and 4rcraft
evacuations, boweVer, tend to make the aircraft_studiga lcofe useful, tq_the.
evaluation of bUilding regulations. Tlie anecdotal nature of xeporte about
leadersh :qualities

_,-
displayed by waiters-and bartenders during the Beverly
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Hills Su per_Club Fire (Best; 1978) render generalizations other.thati informal
ones untenable. .-;' t,1%-.

-
. 0 -7./

Psychological studies of density and crowding were discussed in connection with
.provisions of the Code.-Which bear on occupant loading in public buildings.
Although increased emotional and physiological arousal have,been reported to'
accompany high density occupancy conditions, tt.is not known whether such
increase )! in arousal will inhibit ou stlkulate vigilance during actual fire
emergencies. In addition, the; importance of personal space, and itsAnetise
role in emergency egress perfdrmance, remain little understood despite state-
ments by some researchers (Evans, 1973; Paul», 1974). For exaTpIei; experience

J q_
inla large metropolitan subway-system seems to,suggest that_m et,individua.
Will tolerate n extreme loss of.personal space provide- t onditiol'Is
perceivetVto_eofshotttekporal.clurationand-provided movem

c
t toward some

goal is: app ent._
.

.,.

4.---------_ ,
'Almost no technical data are currently available to evaluate the assumption
that_upon evacuating a building occupantstleav the discharge area. The most

A;tangible evilphce;iii,ewp,,,!resented by Bryan (197 and Wood (1972), who commented
upon re -entry beharfOiTbY evacuees. However, e tremely few of the cases inves-
tigated by these researchers involved public occupancy buildings. Morevar,
neither investigator documented the influence of re-entrants upon the egress
performance of other evacuees.

. .:.:

Crowding; occupant density, and:the otentialjor panic are also 6elevant to
, ,

behavioral assumptions underlying Cod p . ;.,;-: ntendedAo limit projections
and other Physical obstacles in ear wa/i;,&;14.o the; are not enough__

_ data to permit an evaluation ;of these ass il. ./..F. r ; ; .4e owevf. , research pn indi-
1r, 41,viduals' perceptions of traversed dista , , . 6 i : a SL. Hageli 1980) may

assist in evaluating the assumption that ri i e emergencies, escaping
occupants tend_to_traverse linear routef._ For example; SadaIla and.HageI
found thatihdividuals perceiVe paths win bends and turns to_be longer than
linear paths Of equivalent length, If 00 Wishes to assure rhat, under .

and its antecedent Code provision: It houId be kept in mind; however, that(
emergency-condittensi_fieople_consciously seek thehhorEeta'knowm paths4thelf6-.
Sadalla and St. Hegel's finding would apear to support both the assukption

no research_on either distance perception or linearity of pedestrian_ movement
routes has been conducted under conditions designed fo,simulate htiildingfires.

:

The assumption that egress ways InbUildings will be_maintained_fully available
for instant use in case of fire emergelcies,eaA not be evaluated because mhere
are no technical_data on this topic. Although_some anecdotal accounts have
suggested that the storage of boxes, etc.; within corridors otstairwells.might-
have little effect on egress- flow or escape rime; thereare currently no
empirical data to either support or refute this notion. is

The available literature on potential ebnflteta between emergency cape and
building security objectives consists almost entirely of anechotes net teports -

by'fire victims. Indeed, security procedure!) could have made emerg ncy escape
very time consumingi even impossible, during numerous fires reported Irpthe
press. It is precisely such events which.have given rise, over the years, to °
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public corcernabout:potential conflicts between emergency escape and security
goals. However., no systematic investigations of_khe. mutual effects of emergen
escape requirements and building security prOcedbres under real or siM- Aied
emergenCy conditions have been conducted to date. In vieWLof the liken od
thatthere are numerous impediments to speedy-egress movement, as well as
numerous sources of maladaptive_behavior during_ building fires,.it is important
to determine what: aspects of the probiem.are actually attributabI- to the impro-
per_ plementatioh'afThsecurity procedures._ At present, however_i_t e lack of
teek data on.thia topic makes such a determinatidd 1.00666ibl

. '
5.4 SUMARY -Or GAPS__IN THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE

-
5.4.1 Repearch on the Effectiviaflessof Trained Leaders in Facilitating Rapid

Emhrgency Escape and in Avoiding "Panic"

The notion th uring simulated emergencies and large-scale natural disasters;
indiviara> end t takedirectionsfrom_a_perceied leader was amply illus-r
trated by bosrato y experiments and case studies described in section 5.3.3.
HoWeveri t e degreato.which this phenomenon occurs during_buildinefires can-
not be. accurately stated on the sis tf currently available technical results.
This is also true'of the actital'e ecttveess of,trained leaders :seal
fireaituati ns. The. principal re son for.these gaps_is_that, to date,
incident stu es- specifically desi ned.to assess the leadership fuhetion.h
been /epbrted. I-;

'' r
Humam.reaponses during fire emstgencies comprise a highly'oMtileic area for_-_, ..
post-hoc research. A substadfial_proportion.of this complexity owea to .the
ileed-for Investigators to sucCessfully_distinguish_truthful and accurate answers:

AWtAeit-inquiries from answers respondents may fabricate for fear of "loOking,"-t
.6-:bid" or *coming involved in legal actions. Tb.a_certain degree, such difficul-.
tit:can be oyercomeby_comparing and cross-checking the_ responses of numerous
'victims, -or witnesses to the same event. In tbis way, it maybe possible to
converge upon a reasonably accurdte_description_of the actual event. Special
techniques fOr obtaining_and_usinginformation from eyewitnesses have recently
been developed for use in police and courtroom investigations (LeftUiti.= 1980),
dind these approaches may be useful in the Present context.

Wei

It also_shotild 6e'noted that although behavioral assumptions concerning,.
leadership_anddirection7taking appear. tojm generallylapported by available
technical literature; situational varialts affecting aARFAphenoMena havenot

.;" been widely investigated. For example, -sting and Loftus (1974). recommended,
on the basis' of their research,.that female .voices be used for certain_ portions
of_messages delivered by vocal alarm systems; while male voices be used. for .

other segments. The$e-::investigators noted that the female voice. is less likely:
to.agdtate occupants; and cause.panic during and is most appropriate:for an ini-
tial alert,_while the-male _voiceis_more likely to, be associated wi an
authority-figure and therefore_should be used to imparttspeciftc inst uctions.
Howeveritheextadi to which direction- -king is influenced by addilltiOnal fac-
tors suchas_vietim'a,preViousaMergencY_ xperiences, their emotional and Ova-
ical capabilitien,. nd the- degree of.social and functional variation
aracterlzing the a ted occuppncy, have not been Systotatitally dtddied.
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Finally, behavioral assumptions regarding the availibility_and fdhction of__

trained leaders presuppose leaders' knowledge about effective emergency escape-_

procedures; The fgw available studies do not support thisnation (recall Pauls'

finding that even-where designated floor wardens were specially_trained, they

did not_functionasexpected during fire escape_ drills_. Accordingly, ques-

tions about the social dynamics which_arise during building-emergencies, and

about the nature and,quality_af training programs, must be considered. Par

ticularly vulnerable are visitors to public (noninstitutional)bUilding because

they will have few, if any, preconceptions abodt the availability or role of

emergency supervisors.

5;4;2 Research on the_tffects of OccuPant Loading and Discharge Behavior on

Successful Crowd MoveMent

_

PretentIy available data are_insuf.. cient to either support or refute human

Uehavioral_assumptions. underlying Code provisions affecting building occupant

loading and_ekit discharge facility design. Although several investigators

have suggested the neea to incorporate personal spacerequirements_and side-to_
Side_body sway into the design of means of egress (e.g._Pauls, 1974; Frdin,

1971), the effects of such factors_on escape time, particularly under actual

eftergency conditionsiremaipa_little Under:it-Odd. Far examplei'the manner by

which occupants_ physically 'utilize egress ways (viz.' their interpersonal spac-

ing behaVior and the, biomechanics of walking, ateitUdefrietc.) may'well influ-

ence the time required -to negotiate an entire egress. route. But it_ifLnot now

known at what point and by'what mechanisms occupants will relax their dwn,per-

Aonalata.:e requirements and accept_more physically'crowded conditions during

egress. The_ability'to identify thin threshold andi_more.fundamentallY, to

determine a legical_connection between constriction in egress ways; increased;

physiological and emotional arousalk_and.the onset of maladaptive(panic)

behavior, may eventually lead to modifications in the deaign of exit components

and systems; . i

5.4.3 Research on the Effects of Architectural-.Impediments and PhydiCal

ObStatles Upon Crowd Behavior and Disciplined Movement

Txtremely little technical literature was found applicabl,e to evaluating Code

provisions intended tominimize_physicalimpediMents And obstacles to rapid

escape; The specific effects of physical obstacles (e.g. corridois or stair-

wells being used as storage facilities) o4 escape time has not beensystemati-

tally inVeStigated; Future "time- motion" experiments undeta wide variety of

simulated egress'conditions:AhoUld ,provide data useful for comparative putpoded;

Moreover, future post - incident investigationsusing sophisticated ineetitiewing

techniques can query victims about problems they,may have encountered with.,

architectural impediments or other physical obstacles.

Similaxlyi experiments on the. 3ffeCta of lacking exit doors or of other _

securiiy_pracedure infractions could be coAucted_Under carefully controlled

simulated emergency conditions; The appropriate dependent variable in such

at'adiesir a_meanure of elm-060d perceived time-to-escapei And this: measure

should be'Coliipared under various conditions of occuPancy,.lensitlrmnd occupant

loading; actual an well as perceiVi;_d alternative,oscape routes, and emergency
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training; Although data obtained from such experiments may be useful for
comp restive purposes; extrapolations from simOlatiOns to behavior during real
emergencies should be made with caution. Fof example, While maladaptIVe:
behavior:may take the form of an incorrect response leading to excessive escape-
time'in a_laboratory simulationi itmaytake the form of'"panic".; injury, or

-even death during a real fire.

-Code provisions specifying the measurement of ;distances Go means of egress along
along lineapath segments seem Lo suggest that duridg'fire emergencies occupants
will_traverse linear-segmented routes If individuals traverse nonlinear paths
or if on occasion -they meander during an evacuasfoni then_the4r egress times,
will be longer than those produtedby purely liar travel. _Iongar_egresp_tiMes.
would_imi4 a reduction in the maximum allowable distance between the furthest
Apcationq# afleor and ao, exit_(see proAsi 5-6.2). Available data do not
make such a recommendation possible now. -F- ,e'resealmh is required-to docu-
ment actual path lengths and patterns travetat&by escaping occupant6; ibi.S.
research may be accomplished during evacua6Ons of large-roome_or entire build,

. , ..,

ing floors under simulated emergency ceedltiona,using speially placed motion
picture o _videotape+ecording equipment:rd .

5.5 SUMMARY

A nuMberpflhumahbeh-avioral assumptions about, cro movement and,distiplined
group behavior underlie selected provisions: of the . These assumptivs
were evaluated by_reference_to severai_models of human colter:rive bepavrOt1 .: ..; -,

.,

data from re6eardhtarexperimental social psychologyi'fi ' :xesearehon natural
disasterw; and post-incident fire investigations. In heFill,'ttie tchnical

-#t

11terature_suggest suppert_only for those assumptions- aining to leadership
and direction- taking behavior. Behavioral assumptions p rtainiqg to te'effer*-1"
of occupant loading and hysicai obstacles upon erder4V Aid rapid:i!roNWMOVe-
went appear to be neittler,supported nor xefuted by available_technicaI liteea
ture; To theextentLthat impediments tt, crowd movement rAsult inmaladapti",
collective behavior and panf'; future research on the role tf building 'd0-61V;
in fatilitating crowd movement: seems-an essential precursor to Code development

.

.a
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6. PROVISIONS ACCOfflIODATING OCCUPANTS' CAPABILITIES TO SAFELY AND RAPIDLY

NEGOTIATE EGRESS WAYS

6.1 APPLICAUE-CODEPROVISIONS

5-2.1.1.3.3' Thefloor_on both sides of a doorehall be substantially level
andShallhave the same elevation on both sines of the door, for a dLati.nce

on each side at least equal_to the width of the wiriest 414tgle door; When the

door discharge to the outisde or to an exterior balcony;'- exterior exiti_or

exterior exit access, thOkfloor leyel:oaceide the door may be one step lower
than the inside but not to [heti 8 ihChedlower;

5-2.1;1:4;5 The force required to fully open doors shall, not exceed SO pounds

afplied to the latch stile.

5-2;1.2;1;2 A latch. or other fastening device on a a0r-Shell be Provided

with a knob, handle. panic bar, or other simple ty Of releasing device, the

method of operation of which ieobviousi.even in darktness.j
/_--

5-2.1.2.2-11_WhenTa,door±fs required to be eqnipped wi h 'panic hardware_by sopel
other provision of this Code, then panic hardware shall ause the door ; latch to

i release when akforop of not'to_exceed.15 pounds is app to the releasing_

-deviceS in tbe diretion of exit, travel:
4 -

. , yam= '.

5-1.1.2,3_.Self-Closilq; DeqiCei.. A door desighed to ormaIlSi cloaed in,

amea ADf egress, duch'as a -door tq a itair,encIosu r .zontal:exit,

Shall e a self - closing door andfahall not at any times be:de-cured. the hpet

positi
. .

...

5-2.1;5_.1-.,1- Wherg required_dooga are operated by iiOwer, eirth4SdpqrS
. ihato7elettric actieated marhaniam to open Olp door don the nprdech

WidtiOrt With power-assisted manual operation; the design ohall_be suc
_ _____ _ __iv

:,/1411._event of port fsilute,the door may be opened Manualr'topermit exit
:';`'7clos d Were necesebry to safeguard means of egress. . i

r " . 9 ,

-5-2.2_2.1_ Each new_stair *ge platform, ianding; ete., used in con
. .

there: with bVilding%leiTthen 5 storiee'in'height an in iiew_b

l reqpredlIkthis Code to be Of_fire-resistive construction, Shall
npnebmbUstiOle material througlloutpa

;.-.EXteption: are exem
-

from this revirement.

th
person;

that in
travel or-

unGpiop -1
ildIngs
'it' of

.

5-2-.1.2;2 There all be na closed usable_spaes'Under s rs'in an exit

00Iosore nor sh she open/spew u er such stairs be used ft.t. Ahy purpose;

- .

5-22.4.4 No arrallgemeAt o _treads known as winders shall be permitted in new
a ,..

!i,asrwriaYs

there. material Of stair treads ard
4

glandin s .Lesuch as to irV61Ve
,

dangrr of TErlippinnonslip material sha be rovide n tread surtaCei

;,. \
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5-2.-i.4/The height of every riser and the width of %Eery tread Olen be so
proportioned that the sum of 2_rrsers and'a tread, exclffsive 'its nosing dr
projTction, IT not less than 24 dot mbre Clan 25 inches.

5-2.2.2.8 The minimum number of'risers in any one flight o . ttaitk -Shell be

-22210 There shall be no varitAon exceeding 3/16 inch in the'd*pr.
treads or in the height of risers in any flight. _

Exception: As permItted: by 5-2..2.1.4 fOr monumental stairs.
,

572;2.3.1 :.440Ansof egress such as stairs, sqir landings, bUlconies, ramps skid
aisles, located along the edge of.open=bided floors and. mr..zanines ehall have
guards__ to preventfallsAmer the open side. Each new stair and Classlif ramp
shall hal.e handrailS on-both sides (seeslso.5-2.2.3:) .

.2J

guards and:handraila'shall-continue'for thefuM. length of
fligOCAt stairs --.0,0._ 'each /

: .,.4:_ -:_-.'.., -
.-

5242.3.4-(6Y_AVeri_sttqrwer than isquired more t A 4innche ,width shall -.

.

have not 'les ttibn 1 intermediite handrail-for-each 88 inches in slurred Width.'
i

(See Iso 5-1.2.341.) -' :'. .
' . ',,-

.. .

.

-.-'-': -.I:

, . i
....: - , -,

._ .

.

i.yec-p- on: On moreltal-outside stairs 2 hardrail$ m be permitted.
-..

5 7.1-.=7 ; Access frour'g ldin vestibules or balconies shall be t4rough,
doorwdy not less than 40 inch wide for neq-And 36 inches wide for existing_
`Sowers:4: These Openings a entrances to he towers shall be provided with
Nppriived, self-tlosing tire doors swinging withthe exit travel; Clear wired
: gialTAOS:exceedingmq square shall be prov4ded'in all doors giving

,)z-

.acces p. the enclodure. . .
_.

_. .

y., .
. LT-,

5 -2.5. .3 Visual Enclosure. Outside stai shall be so arra avoid, nged as to

CO y cap to the,use of the stairs by persons having a fear of-high places.
rs more than 3 stories in height any arrangements...-_,F intended to meet- this

--; i requiremenCshall-he at*leSst 4 feet -in height. -

5-2.;_1-=.34 Weather protection. Outside stars in climates subj ect to snow
and ice shall be protected to prevent aCcumulation gf -willow or ice.

Risers shali,be solid.'

Except The skirl-type/haring 1 inch space for drainage, sha14 bee permitted.
1 ' ---.. f

.

5.2 .\..4:2 The of a ramp shall not vary, landings.
'P

Landings
shall be level and-changes in direction of travel, if any; shall be "Made at I:tie;

. ;r

-,

li
5-2.6.2.2.4 Weather Protection.-

x Outside ramps in clitates subjgct to snow and
.

ice shalk be protected to prevent Accumulation of snow br ice4.



575.1,ef Exits,shall be so located and exitscpdss Shall. be, so atiiinged that .-
exits are readily accessible at all. times.

'4
_ _

.

5=5.1;2 -When more than one exit is required from alstory, atIeast Et of the

r".ekits,shall be' remote froweaCh 'other and so arranged and. Constructed as to
mlonimize,any possibility, that both may 10, blOcked,by am, one or other

s-

' emergenc?cond,tion.
. t t7

5-5.1.3 Mdani3Ot egress 'shall .be .80 arranged that there are no dead end pocks 8,. .<3

iii %
-hallways, torridora, paslageways or courts whose depth exceeds the limits
specified for individnal occupancies by chapter 8 through 16.

40446;75- Where-open stairways or ramps are permitted as a path of travel to ',

reclited exits, Oech as hatween mezzanines_or balconies- and the floor below,_
,-toiONe_diSta c shall include the travel on the stairway or ramp, and the travel 1"

-4 .-..-
of the stairway or ramp to reach au outside door or Gther.e*it, in -,

.

o the distatie to reach the stairways or ramp. :

r -'

,,.,,,,-- ere any-part of an exterior way of exit access' is :within 15 _feet
hor nehl_distance of any protect ibuilding opening; as permitted hy
5-A 2.5.L,.1.3.1.for .outside sas,. the stance to-'the exit shall i-cIude the
length of travel ro-grOttnikqevel. .-.

.6;2 imptm
. Alir

4 '

Z
and-

.

6.2.1 44sumptions itelatiatto the tffec s of Stair And-Rats Des4h ol, .,-

OccUpatits'. CaOspilities:to Safel and Rap$41 egotiate Eqess,Wa

.

tlo-
(1 Non7levef floors nr steps immediat y ,on either Oda of a dOormy

r
r e the discharge tat, of 6ie doorw 52.1.1.3.3).- -_w7 ,

S

n
.

(2) Certain msteri :O

whereas otberpimay Pr nt s pi
via an exit .`stir contributes to r

(3) Tie -r of riser-to-tread

(572.2.2.7)

-

(4.) Sta
otherwise

ts.

1.41f atair.treads a)%caose.slipping;
.%lippinehy_occupant attempting to escape'

egress flow (5 -2. ;2;6);

iafluinCesjlow ate along stairs
s_

dimensions

:t
lights ith fewer than 3 risers

. ,

pede egr ss tlow(5-2.2.,2.8).

% ,.
. . .

X5) krregular_riser'or ead dimensions alokg_any stair may cotributoto
missteps- Falls, and th by reduce egress flow (5-2;2.2 DO);

maY.110Vse falls Or accidents, or

(6), Ha tails pre tfallsi'slipsi or aster on eta sAand thereby prevent
reductions to 'Ogre low 2;2:3;1; 5-244«0.2).''

T,77-n
4

. Ar-
(7) On_stairways greater than 88 inchepin widths; an interMediate h arail%

Wi. I reduce ibe_likelih d of falls, slips, or midst; and thereby p event
.. .

reductions to egress ft (52.2.2.4). g.ok - _f.
4> , 1

i

ear

4

a
e.
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(
(1/ Egress flpw op outside stairs may be impeded by weather conditiona which\

..1 in-a-ea-be th Slipperiness of stairs (5-2.5.1.3.4; 5-2.5:1.3). j.i.

.q9) hs,in_the slope of a ramp between landings may redude the floW
/ 1 rill (5-..20Ael.#42):, . -

.

A WI
c"fte

i-.' (II) sr

; I
ea flptOrpec_ificallyitreated to increase slip reilgtante may

;.imissteps* or fallp*.which reduceegress flow otqur-mo
tside ramPs,nOt adeqUately protected frem the weather*. than, ol-C
dequately4rotect4d (a72.6.2.2.4).

apa.414eateprA. o-,40111 a, which reduce' egress flow (5-2;6;14.4).

\r

shu tions Relating to the Effects of Physiologic0 and Pay4ological...,--
S re .8 Upon OccupantsCapabilicies to Safely and Rapidly Negditiate
Eg ess.Ways . , ! t

.

,
,

.

(1) _InfiltratiOn

Occupant
individual-a!

1;y_fire_ptoduete Into
2.1; 5-2.2.2.;).- .

to ancloied st
ty to see-into the

sways mario,impede egreaa floW

may to need by tljeae
nclodUre (3;-13,7).

S3) :fersona haVi g a fear-of 411.gbplaces_may impel egress flow on certain
,!-.detside stai(5 5.104),

(4) pockets* haliwaysi_corridorsi passageway and courts 4kteed
snort

,

limitotreilute Ogres, efficiency and increase-e4ess time;
/cording to occupancy (5-5.1.1-5.1.2;

ravel td a'- -means of egress_which reqares passing througtv4tn_up tested
dr.area may4result in slower overall evacuation (5-6.5; 54'.6).

. Alt

oot'e Biomechanics of E*WDoof Operation.. 64.3 assumpttons
'-

dI;
____: .,4414ry - _ _ ."

(1) 7 oi--,-Al.,, it &Itg Occupa capapply_asmuch as 50pounds of force,
a doo: Arils...25d 5pounds of rep to a,Ranic bar, and in so doing wilL'not
iMPede c.*4-chroU h a door* means of -ress (5-2.1.1;4.5; 5-2.1:2i24).-

(2) The design tof ooritardwar
conditions of-ligh darkne.ss C5-2.1.2.1.2).-

-ci

influeneep flow through the door* under both

(3):The meansOf-manu 1 y operim ..automatic vet. assisted door (as'may
be required duTing a ,pow _r faiVur are familiar _o; or known 'by; -eacapi;pg
occu ants; hence any need to man lly_ operate such doors will- not inoreageoL_..;
e acu [fon time (5-2.1,3.1.1

-7"c i-

4-

t
-



6.3 COMM-TAR? .

6.3.1

The ability-of building occupantittO sAfety and Fipidlynegotiate egressbmys
may be affected. by the sensory-m6tor calsacities%1 these indiVidUald. Writer6

the _Cede hove recognizedi_atjeast_in principle; the need to consider husian
formance,criteria in the design'and organization of building egress facili-

tie concernis reflected in several provisionsOfthe -ode. HUMAii
behavioral,assuniptions_believed to underlie Cede provisions intended to Accom-
.mddate _occupants' abilities to safely.and,rapidlY_hegotiate egreisways primer
ily ;ddress.three issues: (1) the extent to which accidents such
missteps'', 6rIs118,_Which may occur while people negotiate pedestrian waYd;
impede flAsupleng_corridors, stairs, and ramps, apd thrOUgh doorways; (2)the.
degree7td;4iCh sebest and_fatigue'impair_walking behavior and -Ina-ease the
time_reiluffed for"%gretid;_ nd(3) the influence,cf door and other. hardware
design npouoccupants' obi ties.to rapidly an4'effettiVely operSte elements
com din- *And of eg Several models which provide useful insights about
hum r rmance_csp- lities perti ent to emergency escape during building

oe situa 'rrii4e/Fe d cussdd below. At

6.3.2 Underlying Behavioral Modeis

114smorob,in the field# of -human fa sychology and.biomechanics has.aven
_

rEAVtotanumW*c.of mosidIg explaiu an,performanC6 Capabilities under,
-pug cumspanceer Most oft _Code _pr visions and behavioral ASSOMptiOns

n se ions 6:,/. and 6.2 r4pect oc u a uegotiationInTstairs
s i6 buildings. Tbus 'r.k -of s -. A e'ld pr.ieented first.

71

. i, _0
d-A ge er scampi a ich appeare to und_ -Code-palbvisinns: onferningLtle_ _.

6,4eili Poi s a>id amps is that' onditi 'which in -ease
trips,; s -f Miiii-tepa; or falls_maYincrease overall egress _a=__ _V-11--. -Human err the:Mosteommonl _nteedcause,Af accidents,i volyingpeep e

>4
negotiazio of the_enyironment (Ze let- 197 y_alfalog- ma -tadhine,and_
fe-dback-1 0 tOde.16.beve_beenuke to descri ehSviora es which lead
to accidents (Zell- ri 1959); For example, e user of a s °aches this__

VA4Wdljnter-
of this

other Stairs. Thiehprocess results in
rpersonAl spacing; fevel'Of Vigilance, etc.,
e stair'begins.

. 7
..Of'

t_ains feedbaelk 5onee ng sti
e afairwa5cLduccessful b

n,an_unencumbered negotiat
snr:Iall,$) are_"inforced

ecbadi atterns; and_,

i is 6

ollin nd Stahl, 1979).
entry take the fprm of mid
e greater- ition. in nego

ikelihood of as

!portion of,an eg e and perdeives its configuration.
prets infortat n.perc i -Shout
egress way h prior e
decisions about.require
after which actual nego

The stair user continua
e cups t ascend6:ot dedce

t' ( .6., hone red
which rest') Iti
thatre-` th
the partitula se of
'likely to become (Arc

steptl) most fr
the user exerci

the stair, and-cemparq-as know

r use; As the
echtnical beha

sthe
The more su

useT conti

ibib -
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t

n,d which may also cause_the us 4r to be vigilant with regard to potential
Air hazards (Arches et al; 1979);

.1--us, Otair:users continually.tept their preconceptiong abOut w4atIthey ekp ct
enceuntOr during stair use against the physisal_propertlealmf the stair]

actually negotiated.__Accordinglto Archea et:a1;j079)07the. user initiatesthis test cycle immediately.U06fi approaching
a kiiik,,ntlirWay.: Ever before*taking the Ors-x step; the user egsj&Ires perceOttOns;Of the present stairenvironment with aninternaliteCW4ke

of stafre,in,igaieral (i.e., what stairsought to be) which have been bdilt up_over *ears of experience using stairs,If the user_finds a close match to exist between -the current.atairand tie
.'internalized image, then_the'individgai entero:AnttairWay with JVidencethat it can be succest* ngottated. Each subsequent movement!othe stair,then engages tactile AAtinesthetic fedabeek Mecharnisesiuthich provide <nulroft--.,?',:mental data necessary'to 6st_the "fit" 139tween 'phySital properties_of_the
stair and the urer's internalized image.- As noted earlier; the indiVidUal_maybeetiMe less 'vigilant (i.e., less aware of teCtilefn&Ainesthetic information
olIainodduring,stair.negotiation)%a the interna itp4 image of the_ ta r s

Afirmed through actual stiAr Accordlne to- Arches et al; (1979), XpOri-,e in negotiating-the_first few tread may bethe most critical inte0abIi4h-
g a working" level of,vigilance.-

White negotiating a stair, deviations from Antitip*Od.physicalproperti-s
rt

require_the user to adjustbiOmechanical ehavior petterns. AccordingLtat al. (1979), minor_deviationa'whiCh.fa
Within some_aCceptable rank4q

occasional i5regularitiesin_riser.or tT pd dimensional Ate likely' tore- reonly very small bionleChanical edjUatieni Isgoosistencies which fall8Utsidthiterange e. a broken tread or handy 1), fieWever, if detectedi,will:aro--/ the user!' vigilante to the stair envrr0 nt and caute the individual to
re e'the,correctnegfs of the- pally-eltosen behavior pattern, makingan adliisibient's required. Mitther oe-mOt the stair user successfully adjusts

-,to gross devlations in thestair-envit nmentiney depend; Wa large_ extent,
. upon how far the individual har'---tee' Nil,negOtiating:the present stair:_Feot examp ndividual nly-taktn. a feW,,Stepg/onti,6 the stair4 and'y who_is

: strong sconftrObtfiloen Pogfliesnetaol

anticipate errors

overall
.vigiiance_redualtion;/ In this case, the user may be ill-prepared to reSpOnd_t0

stair tiefore obtaining negative feedback

4ot likely to suffer; However, aUtier

stair, bay
tonal adj-stments relatively eAsily.' I h instance; stair'negotiationis-

piously anticipate errorOind_thereforc be likely t mallte_behav7

dolitalitinygpotth:licr"tiercriuna:

ne.kotiated'almostthe
,e alrefidy_obtained sufficient y

.

4,

at,

AP

(

unexpected variations in the physical properties Of the'Rtair, and may misst---,slipi, or fall;
-

4,
. )

'.,.-i. ". y, 2,
.--;

.

A,

hea et al. (1'09) sugge t thatiatair actidengiresult when stair users
their-stair use bebaVio patte ns upon_scroneousrexpectations, (2)selet

overapgrOPriAt _bioTechaniclal res se pa,:ffernt, or Ifunder, Over-*stimkto requil ,!bi mechanical modiffatio- -illhaporiii_g 41 t e physical
! -

erties of stair;
.

7
0
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t_ *

',esearch on stair use reported-b rhea et al. (1979).1 Carsoni,:,:Archee4
. -

Carlton

MAlgolfs,:aa&Carson (1978), and-Tempier, Mullet, Archea and,Aighlia (1978)
also has pointed to the importance of the so-called prietitationeledgav -This :

concept_may be defined as any abrupt change from the typically visul14
enclosed stair t an open view of another.larer spate at hjiltom of
the stair. _When_odescending a?koving stair in

g
a depsAimeot

t

saop for
YhO

Akmple,
the pedestrian often moves from a visually-confined enclosure to a widA7ope
and visually complex spate; This sudden change can distript the user fent%
the fixed stair ar_m g stair and cause the. "orient ,towar the ac v_
4e people, or mili u within the larger op4n space. Af;thiSre Its in a ea
stailtial reduction in attention to stair neg6tiation while the i-dividual must.

Cile!ioon o somw.deviation in the stair itself, the likelihood of a stair
4kd- t is' presumed ' increase..-

;
4' ;

.
.

Presently the are no-behavioral modelsIdescribing ramp. use per se. It:has

.

been auggeote that generaLmodels of pedestrian movement in bounded environ-.
meats; based lawny upOn the; negotiation of level planar surfaces, can
account for ramp 'Usage (Frain 1971).-_. wever, modAls of pedestrian movement
in boUndebfenvir8nmeats typically are, sed 9A;_pbysital analogs rather than on

o,iheories of hamen_behavior.. These -mod- a_are dApftesed in chaptr 7. of the
present repo 4i "For the parposS oird Oribing b4,418Pants' _capabilities to safety
and, rapidly btiate rampqthe stair use model- described above appears
ausibl .

4

einfiu nces of stress and fatigue on- ccupant capabilities,: parAieglarly .44,,

lIndere'stsrgency conditions, involves numerous andjliverosperceptua% cognitive
and'ilhyaiologiCai reactions: These phenomena hav not been organized into a

siagle Model_of emergency behavior ender stress. However4 concepts frOm both
-,,,snv14-onmental psycho og and4ieurophysiology may_contribCte,to a:greatsr,

ccommodatIonv of occu i1.-capabiltles to safely and rapidly negot te egr
,, ...

kerei stre can be ati6naily defined as. the effect -o stim i

icfent injntensity_to ad. rslelyinfluence_respo e_be vio Stressors_
ao_defiesd Ma)Y be viewedAabehavior-int-rupting me.hahisms of nv ronmental,
golikkional, or 'physiologilal 'origin- : -,: 1967). _E pies of s re ors which

. )
i terrlipt ongoing4pshavior patte a Wo,.._#a inputjse ory)-and otor (neuro-
m chlSr> overload; conflittingAtatiTadittory info ation fr
3St

Agl.lron-
men , and sensory- otor system ailur (physical dice se).

N.._
rs such as

11 these influtice be avilwr either ihdirdctly by affectin the n or organs, or
directIV.bylffectin uman central a autonomic nervcuc systems. it&
- reactions resulting from stress can nerat;_a local adap.tation-synd me (Selye,

'stressor and have survi
,; .,

rome are directed
r mi.-4iate objipettad. '

k

1950.- The reactions

The ocal ration syndrodt consivi.tstV
;A.

J'Ai hyrio-regul o processes
whit the body aufftatftally a 1`- kes in respon

..c

phys al cha _These processes avoi_,:rep 1,2 r utilize stressors w
have interru ongoing and adaptive behavior in order to compensate for the

'..; stressors' p since and restore_ongoingactivity patterns. When the local

4 " -adaptatiOn synd ome is triggerediam'individual can expend caniilerable energy,
. __,

4; . .cr

C

ii
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e

attention', and time 6 stre sVreductiOri. Moreove xtremely intense stressorsi
or those of telativ ly long temporal duration, y bring about the general acti-
Vity Syndrome characterized byendocrinal activity resulting in physiological
changes throughout the body. Under the_most_extreme circumstances, adrenal
exhaustion may result, wherein an individual's,neuroendocrine system becomes
eOMPletely_overloaded and is rendered incapable of responding to any
environmental stimuli at all.

The onse?Of AL coiditions in a bu41ding_illustrares_the processes described
above.' On being alerted to a life threat In the building,_an_occup4nt's cur-.
rent pattern of behavior is suddenly i errupted by aptilli (i.e., infermation

T
contained inthealert message) which gy be perceived by/the occupant as both
unanticipated and ambiguous. Such an leg engages the individual's neurologi-,'
cal orienting response mechanism_($okolr- 1963), which focuses the occuOant's
atanvion on the newly-discovered_envir nmenta con tions. This process -- ,

-involVes activation of the sympathetic Aervo systlm, as_wellas secretion of
hormones by the adrenal medulla., The resul these physiological processes
is a mobilitation of the body's resources in reparation for swift action _

(primarily "fight" qr "flight"). A marked increase in heartbeat rate and
strength, necessary to Satisfy the body's increased demands for oxygen, also_results.

.

All

These demands require the spleen to co trice (and thereby release_stoced r cl,-

blood cells.whichaed nee4ed to carry,t e increased oxygen supply), r$P0i tipn, .;---'
to deepen, and the bronchi _to dilate. Theseoafe the principai,phyg og 601'. z

stetig taken automatically by the humantOdyeir,meetthe perceived hal nges
an externals threat. Oncg oriented to 40i4-thieati interrupt' *str s r ' ' AL -,*

re tAidtract the individual from the demerlpfthet-imPending
he focus of concern, ormayoverload pereon'e yhysio. ity

cope. 1 4

lol teal '66 in
behavioral assumptions elieved In underlie prnvtistpns 4et
accommodate occupants' capabilities to safely and rapidly negotia e re

. ,

For example, the Code addresses itself to the infiltration oft4 e_pro "g
,

This cybernetic mode/ neuFophys _Ps g kR
. sOr-

into means of,egrese._-Where such iniiltratibn occurs, CO often'acts_to
rupt_the body's normal oxygen intak hnisma. As kr,result; thp Aar
pul na y adversely
Subs ante"-(as rdenced by e ghing, chokingi-gaggi , etc.); "the initial

egged i its attempt o reject_the_poison

in ationN6f,sMokeevokes,a alarm reactIoniwrhi 'nay lead the individual r
t seek74k- s'toxiCenvironm nt;,; JIndand",°thein vidual is physiologida14y
prepares onsum r am ts lit'oxygen1 howey :ofyge6 cannot be bio- _-

cheMieal rocesied in -e eneg:of CO2.Co_taminaion. If.th _individual ].N.,

cahilatMnto,a leis toxic eavirnnent, the eforei.tlie body s v i a piohiedathai .

0,
re it.

A I -7N _

Stress can RiS0 a .e.ct cognitive7lwr eptUal processesiiin titration of fdre
..produnts into an e resswayocan PreiV ;escaping oc
glimpse of_fire ducts.' in.,r)hts 60e; A*-
tion is triggere_ when :the i vidua
ably nearer thfrqprevitaly ected.' 'et

sft

_tea heir fir

-the, Ai f e e at

....Tes_Pilfuge &stoic

ptualogclitive a -rM -jae-'14 1r;-
st actiikal

-,

4 ' ,

"(
74'141,
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. presence of_f1.01e products results in a temporary, although possibly distracting,
adjustmept in the focus of__ he person's attention away from the escape -task and
tokard nearby 6tre-produc _Here; the sudden recognition of the fire's reality,
.serves ta,Ahtetrupt adapt e behavior (movement through-the egress way),.

h. .

. ,

Once an occupant'd at n has been redirected away from those ponents of
egress ways crucial .t eir successful, egress, the likellhoo -k .. , . _.: potentially

40.er,

time-cohsUnApg miastep or falls increased. if -a stair_is ".1. ,.' tered, for

example, t1V redirectiOnof Visual attention to fire 'product r to one
side" mayi, result in4only kineathetietesting of just the firs ads. This
redirection of stairlisers'.attention may, result in a stair which
temporarily_.impaiftWhe use of theistair by other evacuees (A t al; 1978).

.patternabycausing_nindividualbtOs_avoid a.' kticffilar action and to reformu- ri
kIternotiveIy4 environmental strew:gots ongoing a aptive behavior

causing- , ,,
liae_the egress stra gy. ,,,. ,. -

.

' . 2... .

Upon opening ithe_door to o.,,Irtairwel6-for exiMp ei an occupant may see fire
products, conclude that thisfr egress is unsafe, and Seek another stair; '..

means of egress, or.refuge

.._-:'
-

. Impairqents to lity,:elso can limi A person's rapacity to rapidly
-

-.negotiate mean /of e .ens an .;...clinteript_egreas-related behavior_pattelms.
.

,111ht diffusing an obsc ing qualities fo-r fire. productrlsmoke), as Well
itation to:the eye! enthranes produced;by,these products, combihe to

enc rage cautious a' hesitant havior by occupants: .SUch'behaviot_may
result in redUC4alking spee ing's-nonlinear walkihg path;-an& in some,
instances; totai.avoidance of the make-filled area.. Similarly; occupants tend .;,-,

td_approach and'utilize darkened pedestr4nLways with extreme cauDion, and may,
in Some cases, prefer to avdid darkened totes eiptrelr: .;:- .

, ie.

'
,..-. ' _ocia *- ' 2;_"

ally,.acrophobia--abnormal fear of highpace -be'rrigezr vis
,

in ormationeireir is particularly relevanttothe.foceed rise:af o s d
du ing fire sgancies.: During an evacuation_ utilizing such- a stair,

4. " ..rOphqic_dccuAnt may hesitate.; freeze .1 oti;panic.
---f%

A'

4atiglie may also:impair die ants' eapabilit es to safely andrapidly evaruate
buildings'during_fires. illustrative caseltivorves(occupants! negotiatiOn

. .. ,

of dead end corerders.. Were an octupant has unknowinily_beekbOugbeto a
dead end; a rapid shift 1 egress strategy may be required.lyiift can 2
increstwatiess.for pip dividusl*in two Vispo?tatit ways:' (I))nonproductil4( '

negotiation of an ilicorrect path uses valuable time; during4b4ich effective
egritas.roUtes(Could become blockld; and (2) the sudden realization that par-
titular strategy was nonproductive maY :r4ateiwithrh the individual p*ception°.
'at the time remaining-for safe escape.hao dramatically decreai48. Under
se,arcumstances the individual, hav-peimade ax( err e resgonse,.inust

Ir
.rt JAW quite ra idly to a ne4 set-of en'iroAenta d t "Where_th.-oce

formation pr ssingcapacities Acoelligtiog-ocressed.4:i

ant per4eives e tremely liiiitle.tipe avnalable for safe _e pe, the .-.
ch stress mi:...a.

72eeadlt in psycho-motorjatigue._ Hence "'not only tyro b hoviorslotled, but
-`the occupa t'isiatss abre'to process c t kenviron I. Lnfil'rmati ...,:t

. . .

_s,
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Behavioral as tions believed to underlie'Code prbiiiat a in Section 6.2.3,

. address the 4iibility of exit door hardware during fi e-emergencies. A bio-
mechanical motbkof.the humanbodyprovides some insight into questions posed

100:
by these pr -s; In brief; the Human body day_be conceptualized from a
Mechanically,1 ic viewpoint as a highIy.complex mechanical structure conatSE-i-
ling of- numerous mass-spring-damper eleMents. In addition to their inertial
.characteristics; the skeleton; organs; ligaments; and, muscles have elastic
properties as well: Within this model; the torso roay be considered a pure -i;.,

ma which is supportrd by -tike spinal column resting on the pelvis. Arm-7
-s46ulder configure ns (whiteare-most relevant to.-_che ;present diddussioh)
comprise subpyste see Coermanni 970), Subsystem tOmPonents and entire

_subsystems are reonnected by a 1.14ited set ckif rigid links. The links era-74- -
culate at pivot points which may b haract rized'in terms of their liMitatiOh
to freelioVeMent. Under_ the biom han model; oe body's density ia-assomed
to be homogenpOs. The biomet Al Mi fniphlatiO Architectural_hardwars:nau
be modeled as be vector moll 6f spring-Iike-I1 iks Witti-inter4ening.piVetS.

.
,.

4.
.

:1. .1_ /r._
.. -<'"

The relevance of-C. e biom ital-model tO etergtiiitolltaealie may now_be
considered_ more sp c ally._ The mod sOggese* 'Mitt whew taltulating-the 00

__.,
force required to actuate panic hardwa ; a.thorougtiranalysis_of static _arid" ..
dynamic forces applied bygthe human dy throughbOth.rigid eleMehta and-011iot4
la necessary. Such analyses. MO yie or exankpIe;.that different dootilanii-:i
ing configurationg provide varying O portunities for individuale*to apply forges
to hardware efficiently and rapidly; They would also illustrate the differences

,,'in pante hardWard operation betweeni_ ay; able-bodied occupants approaching. the
dapr via rapid movement along a.leVel Surf/tee, able-bodieepersons appioaching
the door immelliately_upon stepping.* a stair; and 'wheelchair- bound" individuals'

. el-y t 1 aMaller forces thr gh non normative vector paths;
.

r

they ,con
-re;

iirf

e simuLt n Obsly pushitg_(or,pull14g):the_knob and 000 RdWer;
_-1.-- -081-gA'and placement of' suctrhardwa-r6 haW typically_ been ended for pe

,__ _______, ,,-- . ,

1

O average heightstacure and motor capabilities (Mar T 14181), k_ 0$4w stireach upward before j.shing upon or pulling _a doe) biz, an art tic

rAssess--0,,of raie Behavioral Assumytio s BasecApin th 4°11

pe_ p _who might be unable to rotate theilknOb Shffldientray n elderly.'
Andi-iddalWho/may be_incapabie of'spping sufficient fore -en 'a AO-- '4

int _a stn y,.may bi7-biomechanicailyYdi dkantagod 1* m
doo ;IVA not reqhlrect t9 contain2panil- hardda*-. ;

# a

4 ..../,'"

re4.2j;A:611
. . 4 .-,.. ..

i

W'this_set of assumptibns focuses upon the teaign of door
-6;-/k bi0Sed anical,'Understanding of_arm7shoulder and hanti t

Useful; ,4rorf'example, mestiVoors may be=y ickly:and oasily
g one hand on_a circular:- knobi,-and then,bi.tur,nin nob.:'

e

S

Literature, review: AssuMpti4s enumerate_d in s .2,11conce use/41
stairs and ramps ss means of egress; A 'isiber o lea :renOtti dWiJil 4
stair and ramp nt11-ati bowame available iMMediately prior to a d sr

_ .

...,

publicatonvAf the 19 editiOn of the rod; In severe]- nitances thead to
appear to pu prt applicable _Code provisions. For example; the, Code nrOhOita
the placemen of titirltVel floor shriOe'lkor steps immediate on,,eitherlider'

) .1° * : --°'-':- la

.1 .,

' L



of most doorways (proOtsion 5..4,1.1.3.3). Designers and building officials
apply this prohibition under the assumption that tioor plane irregularities in
the immediate, vicinity of doorweyamsy slow egress f186 either directiyi.or
indirectly hy_Cansinemissteps_nr falls. _Mitt flexion is supported by Archea et
Al. (1979), who suggest'thet,the sudden shift in people's atteniion from door
negotiation to thefloor surface irregularity may indeed decrease the effi-
cierity of the doorway as a_ means of egress, _Additional support is_provided by
Pesehl (1971); who found that occupants passing through doorways.which imme-
diately preceded\stepe frequently fell or stumbled.

.

Other behaviors aasumptions.deal With the matter of traction on walking
-,
surfaces. Arc ea et al:.(1979)suggest that most so-called "alp" accidents_
may in fact r cult from incorrect placement of the foot when negotiating stairs
and my not r suit from insufficient traction. Moreover, they point out that ,

When stair_tr ad surfaces are mainta ed clear and dry; severe slips in either
ascent or descent- dneto reduced traction, may be virtually impossible. Fur-
ther, these inv stigators point out that a certaittamount of "slip" is require
for sale and e ficlent_staip negotiatio, And that-excessive friction between':
footwear and t)ead surfaces may also contribute to missteps and Other factor
which reduce rapid egreas thtough stairways. This notion is supported by ''

Carsoniaet. al.; (19711):Wbo, finding no- statistical relationship between Lai
accident rates and stair-, tread report Positive Correlatio,m betve
stair accidetit rates andcoefficieuts of,friction.i However; Carsonet al.

<-- ; (1918) note that Jcoeffitirf.friction of materials ordinuily found on
stair treads (pailticula*" 'residential construction) fall in A range Whi
cannot be statisticaIlyltgthp with stair accident ratel; Wit 'reference
inclement_weatHer condi(to such as those which:may influence he efficient

--'.-SAgler/(197 :found- wet stairs to be substan-,..
ae :Ho ri Sigler fonntv_slatisticai

use of;outside egress a
tialy Ait9ed slipperyth
corFelat4on betweensurfac
to correct slippsry cost
behavior. For aramfae,

Tevidento rates. Ve sures:taken
`als'o Ie4d tr; anomotoue stir usq;

z awe 961) -found that-Abber teats and
vatnigh coatings were each twice 'as hgzardous as paint contiogaor are
surfaCes of residential stairit Where tread coverings (e.p. carpets on
plastic runners) are applied to stair su ces inresidehtiallatrUctures,' it
is'estimated that the dmproper_fatAteni of such"beri a may account for as
imany as 10 perc stair accidents (Velz and Mem II, I951).0

A numb of, of acsumptions copes p effective ems- stair use
dimerksix3nai-rela ionships between-_ria

/
volve

s and/tre4ds, as I as the numb r_ot.,
august -that_sreep and nonunifa.,..

h 22 pACen f all stair-related
y steep stair esigff. Based on gait)
experiments atilt-zing a mechanical it ir;:

that Individuala are least likety.to -, s-

s rs were betyeen-6A inbleg-40416 m) antic.
s w ere bet en 71-7 nches (0 20 14k2

irs; Temple fodh ncrea 4 nu- of.6)..,

cGuire (19
study irk' whi
to excessiv
,Jaborator
(1974)

1

iti sc n. when
m) , and e r
With steep r
nt,

titers pregtrrk in stairs
stai be avoided; sic

c ents 1-ie-r,#_attribu

thm'data coilecte
11 Opera
ce misats

hes (0.2
( 0'. 36
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In contrast, Neutra (1972): and Carson et al. (1978) f ind_no significant
correlation between stairway slope and'sccident.rates These investigators

t

note that particular combinations of riser and tread dimensions may contribute
to a greater likelihood of.misSteps, suggestin that_more attention be paid to
these combinations than'to gross measures of stair slope.

Concerning the_potential effects of stair design_upon the speeriand efficiency .7

with which stairs can be negotiated, Fruin (1971) reports a neg ive correla-
tion between pedestrian movement speed and stair slope. Paula 1 concurs
with Fruin. suggeeting_on the_basis of his observations of stair u e heha r

in ppblic buildings, that within a certain range, larger treads pro edmor
efficient 6tiliza7tton 6f-stairs.. .

,

_, _ _ ,_ , _7....

The Pod/. is also concerned with the provision of hand:galls in egr irways.
In general; when providing handrails, the designer and building otftc I assume 4
that the, proper location(and subeequentute)_of these elemente promoesrapid
and efficient use of stairs; particularly during emergencies. Similarly; the

`ommission-of handrails, orrheir improper design7_Or location; may be assumed to
incre se the likelihood: of stair accidents and rifother impiediments to safe l
and apid Movement; The literature on stair use behavior and staisaccidedes
:retains equivocal on_theise points. For ekampleiyhile McGuire_(1971) and ',i_

Templer (1974) attribute substantial proportion%of stairaceidents studied

;to a lack of available ha drails;,Cars6A et at."-(1978) could establish no
significant relationshik'between,the presepte or_absence of=handradls and
accidept rates. InterestingM Carson et al. '(1978) not .a positive relation-
snipbetWeen handrail availability and suchJless serious stair incidents as
missteps.-__Thia_relAtionship, however4 is connterintutive, since missteps __

Were founeby these.Alestigators to be more'frequent in cases where handrails
were In °fact available% i.'it:' '' -- . ; '''_ .

:--

liewever,these, investigators did find that rhe severity of stair aceidentp,
11 tends to increase when handrails are- absent riff that in general; accidtaka .on

---.*-

stairs without !handrails tend to_resplt in_ morteriouS hohly_inieries
this regard, Paula (1980) has pointed to thearyi:pg-needs of indi:adual'OetU-
pants_for handrail: support. ',Arches et al. 019795 also found differener_Jn the ,;:

. 1

need for-handrail support between elderly persons-; ehil-dren5_able-bOdied adulltsh
...

and other individaafs.., d

Benefits derived from ptovAding center.handrails'in wide stairs hive not-been
analyzed in_detail by researchers. Galbreath (1969) sugggsts'thAl whiIetlm °

provision of center-handrailsmay decrease the likelokkOod.oftia c dents,- tr.'_ P0.
reduces the overall Adth of the egrasswa.- 4rchea etal-..(1979 report tha

.
no caushi link betiiden the provistomzof_cem r handraili and accident rated" vn .

heavily-traveled stairs has as yet bOen empi icallyes5ajrAiihed: .:Cowever,-,
these investigato.7.also recommend the lisle ntermediSte'haPtrailflvdn

..)

stairs. ,:_ 4.--.?"''
-i-

Reg !Ming the efficient use of ramps unde egress conditions, tip.(1971)
itound that grades up'to_6_percent eppeare to have 1i'tle effect on pedestrian

movement speed. This finding is coerobora.,ed by Tregenza (1976),'who al'-o
notes that a 10 percent ramp gradient could reduce,upWard watetrtg- pedd py as

f 'il
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much as 40 percent. Hostrecently i. thp importance of ramps as means of ingress;

eg interior circulation nab baen heightened by cenCerna-fer, handicapped

Icis of public buildings. Tregenia (1976) reports that rain))a steeper than

PitiC t can be dangerous for wheelchair users and:other_persons wi -th motor

d irabilitied. Steinfeid (1975) reno.nme-is that ramtie deeigned for Osabied

on panto vary betwe9n 4 and 8 percent, With 5 percent as the preferred. design .

value.. Walter (1971) susgests_that a 7 percent gradient was optimal_ for_banctliA,

capped users. Todate, no evide%ce was f9und tosupport or refute the slip -

resistance featuresVramp provisions of the Cnd-e.
;

Assumpti6ne considezed in section 6.2.2 consider the influence of atress4.14nd

fatigue on occupants' capetlittes to Safely and effectively negotiate'egtPss7

ways. A number of theae assumptions assert that the infiltration of smokeinto

egressWaya ..michasStairsi because of its potential effectaonlnuman respiratory;

;,fg
visual; and nervous_systems, may exert physiological stresses on escaping occu -.

Nut,* reducing theiregrers capabilities. Perhaps_the most Prevalent fire

4. .-.- predLie toxic smakei_a crit'cal constituent,Of WhiChja-taihon. monoxide (_CO):

A (lumber of elcperiments'havebeenCondUcted to study the effects of high doles

. of C0 op both conditioned and unconditicned reaponses of_ laboratory antmals:

(Latlie:Ana Merigan,' I97S). In mciat'of 'these atUdie*,tthe onset of abnormal

r behavior occurgilat CO concentration of between 200 and 400 parts per_million_

for aMidiMUMexPosure of one houi.. 'These concentrations are .generally

. -. 4,,,-

asabCiated with.carboxyhemOglobin (COHb) levels Of between 13 and:7k.perePt.
1,-,

.

.- '4'
-,

_

Petajan (1976) has pointed out on-t4p !psis of his_ experiments with laboratory
. _ -__

animals that nonadaptive_behavW may reOUlt:,from:impairments of animal's abili-

ties -to process andutilizenew enviroamental'information, rather-than lfrom

purely phydielot;icai impairments haensOry_and motor Systems. Obviously, the.v

eN Tamination of human cognitive; senanty, and behavior unde'r'exposure to

high concentrations of CO for prolonge4 periods is life-threatening an'Is not

advocated here; A numberof experiments uplining human subjects have been

carried out, however, to_study potential effects; of relatively low; CO concem=-

trations over time period'ssomewhat characfe, r:pf_those encountered during

fire emvgencies. Under euch conditions, m at i Stigatpralodnd that -COHb

levef-ot-up to 30 percent han_little effect of human;psyc%od4hr respe.415e Oat-

ternsifeVen When subjects Ciera, tom' -posed to low ccncentrotionCO':for five hours .

7i (Hilkuika; O'Donnell, Heinig and Theodore, 1970; Stewart, Peterson:ApdjUiretta.

f_ _1970; O'Donnell, Miliculka, Peinig and Theodore, 1971). Results ot'theie stddiee

suggest that moderate doses of CO,\as mightle_exPeriented_underccertitn coral-.

- tions.during building_7ires,_would not adversely affect occupants! escape per=

lormance_to any significant degree; In support_of :these emplriceTlintings,

post-incident fire inveetigations_by Waad(1972) and Byran (1977) revealed that
_ ___ . _

eesubstantial prop rtion of individuals interviewed .moved through, smokewhile_

''.' evacuating,' and t some of these _occupantst may have travcvs-dup to 400 feet4

.., . t (122 MO in a smoke- lled earironmelit.. WOOd called this finditt "aurprising.7
. .,1: ,;

these finditigaindicate thAt CO contributesito perfOrManee,decrement during

tires in only minimal ways. However, anecdotal evidene from actual fires

provides a contradictory viewpoint: The December4, 1980Steuffer_Inn7fireA

.. , WeSteheater County; New York; (The Herald Statesman, DeeeMber '14, 1980) pro-,-j-

vides a case in point. e fire department was an the scene:wi-thin 12 ,minutes-
_ .. .

.40 L.
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of the fire's initial detection, and found that number of victim had alreaiy
died from whatis,believed_to have been CO poiao 14; County medical examiners
havespeculated that in this case the presence of automatic sprinklers might
not have prevented the-rapid spread of toxic gases which are believed to ha"e
been_the cause of death for numerous victims. In_one instance, the last person
leaving a room inadvertently made a wrong turn and was soonovercomeby smoke.
Thin individual died as a resat of toxic gas inhalation. Such events aw the-
Stouffer Inn fire and the recent h,cel fires in -Las Vegasi_Nevada, point to the
rapid incapacitation of occupants as a result 3f smoke products.

One ernlanation for the apparent disparity between research findingsLaqd
anecdotal accounts concerns the nature of building materials which, during tire
conditions, release toxic products. For example, an experiment by MittelI
(1978) demonstrated that_the_time required to incaoacit4te laboratory_tata was

'N leas in'the presence of burning synthetic polymeric fcrnisbLngs-than in the pre-
sence of burning_natural fibrous matecials. Extremely few data era cur nntIy
available_regarding human tolerance to short term exposures li.e. less Lnan
five minutee) to high concentrations of multiple contaminants. However, the
inhalation of hydrogen chloride simultanedusly with caihon monlxide ie now
known to be corrosive to human respiratory organs fthillipsi_1978i._ A gin:;:e
material comprising a room furnishing may release a relatiely harmless toxi-
cant -when ignited. But_when such toxicants combine with other substances to
the fire environment, the result may be debilitating and even lethal (Philliu3,
1978).

Another problem associated with the infiltration of fir( products into
egresouoys, is visibility. ohiliips (1978)_ noted that when hydrogen chloride
gas comes in contact with the'human_eye hydrochloric_a0dis formadi_causing
intense path aild tearing, and interfering with normal vision. Ammonis and
fluoride gases have similar effects. Such toxicants are capable of impairing
human vision even before smoke density is sufficient to obscure visibility
through diffusion; Experimental data reported by Rasbach (1975), and Jin
!1976)i_irldicate that when visibility is reduced_to approximately five meters,
the ability of subjects to negotiate egressways is imnaired. HOweveri these -

findings -are not corroborated by Ata from post-incident acrve:et collected by
Bryan (1977) and tZood (1972).

Research on the effects of_ CC, also has indicated that this toxicat may
influence tje visibility threahole (McFarland, Boughton, Halperin_and Niven,
1944; Halperin, McFarland, Niven and Rouzhton, 1959). 'recent Itudies have
suggested that visual functic!. 's relatively insensitive to C01(Satvatote,
1974). Havever, Latins and Mer1-,an (1979) .jotethat the br:ef exposure to
particularly high concentrations of CC lay impair vision. Ad anecdotal account
of one victim's experience dqring the recent Stouffer-1 . fire illustrates this
phenomenon. This individual reported escaping only after having seen -flash
of light- (as an exit door was momentairly opened); Although the individual
quickly lost sight rf th light source itself, he did rememoer the gene).s1
direction from which the1.:..ght hue .nre. Mug, it would appear that vi.Je occu-
pants are often willing to walk threw 'a smoke-filled egresswav, the infiltra-
tion of smoke and toxic gases _into s. :r ilhfronels may, create phv.lologiaol
atresses which inhibit eftectiv' .^orre ehavior.

Ima.-..a. .... A.'
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In addition, the infiltration of fire products,into egreadWayd May substantially
increase ambient temperatures in these spaces.'Mura (1975) reported that the
highest ambient temperatures whith hutrind can tolerate without undue_physiolog-
ical stress is 42°C (110°F) Most of the literature on hUdan physiology under
high temperatures hasbeen concerned with relatively long-Arm endurance, and
stress due to heat has been examined ptithsey in relation to performance decre-
ment and fatigue_by humans performing experimental tasks in laboratories
(McCormick; 106).

The-present review of the literature yielded little information concerning
potential effects of dead end corridors upon egress_time. The perception that
dead end corridors contribute to fire deaths and injuries continues to be held;
however; For example, Westchester County_(New York) Executive Alfred bel Dellb
called for a County-wide fire ends provision prohibiting deackend corridors; in
the immediate aftermath of the Stouffer Inn fire (The Herald Statesman, Decem-
ber 6, 1980); The current investigators' examination of the Stouffer Inn floor
plan; indicating locations where fire victims found as published in The Herald
Statesman);howeveri_yielded no direct evidence that the presence of dead end
corridors in that building was a dire-et cause of death. It should also be
recalled that Beet (1970) found; on the baaia of hig field experiments under_
nonemergency conditions;_no statistically significant relationship between the
presence of dead-ends and subjects' rep-6.AS Of being lost.

One somewhat obVious argument for the_limitation or prohibition of dead end
pockets_or corridors concerns the notion that a person may suddenly become
intensely_ stressed psychologically upon realizing that an erroneous_ -- and
ORtentiany very costly--egress decisior. was_made._Although the literature on
humeri' behavior during fire situations shedS little light_on this notion; the
psychological-experiments indicate that when urns or other adjustments are
present in pedestrian routes,- experimental au ects perceive theap routes to be
longer than linear paths of equal length (Sadallaand Maga, 1980). This_phen-
omenon maycontribute_to_dccupants' perceptions of increased diatance (and
time)-tosafety when dead endsareencmantered. 'Indeed; the perception of
increased time-to-safety has been linked "panic" (Janis and Mahn; 1977).

.The hypothesis that personsowithfear of high_places_(acrophobia) could panic'
or otherwise slow movement on unenciosed outside stairs is reasonable but must
be qualified; Atecirding_to_knowledgeable experts who treat acrophobia CHM.-
callyi the following scenarios arereasonable: need with a_clear life=or7
death situation posed by a fire emergency,; many arophobics Will successfully
use an unencIosed outside stair if there is no other_ alternative: If it is
Clear to the acrophobic that others who are fatifig the fire emergency'are fear-
ful, many_phobics_are_less likely to have the phobia interfere with using_an
outSide_unenciosed stair. If the acrophobic is_with someone who can guide
this individual and_affer him or'her physical and psytholokical support during
egress;the acrophobic is increasingly likely to use an outside unenclosed

; cgress_stair. Of course; if; the_ outside stair is sufficiently enclosed to pre-
Vent the phobic from seeing over the side or down; this will make the_outside
route acceptable to the acrophobic since the cues that would arouse the phobia
are avoided. There is consensus among expett Clinicians interviewed by the
.current investigators that a properly enclosed outside stair ShoUld increase

83
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the likelihood thatacrophobics will use the Stair_during afire emergency as-an egress route.These_experts_do,
however, questiOn_the adequacy of thecurrent Code provision for meeting the'needs of acrophobics._

Thus, the available literature supporta behavioral assumptions on the effectsOf fire_products on occupant'd capabilities to escape rapidly. Support forassumptions concerning the effects of dead end corridors, however, remains we-andequtvocal. Clihical_evidence appears to support the assumption concerning
occupants with fear of high places.

Behavioral essumptionsenumeratedAn section 6;2;3 addressthe_influence ofdoorway and door hardware dei4gn Open occupants' capabilities to negotiate means,of egress. Very few data are describing doer operdtion by buildingoccupants. code provisions p ifying_aimaximum door opuningfercd of 50 poundsapplied_at the latch style an 15 poUndk_applied_to a panic bar may be Appliedunder the assumption. that thee _r present normative maximum forces_applicableby most building users. Experi tal research by Van Cott and Kinkaid (1972)suggests that, when standing ind iduals apply right-handed static forces tovertical handgrips, somewhat leas than 5q,pounds of r.Jrce may in fact be avail-:able. Howeveri evacueestaneften generate additional dynamic for- o associatedwith potentially rapid movement up to a-door. In add''-ion, occupaWts can heexpected to apply extraforces available from the shoulder and other portionsof the body, if necessary; -.

Steinfeld, Schroeder and Bishe0 (1979), st..ying problems associated with making
buildinge_More_addessible to disabled pet rink, investigated the ability of;individuals with various disabilities t exert tortes on doors and, other: archi-tedtural_hardware. These researchers ..te that moro. han 23 percent of the Awheelthairusers\they observed coal. Xett forces_gre ter than 15 pounds in anyrequired direction. Inaddi5Lon, between 33 and 44 percent of'all othecdis-,
abledsubjects:tested could exert fo rs-greater than 15 pounds in anY_requireddirection. However, available_evidencealadi suggests that disabled polulatiens,even those with comparatively 7nonserious" disabilities, are not. able to exert.50 lb (222 N), which -is the maximum ferde permitted to open a nonfunctional
power-operated door (see MArgulisi 1981).

Based On data from_a survey designed to etudy_walking and panic behaVior duringfires, Yamada (1975)_found that the design and configuration of doors influen6ethe flow rate through doorways._ For example, substantialklecreases in flowwere noted for sliding doors and doors against -the flow of pedestriantraffic; The study arao noted_that people oftentended_to pull at doorsdesigned to be pushed; These data suggest that occupants' lack of familiarity(

with the Opearting characteristics of verieUe:_types of doors may lead to
increased evacuation timer

Thus, with the exception of data aestribing-pan4_har operation (primarily bydisabled occupants), there are presently too few data on door manipulation tosupport or refute behavibral assumptions believed to underlie proViaons of theCode enumerated in section 6.2.3=
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Technical atrengths .and_weaknested_ef-theliterature. 'Many of the behavioral_
Abaumptioni_relating to Code provisions intended to maximize the safe and effi-
cient negotiation of egreasway.by occupants focuivon_vertical components of
- building- circulation systems (i.e.; stairs and ramps). Although severalstud-
ies provided data concerning stair use; the application of much of this data
Ea 'the spetifid 'Stine of emergency egress_remains_problematic for a number of
important_ reasons. First, all stair use data available in the literature Ake_
derived either froth field studies conducted in everyday; nonemergency building
environments (e.g.; Carson et al., 1978; FrUin, 1971), or from experiments_
utilizing_relatively unrealistic laboratory apparatus (e4;; Tempier; 1974).
Thus, environmental cues and stimuli; sources of psychological and physiologi-
cal stress; levels of occupant density, and determinants of_arousaland vigi-
lance may differ widely between settings from which available data have beeh
gathered; and those found during actual fires requiring rapid emergency egress;

Second;_the nature of the available data on stair use behavior presents certain
difficulties -for the building design and regulatory analyst. Tbere.,have been
no attempts to systematitaIly compare stair use behaVior-Uhder different
design, structural; and environmental (e.g.; smoke) conditions. Hence; there
is no real basis for determining the relative advantages or disadvantages of
particular conditions. Worse; with the exception of Tetpler'S (1974)reaearch
on the biothethanics Of_stair negotiations; all relevant studies involve non-
experimental research designs; Thub, even given a comparison of design; struc-
tural; or environmental conditions; these research designs do not allow
teseareherd to draw plausible inferences about_the_casual relationship between
these antecedents. and stair use behavior. Similarly; the failure of investiga-
tord to make systematic comparisons betgeen occupancies, treaded of events, and
occupants of varying capability render many of the available c elusions diffi-
cult to generalize- with.. any degree of pretisioh; In all, th e is little basis
for supporting or refuting the acceptance of particular de gh or structural
solutions or of environmental conditions.i

The reader also should be_cautious when- making generalizations about the use of
ramps as means of egress during acitual firesituations on the basis of_avail-.
able_data. Neverthelessfdata.reported by Fruin (1971) and Ti4ente (1976)
which suggest that ramp slopes greater than -6 percent substantially reduce
upward walking speed do seem useful iheat#blishing performance objectives for
ramp design. By contrast; the lack of data currently available to either sup -
port -or refUteaesumpticds about the_role of weather protection a50--slip resis-
tance in ramp design make analyses of certain Cede provistoo this time

The literature on respiratory and visual stress and fatigue reports data which
treciften only indirectlisrelevant to anaylses of egress time. Moreover;
findings noted in this literatUre, when relevanti_are sometimes contradictory.
In most cases; studies of CO exposure employe& welltentrolled laboratory
preeedurea.: While laboratory experimentation is intended to assure internal
validity; its very strengths may beVerly_limit the extent_to which inferences
from experimental data can be generalized to complex settings encountered
during teal fired.= For example; experimental data describing the effects of
long-term exposup to low level concentrations of CO on behavior should not be
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assumed to describe behavior under short-term exposure to relatively high level
CO concentrations; or under conditions when CO combines with other toxicants.

Findings reported by Bryan (1977) and Wood (1972) are relevant to the role of
smoke_in analyzing emergency escape behavior; However, neither investigator
actually measured smoke density and levels of_CO_and ()Eller toxicants; nor sys-
tematically correlated characteristics of smoke- filler environments (beyond the
mere presence of absence of'-smoke") with such observed behavior patterns as
re-entry.

Dramatic decreases in occupants' egress capabilities arising from She exposure
of human eyes to fire products have_been_well documented (Phillipso 1978).
Such performance decrement is almost entirely'physiological in nature. In addi-
tion, reductions_in_visibilityo while they do not physiologically affect the
eyes; may psychologically stress the evacuee. Research by Jin (1976)o Rashbash
(1975)i and_Watanabe et al4 (1973) has begun to yield physical measures of
visibility distance_under varying levels -of smokeidensity. However) no inves-
igators have empirically studied the influence of visibility decrement on

egress decisionmaking, strategy formation, arid on other cognitive factors which
influence overall egress time. For example, smoke may be presumed to slow
walking ,a peed under certain conditions, and this increases egress time. But
perhaps smoke also prompts occupants to seek alternative (potentially smokefree)
paths to safety. How does this behavior influence egress time? Does, the need
to rethink the egress strategy create additional stresses for humans which
exaggerate any time lost negotiating longer paths?

Similarly, it is not now possible on the basis of available literature to
evaluate either Code provisions intended to limit dead end corridors and to
regulate the design of outside stairso or behavioral assumptions concerning
occupants' use:of these design features. Relevant research has suggested a
number of useful hypOtheses. Hc:ever, these need to be empirically tested.
Current clinical assumptions regarding the behavior of acrophobics do appear
useful in understanding certain problems in the use of unenclosed outside egress

,stairs, although_the effects of acrophobia on egress behavior in the presence
of life- threatening environmental stimuli areo at present, little understood.

Current data are not useful for describing the effects of door and hardware
design up h evacuation tine, Much of what is av able provides a basis for
the:desig of_doors to be operated by handicapp persons. Todayo'the building
design co unity generally holds that design solutions intended for handicapped
persons s ould pose no obstacles for able-bodied persons. HOwcver, there
remains n 'generally held analytical base which either supports or refutes
behavior assumptions about door use, and elated prov#sions of the Code.

6;4 SUMMARY OF CAPS IN THE TECHNICAL LITE

6.4.1 Research on the Affect of Stair and Ramp Design on Dccuparits'
Capabilities to Safely and Rapidly Negotiati Egresswayd

The stair use model proposed by_Archea et a1.(1979) hasioundsome support in
the accident and human factors literatures. However; connections between
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spetifit_petceptual failures_ ide e_medalitiesi as predicted by this
model, have never been Impirica stalished. EVeh Miner StairMishapc can
besignificant_during emergency evacuations, insofar as they block egress
pathways and_slow pedestrian flow,_and increase overall exit time. To the
degree that perceptual failures indeed increase the likelihood of such events,
their_specific role must -be more fully understood. This understandably will
make designers better_ informed as_toopportunities for mitigating potential
sources of increased evacuation time For example, it is important fat
dedignersto comprehend the role of color, lighting, and surface texture i-n
occupants' use -of stairways, precisely because these factors may_either clarify
or obscure visual and tact4e stimuli necessary for _efficient stair negptiation.
Chatigea_in occupants' attention to_stair-specific environmental cues; partied-
'arty those which may_berbrought about in_a rapidly, changingfire emergency
scenario, have not been investigated and therefore require atUdy;

/
Available research on riser-tread _dimensions,is not sufficient to permit
conclusions regarding stair design practice for emergency Future
reaeardhAn_thia topic should strive to ascertain the degree to which part- icu-
lar riser -tread ratios influence egress flow rates on stairs. Similarly,
future research on stair tread and ramp surface treatment should be directed .

toward deVeloping standard friction-versus-flow functions useable by designers;

Rampa are frequently provided to facilitate building access and egress by
handicapped persods, particularly those in wheelchairs. In anAntreasing num-
ber of instances; designers are providing ramps exclusively felt changes in
level of less than one story., 7n such cases ramps are clearly useful by both
wheelchair-bound and ambulatory4persona._ But can this be said for many elderly
individuals, or for people suffering degenerative acres-sea of the foot, knee,
and hip joints? For such individuals, the presence of a ramp may have an
appreciable effect upon the selection of an egress route, and behte, impact__
these people's egresstimes.__Differences in ramp effectiveness must be studied
across groups of people who differ in mobility charactetistics_before designers
can_provi4e facilities for vertical movement on a well-infra-Med bdaid; Si6i7
larly; deSigners require information describing the relative effectiveness of
stairs versus tamps_4uring egress, for nonwheelthait=bound occupants.

6;44 Research on the. Affect of Stress__and Fatigue on Occupants' Capbilities
to Safely and Rapidly Negbtiate Egressways

Behavioralassumptions_suggesring that.the infiltration of fire products into
egress ways adversely Influences egress flow requite further empirical verifi-
cation. Mailable research and aneedotal accounts discussing the_e fects of
CO exposure are contradictory_ nd of limited utiltty. While certa effects of
short duration exposure to low doses of 9 have been noted in the 1 tetatute,
inferences from these findings to.;::hehavior during actual building f gyres are
difficult to justify; This report's authers do not advocate the use of -human
subjects_in experiments -which accurately reproduce the toxic and ,other life--
threatening qualities of fire environments. They do, however; suggest that
animal time-to-safety experiments within toxic environments, as_well as simula-
tion excercises using human subjects, be redesigned ;to account for greater
percdstages of extraneous variation due-to likely environmental effects than
has 14eaccommplished to date;
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Studies of reispitarOry,_Ariahal; and temperature adaptaWity of various
occupants under a number of fire scenarios are warranted by available_ evidence.
For_example, contact_with toxic fire products_ may_ lead tooccupants' incapaci-
tation more quickly in A -Senior citizen's center than-in an office building
Available knowledge on the effects of_visibility decrement.upon egress speed
also requires expansion and verification.

Clinical experience suggeks the_need to obtain_evidenceto specifically
determine the adequacy of the Code provision addressing the needs of acro-

,phobics; This provision requires stairs three or more stories in height to_
have partitions at leaet_48_inch high. NoWeVer,:clinicalexperiencesuggesta

' that partitions are required on outside stairs at least two stories in height.

since the acrophobic response may be likely_on_an unenclosed stair two stories
high. Clinicalexperience and anthtepometrie data also suggest that a 48 inch
MiniMUM tät be tom IOW. While it is critical to have a stair properly enclosed
at its entrance; there is debate among clinical ezperts_abnutWhetherenclosure
should continue to the bottom of the tun, a point that is unclear in the provi-

Ait for t:ie; nature of the enciesurei if the_walking surface of the land-
ing,cr treads or amoutside stair permits the phobic toseedown,through_the
metal elements, a phobic response is likely. .So; too.-is phobic response
likely with an enclosure that is only 48: inch high. A significant portion of
the population (assuming that acrophobics are representative of the larger
population of their aeX:in height) will be able to see over a 48 inch partition
and down.

6.4.3 Reileirth on the Effects of Doorway and Door Hardware Design on Occupants'
Capabilities to Safely and Rapidly Negotiate Egressways

Current research on the door-manipulating capabilities of handicapped persons
should be expanded_to;inclUde_all_categories Of_building_occupants, as well as
the wide variety of door and landing configurations: While the design of
physical elements (doors, hardware and spatial configuration) comprise_one
class-of_independent_variablesi aiibient environmental conditions provide another
class. AS a point of departure, future investigators should be concerned_with
identifying variations in door manipulation performance which may be Attribut-
able to changes in lighting and visibility.

Another important gap in the technieal_literature concerns knowledge of the
relationship. among stress, fatigue, and evacuees' capabilities to manipulate
doors and doorh iiiips' (1978) comments illustrate this critical,
although 1 e_understood. ue: She netesahecOresdescriting evacuees
elaWing at deorknobb under amok -_and fire conditions; apparently these indi-
viduals actually thought theY-we properly turning the knobs..

6.6 SUMMARY °

In_summary, human behavioral assumptions believed to underlie _Code provisions
relating to occupants' capabilities to safely and rapidly negotiate means of
egress ma y be evaluated by ref kkence to biome9banical_models of human movement,_
toxicological research, stair and ramp use field studies, physiological measure-
Mentts. andeneedotal evidence from actual fire incidents. At present. much of
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---,-,the evidence:reported in the experimental and nonexpUrImental literatures on
occupants' capabilities is contradi oryi`results inimixed opinion4,-and.does
not permit spec.ific conclusions or inferences_to besdrawn.__As a result, there
appears to be_no analytical basis upon which unequivocally support or refute'

., applicable Code provisions. It is left for future research to. detirmine the

.

Eve c 1 f i d domains (i.e.,;.otedpith01.08 of fire scenarios) upder.wich partictilat.
data ar-CValid and_ur-ful'in this context., .14,T -
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7. PkoVISIONS GOVERNING THE CAPACITY OF MEANS OF ECRESS
7.1 APPLICABLE CODE PROVISIONS

-52.1.1.2.2 Where a doorway is divided- by Mullions; the allOWAble units ofexit width for the entire deerWayshall be the SUM_Of the units of exit widthcalculated separately for each indiVidual door in the opening.
-

5-1.1;1-.-3-.1 No single door in a doorway shall bekess than 28 inches Wide.
5-2-1.1.3.2: No single door in a doorway shall eiceed 48 inches in width.
5-2.1:1.441 Any door in an_exit and not exempted by 5-2.1.1.4..4 or otherprovisiohis of thisCode shall be so designedAhd

installed that When a force isapplied to thedooron_the side from which egress iA to be made; it shall swingA.hthe direction of exit- travel from any position to the full instant use ofthe opening in which it is initialed. During its opening process or when fullyopened; a door shall
not obstruct the exit width as determined by 5-2.1.1.2.1.

Aldoor giving access to a stairway
shall swing in the direction ofexit- travel:. A door during its dWing_shall not bluekstairs or landings. Innew buildings ani'door,at

any point in it Awing;
shall neither reduce theeffective Width of stair or landing to less than one unit of exit width norwhenopen interfere with the full use of the stairs; -j

An exit door or-exit access door swinging into an aisle orpassageway shall not restrict the effective
width thereof at any point duringits swing to less

P than 1/2 the required widths hereafter specified.
5-2.1.1.4.4 Any door,iOa means-of egresd Shall be of the side=hinged; swingingtype and shall swing in the direction of exit travel when serving high_hazardi,
area or an occapant load of more than 50. Such doors shall conform to theappropriate recuiremehta Of 5-2.1.

5-2.1.3.2.1 A revolving door shall not be used in a means of egress:
Exceptidh: Where specifically permitted by some individual occupancy chapterof this Code for an exit from the level of exit dispharqe

directly to tiltoutside, in whic4 case:

(a) sUthhdoor(s) shall not be.uSed at the foot or at the top of stars atthe leVel of exit diSchat0e.

(b) Such door(s) shall not be eliVen credit for more than 50 percent ofthe require4 units of exit width.

(c) SUch revolving door(s) shall be of approved tYpe(s).

ailoWed revaving door May receive credit as constituting44-unit of exit width.j 90
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of revbiVing-doors used as exit doors shall not exceed
theknumber of suringinig_dOord daed.as exit doors within 20 feet thereof,

_

Exception: Revolving doors may serve as exits without adjaent swingipg,,doors
for the street fleet elevator lobbies._if_no stairwaus or doors from Other parts
of_ths_pUilding discharge through the lobby, and the 'lobby has no occupancy
Other than as a means of. travel between elevators arid' street.

5-2.1-i32.4 Revolving doors shall be equipped 4rith_means to prevent their
rotation at-too rapid a rate to permit orderly egress;

52,1-,3,3-,1 No turnstile or similar device to restrict travel to one_direction
or to collect fares or admission charges shall be so placed as to'obstruct any
required Means of egress;

Exception? ApprovedtUrnStiles net over 3 feet high. which turn freely ;in the
direction of exit travel. shall be permitted 'in any occupancY: *here revolving
doors are permitted.

12.1.3.3.2 Turnstiles over 3 feet high shall be pubjecto the requirements
of revolving doors.

Turnstiles_in_Orjurnishing access to required exits shall be of
such design as to proVide 22 inches clear width'as the turnstile rotates:

5-2;1;3,3;4 No\tUrnstile shall be placed in any; required means of egress.

5-2.1.3,3.5_ Turnstiles shall be rated the date as revolving doors as regards
units of exit Width and rates of travel,

Stairways_and intermediate landings Shell continue with no decrease
in width along the direction of exit travel.

5-2;8.2,4 A single escalatoe_32 inches wide shall be given credit_for 1 unit
;17-jcii-Thdth, An escalator 48 inches wide shall be given credit for 2 units
of exit width.

5-3.2.1 Means of egress shell be measured in units of exit width of 22 inthea."
Fractioneof_a unit less than 12 inches shall not be counted. fractions -of a
unit comprising 12 or more inOes, added to onelor more full units, shall be
counted as 1/2 unit of exit width;

5,3.2.2 Width of means of egress Shall be measured rh the clear at the
narrowest point of the exit component under consideration.ir
exception No. 1: A handrail may project inside the.measured,width on each side
not more than 3 112-inches;

573.3_ CapaCity of Units of Width; The depecity in number_of_persons per unit
Of Width .for approved componects ofteans of egress shallhe as follows:



(a) Level of egress components, a Claed A ramps--100 for travel in either
direction.

the

-

(b) Class B ramps--60 for travel in the up direction, 100 for travel in;
down direction.

(c) Stairways;--60 for travel in either dieection.

5-3;4;1 The minimum Width of any way of exit_sccess shall be as specified for
individual occupancies by Chapters 8 through 16; but in no case shall such

'width be leis thin28 inches.

1 -7-1.2.1.1_ Every reqvitreduit; exit access and exit discharge shall %e
'continuously maintainedIree orall obstructions or impedithent6 to full 'natant
use in the case of, fire or other emergency.

7.2) UNDERLYING BEHAVIORAL ASSUMPTIONS
_

7;2.1 Assumptions Pertaininuto the Influence of Arthiteetueil Barriers and
Other Obstructions to Egress Flow

_ .

(I) Intended maximal use of-means of egress can only be achieve d when
egress ways are maintained free of obstructions (17-1.2;1;1);

Egress is slower__ through doorways with mullions than through the/4e
Without mullions (5-2;1;1;2;2);

(3)- Doorway widtkinfluences egress time; the optimal width 1.6;28 through
48 incheas(572.;1;1;3;1; 5-2;1;1;3;2);

-,

(4) Architectural obstructions within egresswkys (e;g; dime hinges,
railings, etc.) may reduce discharge rate (5-24-,,,1.4.1; 5-2.1.1.4.2;
,5-21.1.4.3).

t,),

(5) The degree -of reduction of egress timpUe-
ways Is a funttien Of occupant load (5-2.1;1;4;4);

to obstructions in egress

(6)' Revolving -doors may increase evacuation tim-eby as much as 100
percent; revolving doors cause congeetion and a 7bottIenecking" effect WhiCh
reduces flow through:the egressway;_the_speed of rotation influences the flow
rate through. 8_' revolving door, and within a certain range, an increase in
speed of rotation results in reduced flow through.the door (5-2;1;3;2;1 through
52.1.3.2.4).

(7) Turnstiles have substantiallythe_same effect on the efficiency of
pedestrian ways as do revolving doors-(5-2.13.1 the-thigh 5=-2.1.3.3.5).

'(8) Variation in stairway width along the dieeCtion of egress travel may
result in reduced egress flow (5-2;2;2;5);
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(9) To maintain adequate egress flow un an escalator; it must be wider
than a Conventional stair (5,-2;8;2;4);

(10)__Wh;In an egress channel element varies in width (along its length);
its overall flow capacity is approximately equivalent to the capacity at its
narrowest .point (5-3;2;2).;

J;2;2 ASSUMptions Pertaining to the Flow Capacity of Egress Channels

(1) _Plow rates.average 166 persons per 22 inch exit unit per Minute_(pers/
unit/min) ih=leVel egress ways, and 60 pers/unit/min on stairs (in either
direction) (51;3);

(2) In general,the capacity of ramps is substantially more than that of a')
straight flight of stairs; particularly in the downward direction (5-3;3);

7.
(3) The minimum Channel WIdth_capable_of providing appropriate egress flow-
rates is 28 inches; although this Width is expected to yield the sane flcw
Charadteristics as_an_egress element 22 inches Wide (according Lc. ptpvision
5 -3.2.1 and its underlying assumption) .(5-3,4;1);

(4) Pedestrians travel_in linear files approximately 22 thehda in width; -an_
exit between 22 and 34 inches in width provides the same flow capacity as a 22
inch eicit;_an exit between 34 and 43 inches wide proVides 50 percent more flow
capacity than a 22 inch exitl,a 44 inch exit provides -100 percent more flow
capacity than a 22-34 inch exit (5-3.2.1).

7;3 COHMENTART

7;3;1 Probleth

etide proVisions governing the capacvtyofmeans of egreakare intended_to
assure that exit ways permit escaping occupants to evacuatebUrning build-
ing as rapidly as possible; Thid assurance requirei not only that exit waysare

_

areofsufficient dimension; but that they minimize opportunities for blockages
or other impediments to egress flow; as .well; Human behavioral assumptions
which underlie Code provisions.ehumerated in Section -7.1 address; (1) the influ-
enceof architectural barriers d other potential Obstructions on egress flowi
and (2) the flow capacity of Bess channels.

______
Conceptual views Of pedestrian movement drawn from field investigations of such
behavior are useful in understanding the flow of occupants through exit ways i4
buildings. Three models are: based on physical analogs (e.g. equating the_flow
of gas molecules with pedestrian movement); while one concept is derived-from
human behavioral theory; Their releVince to COde provisions and underlying
,behaViOral assumptions concerned with the capacity of means of egress is
considered below.
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7.3.2 Underlying Behavioral Models

Prevailing models of pedestrian movement have been derived primarily fromphysical science concepts. Ih general; investigators haVe distinguished highdensity from low density flow (Hendersoh; 1971). A_number of researchers have
shown that; Undercertain conditions; high density human movement maybe ade-quately modeled as an example of particle movement_(Peschl; 1971) or fluiddynamics (Arches; 1979; Henderson; 1971); while others have suggested that lowdensity pedestrian movement is best modeled as an example_of gas flow
(Henderson,_ 1971). In addition to the physical analogs; the concept of personal
space identifiedby environmental psychologists (Sommer, -1969) has been useful')
applied in explaining human MoVeMent in pedestrian ways (Fruin, 1971).

The particle model,uaefulin explainingAligh density pedestrian flow; has beenMost succinctly presented by Peschl (1971)._ According to Petthl, crowd movementis analogous to the flow of granular particles from bins. _The_model recognizesthat human beings are not merely granules; that spaces withihbuildings are notsimply bins. and that pedestrian movement is not governed by the force Ofgravity.

_

HOWeveri_the particle model posits that under conditions of high density
(crowdlike)Occupancy;_individuals have virtuallynojreedom of movement andare little more than elements CoMprising_a flowing granular mass. The model-further suggests that the behavior of this mass may be describeathematiCally.

The_granular analog suggested by Pegchl_may best describe high dehaitY occupancy
conditions within_a_tightiy bounded environment, under a_state of panit; Uhlersuch conditions, individuals_may_attempt to escape as quickly as possible. Ifthere is -a single exit (in the direCtioh Of_flow); then there is likely TO bee"pile up" of people_prepsing_against the exit Andits_surrounds. Here individ-uals will occasionally_ be able to pass through the exit, bdtMost:people willpack against each other attempting to gain access -to it. The particle analog
suggests a vessel open at the top and with a small hole in_the bottom. Bailbearings are poured into the vessel, and these; by force of gravity, fall tothe bottom of the_vessel. Some ball bearings fall through the hole at thebottom; which is just large_enough to admit one ball bearing at_a time But ifthe ball ti4ings are poured into the vessel at a rate faster than that at whichthey leave through the hole; ball bearings soon begin_filling the vessel;pack-ing against one another._ Soon;_very_few if anyball_beariaga are admittedthrough The hole. A piston pushing doWn upon the ball bearings from above will
make it impossible to empty the vessel.

The partitle_model is useful in destrikag the so- called "arch effect"; firstobserved in the field by Togawa (1955). An arch is a 0%11 Semicircular web
of_people held firmly in place at a doorway_by_theIotte applied by peoplebehind thearch attempting to move toward the doorwayii Peschl noted that, theformation of such arches, Which can prevent ind viduals from passing throughthe doorway; is difficult to predict. He_widu ed experiment- with bothhuman subjects and steel balls used to IIMTifate a masein order to testthe arch concept; On-the basis of these experiments, reschl concluded that(1) the wider the exit way; the smaller the probability of arch forMatidh and

. .
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the greater the variability in flow rate; (2) the probability of arch formation
decreases as e'enatty_decreases; (3) flow rate through doorways decreases as
density increases; (4) exit rate is a positive_ linear function of daorway
width; and (5) pulsating flow through exit ways often results with the natural
formation and dissolution of arches.

A clear illpstration of the relevance of the particle model to behavioral
assumptions concerning the capacity of means of egress; particularly under high
density conditions, is found in the eyewitness report of a victim of the Beverly
Hilla_Supper Club fire (The Cincinnati Post; )Thursday; June 2; 1977); The indi-
Vidnal recalled_having_first_wondered why the egress line had come to a halt;
This was prior to the intrusion of fire products into the room in_question. The
victim_next reported pushing against the crowded line ahead; As fire products
entered the_room, frustration_appeared_to build._ At the open exit way; the
victim reported; people had "bottlenecked," fortihg an arch u;hich enabled_very
few_people to_actually pass through the exit; This individual was saved by
having grasped hold of the mullion dividing the double door of the exit once
reaching the arch; and then by finally exerting considerable force and "popping"
out of the arch and through the door (a phenomenon observed previously by both
Togawa, 1955, and Pe^chl, 1971).

A teMeWhat different_ analog useful in describing high density pedestrian
movement is suggested by the hydraulic model (Arches; 1979). The hydraulic
model posits that above some level of occupant density; the movement Of people
thtougha network consisting /of corridors; doors; stairs; and similar archi-
tectural elements_ is analogous to the downward flow the water through pipes;

_

valves; and other_ elements of a gravity-fed fluid distribution system. Ketotd-
ihgly,thehydraulic model- presents building_evacuation as a two-phase process;
The initial; or "start_up," phase concerns the simult,Aneous initiation or move-
ment ditectly_toward exits by numerous individuals 40on receiving -.an emergency

.

alert; This is presulted to be_analogous_to opening valves and filling basins
at the periphery of a gravity-fed water diattibUtieh,aystem (e.g. household
plumbing). The_actual egress phase concerns the deliberate and systematic
progression of indivivals through various architectural elements until they
have finally exited the building, Thiaid viewed as analogous to the path
followed by water as_it works its way though a.gravity-fed plumbing system,
as the peripheral bains are emptied.

In employingjhe hydraulic model; -one assumes that occupants being modeled are
aIerrandablebodied, and that all occupants of a building or section of a

building are not only simultaneously alerted to the fire danger, but that all
occupants simultaneously_initiate purposeful- egress behavkor as well; Moreovet;
all occupants are assumed to travel at a uniform rate of flow; and to be suffi-
ciently close to one anther so as to severely constrain each other's fteedem
of movement. Finally,_the model_asaumes_the undirectional flow of occupants
from occupied spaces along specified paths to predefined exits. In the_hydraullc
model, valves_and pipes are - analogous to egress way elements; while ainka, tubs,
and similar fluid - holding fixtures are analogous to rooms and other occupied
spaces within buildings; Pulling the stopper in a sink is analogous to Sounding
a fire alarm and thereby_initiating uniform M888 evacuation. The focus of the
model is on maximizing the flow capacity of the egress ways. Here; flow rate
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18 the key measure of system perfermance. The processes by which buildingoccupants reap-end to alerts and initiate movement toward (as distinct fromthrough) means Of egress are not addres8ed by the hydraulic model;

Indidendding.the relevar'e of the'hydratilic model to behavioral assumptionsconsidered in Settlen_7.2;
comparisons' with the, particle model describedearlier are useflul; Human behaVieral assumptions outlined in Section 7;2;1 ofthe current report address effects Of architectural impedimentt and other

_obstructions to the efficientflow of occupanta_in egress-ways; The hydraulicmodel provides analogs to such barriers as decreases inehannel_width along agiven dititinee; and such physical ObStruetions or blockages as doors withinsufficient flow -capacity. These hydraulic analogs primarily includedetreases_in the diameter offldid7carrying pipes; and thepartial or fullclosure Of Valves; respectively;
Sadh Analogs_permit the hydradlie model_to_describe flow characteristics in egress channels which in fast vary in Width;and which contain turnstiles or other opportunities for bottlenecks to occur;

However; whereas She particle model provides a physical analog for archifig atdoorWay6; blockage or entrapment Atfilight_corners, and the probibitiOn ofpedestrian movement resulting from indiViduals being pressedagaihtitehannelwallsi_these phenomena--observed_in_the fieldcannot be properly, modeledusing hydraulic analogs While bell bearings may become jammed and_archagainst a very eMall_opening (analogous to human arching at a relatiVely narrowekit)iliquid will always flaii freely (albeit at aredueed rate)- through open7ing8;_hoMtVer small. Thus; the hydraulic model best simulates flow reductionscaused by the erasure of exits; flow ceases entirely when a channel is com-pletely_aealed;_ In contrast,_dita indicate that pedestrian flow can becoMevirtually halted even though exits Ate hOeh,_as_in the case orjaMMing.andarch's ?. This latter'phenomenon is better simulated by the particle model.
Whereas the Beverly_HillsSupper Club, fire provided an example of arching insupport of the particle model, the tragedy which claimed the lives of 11individuals and injured approximately 10_others; seeking entrance to theRiverfront ColideUM in Cincinnati; Ohio; in December of,1979 suggests SUpportfor the hydraulic model. In repeated testimony before an_ investigatory bodycovened during the aftermath of this event, victims reported "waves" of_pres-sure literally lifting them off their feet. Stith pressure was reportedly__exerted from the rear of the creird; mbich as a mass, was pushing against theentrance doors (not_all of which were unlocked and available for U86). Thecloser an individual was to the doors; the grester_was the force experienced.Ofide the doors_ were actually- opened, several eyewitnesses

reported having been"swept" into the Coliseum._ Other victims suggested;
when interviewed, that ifmore doors had been open, fewer people might have been killed or hurt;ewideike of arch formation WAA reported by_victims of thi8 incident. Anecdotalevidence from this incident does suggest, however; that the ease And=rate ofcrowd flow are directly related to available doorway width.

A rigorous analydid_of low density pedestrien_movemene;
based on the 19thcentury Maxwell-Holtzman gas model; was conducted by Henderson (1971);
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Henderson_ argued that while medium and highdendity crowd behavior could
effectively be,Modeled_ as a problem in fluid dynamics; under low dehafty con-
ditions pedestrians behaved .n a manner more consistent with the kinetic-
molecular theory of gases; In particular, pedestrians, irrespective of_whether
they move as individuals_or as members of small social groups; may be viewed as
(1) being statistically independent of eachother in position and velocity; and
(2) moving with a. velocity which is -ncortel.ated with spatial position.

In Henderson's analogy; occupant ensity :(the- -number of Persons per_unit area)
is equiv _t to_particle_density in a gas; Differences betWee0 pedestrian
moveme modes, i;d; atanding stilli walkingi_or runningi are compared with
differences between gaseous.energymodes. Pedestrian MOVeMintis assumed to
take plate on a continuous_ planar surface, and if the low density -crow= is

/homogeneousitheneachindividualshouldexhibitboththesamemasa_and the
(

j aame probability_of attaining expected velhtity ValueS ih a given mode.
I. Accordingto Henderson; these assumptions would not be expected to hold for
relatively high density aituations. For example; pedestrian movement from a
very large open space_through a narrow channel-may, on occasion, result in .

increased population density.i_ Where this density is sufficiently high; the
behavior of pedestriats approaching and v gmqvinthrough the narrow channel might
be better described by a fluidi_rather than a gaseous; model:. Hehde, Hendirson's
gas analogy seems relevant: (1) to_those situations where low density crowds
move within extremely large; effectiVely_unbounded, spatialsettings (e.g. out-
-:door Mall0, and p) to_those spatial transitions in whilhdthaity values,
although increased, still exhibit' the kiAtic-molecular properties of gases;

The relevahce Ofthegas_model to understandtpg the capacity of means of egress
may dow be considered; ,A frequent barrier_to free-flow pedestrian movement
along_an egress path way7iS a wall containing a door ehaemble,
density conditiOna, Peschl'sparticle_model suggests that such barrier would
entrap pedestrians; jamming individuals against the wall and door opening
(where the dOor Is_only slightly wider than any individual seeking to pass
through); Under Sidilarinonditionsi_Archea's hydraulic model suggests that
individuals would flow slowly thrOugh_the opening, and_that eventually all
indiViduals would pass through the door; Both models hold that occupant den-
sity in and of itself produces forces which_ move pedestrians in a given direc-
tion; and that such movement is influenced_brprevailing spatial boundary con-
ditions: Under low density_ conditions; however such forces are presumed not
to be present; Here; individUals approaching a potential barrier (such as a
transitibn from a relatively' open apace to a narrow channel) are not likely to
be either pressed against a_wall;_or else pushed_under for'ce toward and throUgh
a narrow door way or channel; Rather,anyindividual directed toward an open-
itig in a physical_barrier will pass through; HoreoVer; iteemingly random search
behavior and meandering, as has_been_known to occur when smoke seveeely limits
visibility by transient occupants undel. low density conditions, may, perhaps;
be effeetiVely modeled by the Brownian motion, of gas particles:

Although not itself_a descriptive model, the psychological concept of personal
apace (Sommer, 1959) is useful in gaining a deeper and more realiatit Undera-
tanding of the actual capacity of_means of_egress. Discussed earlier in the
current report; personal space fifers to the small protective zone; or "bubblei"
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whith individuals create around themselves. Perceptions and br.Iaviors
associated with the eatablishmenti maintenance; and adjusttent Of personal
space comprise_ mechanisms' by which individuals cope with socl:'environmental
stressors of the tyne usu lly associated with medium and high.density_occupancy
and pedestrian movemeN;i!For example, Fruin (1971) and Pails (1974)_have EiLjWUthat pedestrians appear; to purposefullyeatablish minimum_distaLces betweenthemselves and ethers. ' Were occupant density beteMed quite_ high; as in a
crowded_subway train; e- -ehind a blocked_exit way; the psychological need or
personsl_apace_apparently.remains: individuala' inability to 12lieve themiselves of crowded tonditi ns for lengthy periods have been known to elevatestress and anxiety;

Frain (1971) found that nder high density conditions inpublic transit_facilities pedestrians emore likely to close their ranks by reducing their
longitudinal (front7to4b ck) spacing rather than their lateral (sidetoside)spacing; AltheUgh long' udinal spacing is governed to a great- extent by the
maximumdistance require to avoid tripping over another talvidual'afeet,the need for lateral spa ing suggests that Whereever possible; pedestrianiseek
to avoid brushing agains or_otherwise contacting ether. indiViduals. _Current
provision( concerning t-- width of stairs and other egress channels; however*are not batied upon ana ses which specifically toneider the role oi pedestrians'personal space needs. For these reasons; Pauls (1974; 1980) haodrawn atten
tion to_the probIericof effettive channel width computation; suggesting that
the ttaditional 22 inch unit of exit of width, referenced by numerous Cede
provisions; may be Unrealistic and inadequate;

In SUMAty, human behavioral assumptions which underlie Code_ provisions
affecting the carrying capacity of means of egress are considered in relation
to three physical models of pedestrian movement and to the psychological_ton7_ceps of 0-eta-oh-Al space. It was shown that while thebe models and the personal
space concept are each useful in_ understanding a different aspect ofegress
way flow capacity; -no single analog or'tonceptis sufficient to completely
describe occupant flow dynamics within buildings; The next Section of the
report- treats Code provisions and their underlying behavioral assumptions inview of data presented in he technical_ lifetatUtd.

.

7.3.3 Assessment of Behaviota/ Assumptions Based on the Technical Litetature

Literature review. BehaVioral assumptions presented in Settibh 7.2.1 consider
the Potential effects of architecturalbarriers and othet 1_1:pediments to rapidand safe occupant movement through means of egreatt; Geherally4 such barriers
and imPdiments include doors and doorways; revolving control battlers (i.e.turnstiles and revolving doors); reductions in_egress channel width; and
obstructions taused;_fot_example; by the use of egress Ways_for storage. Exitwidth has long been the 1eyconcept_used to characterize and meaaUremeans of
egress, And for analyzing occupant loading and the adequacy of alTtabie meansof egress (Sha-ty, 1978).

A numbet of behavioral assumptions are concerned with occupants';-use of doorduring egress; The National Bureau of.Standards (NBS) reviewed field investi
gations of pedestrian movement during periods of normal building occupancy at
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a-number of government office buildings and at,a major.rail terminal
1,235). 'On the basis of data obtained during thesmilnvestigations; NBS con -
cluded that the effective rate of pedestrian flow-tthrough dodre la'approxi-
mately 60 persons per Minute per 22 indb unit of exit width (p/m/unit), or
1.75 p/sec/m. *The some-report recommends, for the building types studied;
that up to 190%persons per available unit of exit width be permitted to occupy
interior spaces.- This design_capacity-would; theoretically; require approxi7_
mately_I.67 minutes to move all occupants of an interior space through available
exits (exclusive of the time it might be required to bring occupants to the
exits from various partsibf the space). _Conclusions reported by NBS in 1935
remain_central to -Code- provisions governing the computation of means of egress
today (Sherry, 197-57- .

More recently;_Togawa (1955) surveyed pedestrian walking speeds and flow_rates
through doors in department stores; apartment buildings; places of assembly,
and_transportation_terminala in Japan. Nisdate; among the.most comprehensive
available, indiCated_that flow rates through doors tend to Aierage_approximately
50 pers/miniunit (1.5006ra/8e-tie). A survey_ conducted by the Institute of
Traffic- Engineers (1964)'revealed professional ottinions saggesting that pedes-
trian flow_through doorwaysaverages ,30 pet's/min/unit (0.9 pets /sec /m._ On the
basis of these data, the Institute of Traffic tngineers recommended a design;
value of only 20 persiminiunit (0;5 pets /sec /d).

Some of the moss recentdata'Were Collected by Fruin (1971); who studied
pedestrian movement through doors and other faCilities at large transportation
terminals. _Fruin found that queues deveio?ed when the flow rate through a
door was.less than that of the feedinginaSSOgewayi_and that for doors swinging
freely in the_direction of_pedestrian tra m1; 40 through 60 persons typically
passed through pet minute (0.67 through_LOO p/sec.)., -Fruin also noticed that
if_a door must be operated manually; and i the fallowing pedestrian arrives
before the- current individual has completed operating the door, a queue will
develop behind the door. Mereover; FruirLreported_that elderly and physically
handlcapperi pedestrians; or persons encumbered with baggage or_packages;
typically require longer periods for door operation; ThU4,,pedestrian ways
(involving dobrs4which are designed at or_neercapacitY,pellestrian leads are
likely to generate frequent queues and. similar impediments to rapid; free human)
movement._,

,Peschl (1971) conducted experiments to 4ssess the capacity of deor_openings
during simulated pante Situations. Under a_variety of doorway conditions
simulated_in_the laboratory; groups of people were asked to press against door:
ways until all indiViduals had moved through. Peschl noted that stable arches_' .

formed openings of 47 inches (1.20 m), and that_the frequency of arch formaticih 4
increased_as door widths became narrower; Openings Of 34 inches (0.86 m)
resulted in extremely Stable arches, and made passage through the door almost
trapossib/e At openings of 24 inches 0.60 M, Pedchl found that flow rite was
effectively_zero. Under one experimental condition; an "exponentially curved" o
funnel leading to r door ,44, was used. According to PeschI;. this type-of
design increased pedestrian movement VeloCiti66 throughdoor waya-by a factor
Of_three, when_compared with movement velocities through doors set flush with'
surrounding wall surfaCed: SiMilarlY, when an exponentially curved wall. was
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compared with circularly_ curved walls (aIsoproViding-a funnel toward a_doorway), PeAchelfound pedestrian movement
through_theekponentially curved condi-tion_to be 2.5 times as fast. PeschAl_also noted; general; that as crowddensity increased, movement speed_ through, door_WAye decreased, and that therate of flow through doors was a linear functionof doet_way width; Finally,-Peschl suggested; on the basis of his

experiments; that floor surfaces in theimmediateVicinIty_of; and leading directly toward, exit doors be sloped down-ward towardthete'doors, and that the minimum door width for effective safeegressis 47 inches (1.20 m).

Melinek and Booth (1975) also observed arch formation at dooi._ ways under highdensity exiting conditions. These reseArchers_found that arch formation becameconspicuous when rhe flow rate of an exit reachet 60
pers/miniunit (1.80 Ors/.seam)._ They also noted that the frequency of arch formation is inverselyproportional to-the sqdare_of exit width; The former_finding appears substan-tially_higher than PeschI's (1971) fiadings that stAle_arches tended to formwhen the flow through doors averaged 40 pet-a/win/unit
(1.20 p/sec/m). The10er finding is, howevet consistent with Peichl's data.

do data are presently available to ilIuMinate the effects of intermediatemullions on egress flow through door ways. Data are available on the effectsOfintroducting
handrails_on_wide stairs, an indirectly related problem (LondonTransport Board, 1958). StUdking the movement of Passengers in mass transitstations;the London Transport Board found_that pedeStrian movement speed downa stair 72 inches (1;830 wide.was reduced from_130 to 105 pers/min (2.17 CO1.75 persitec)0 reduction of some 19_percent, after the addition of a centerhandrail. Thit finding contrasts with the fact that the actual numlier Of-pedestrian lanes on thestair was effectively reduced from three to two, adifference of 33 percent;

-
Directionof doo0wing_in relation_to flowhasalso been studied. Peschl(1971) and NHS (1935) each recommend that exit doors be designed to open in thedirection of egresS travel- but neither

provided_supportingtechnical eviaenceto indicate the magnitude_of this problem; Yamada (1975) foundthategresstime increased by_12 percent when
PedestriansoTere reoired td pass throughdoors whiclropened Against the traffic flow, provided pedettrian density wassufficiently low to permit the doors to be operated at all..

Other comments regarding obstructions to egress_flow
suggett_mixed conclusiont:For example,_Stevens (1969) notes that obstructiond generally tend to reduce__Walking speed along pedestaian ways in buildings. Similarly, Galbreath (1969)indicates that side

railings_Along stairways__ tend_ have a negative effect onpedestrian flOW. Moreover, Landen=Thomas (1972) has argued that even theSlightest obstruction in_en egress way could be fatal; In contrast, Melinekand south (1975) hoIds-thatminor restrictions such as wall projections havelittle effect on flow rate in COrtidors. The London Transport Board (195R)report that_obstructiOns up to 1 foot (0.'51* had _no effect on flowi_Arvenunder relatiVely high density_Condi ions. As noted above
) , however, this_organ-ization also reported. tbat the intt dUction_of certer handrails could redUCeflow by as much-as 19 percent (while effective waking width is reeUced bysome 13 percent).

Provisions of the 66ode specify Allowable occupant loads for
e
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interior spaces on the basis of AVailable exit width_leading from such spanes-
(particularly_provisions 5-3.3 and applicable Appendix notes; see also St_ta yi
1978). Accordingly,_ to the extent that- obstructions to means of egress indeed
restrict exit flow and egress time,' building_ designers and_managers should

------realizethatobstructions may, ultimately infltente permissible occupant loading
on building floors.-

Bends or corners along corridors_ and similar,egress,path ways frequently result
in variations in the effective width ogegress_ways. The London Transport
Board (1958) reports no queue formation at bendd andcorners. Similarly,_
Melinek andBooth (1975) found that-bends and corners along any given -stair way
did not appear to reduce pedestrian HOW on stairs. _In_contrast; Watanabe;
Nayuki, and Torizakl (1973) report that walking Apeeda_decreased when subjects
passed through : orners along an experimental walking course.

When linear -paths becoMe_narrower as one traverses their length, movement speed
may- decrease. For example, the Lbhddh Transport Board (1958) found that while
Smalkreductiona in corridor width had virtually_ho effect on the capacity of
egress ways, such Arthitectural features did tend to increase the overall tra-*
vel time for individuals; This organization noted_that flow (I.e. capacity)
reductions as high as 10 percent requir channel width reductions on the order
of 33' percent.

A number of additional Oode_ppvisions and behavioral assumptions_ deal with
potential impediments to pedebtrian movement Whitii_may be caused by revolving
doors and_ turnstiles. Reseirch reported by NBS (1935) examined the viability
of revolving doorelas components of building egress systems. Pedestrian move-
ment_through revolving doors in a department store_and_in a Federal office
building was_ evaluated._ The investigators fo'ind that for a revolving door with
leafs 42 inches (1.07 m) wide, an average of 11 to 12 peiaons discharged per
minute per foot of width (approximately 0.63 pers/sec/m). -f;Evaluating another
doorway in which the revolving leafs were collapsed to fonm:twoseparate and
adjacent openings each 25 in-chef-3 (0.63 m);_widei_an average of 22 persons dia-S:
charged per minute per foor of width (1.20 pera/Set/m).__These flow rates are \
considerably lower thanthose for swinging doors; In addition, the mechanical
operation of revolving doors may not 1567141re" (see NBS, 1935, Appendix
note 60) apd problems associated with their use may be exacerbated under very_
high density conditiOns. On the basis of these findings, NBS (1935) recommends
that revolving doors-not be used as means of egress in places of_assembly
and certain other_octu'pancies. For m t other occupancies, NBS (1935) recom-
mends that revolving dbbra receive 5 ercent of computed exit credit. All
editions of the Code published since 1 35 haVe based provisions for revolving
doors on NBS' recommendations.

Pedestrian,flow_through turnstiles was examined by Fruin (1971). _Fruin noted
that free-swinging turnstiles require a headway of between 1.0 and 1.5_6econds,
and_ accommodate from 40 to.60 persons per minute (0.67 to 1.0 pers/sec). Where
ticket collectors were posted, turnstiles were found:torequire a headwaywf
from 1.7 to 2.4 seconds, and to permit between,25 and 35 persons'to -pass.per
minute (0.42 and 0;58 pershiet): Mtn-Stiles requiring pedestrians to deposit
coins in a single slot device.were.found to require from 1.2 to 2.4 seconds of
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headway;_and to accommodate -from 25 to 50 peons per minute (0.42 to 0.83
pers/sec)._ Finally, where pedestrians hadto deposit coins in a dual slotdevice, a healWay of from 2.5 to 4.0 seconds was noted; and these turnstileswere_found to\pertit only between 15 and 25 persons per minute (0.25 and_0.42
pers/sec) to_pass through. These statistics appear to -be consistent with
(although slightly higher than) those reported by NBS for_flow through revolv-ing_doors; and to tgtify_the similar treatment of revolving doors and+turn-Stilea by provisioi of the Code.;

Behavioral assumptions presented in Section 7.2.2 underlie Code provisionsconcerning the flow'capacity of means of egreag._ These assumptions address:_(1) pedestrian flow rates per unit_width on level surfaeesi stairs; and ramps;(2) the value of fractions of standard width uni4, and (3) the linearity of'
pedestrian movement within means of egress. SeVeral studies report flow rate .statistics; the most pertinent of_which-are_reviewed below. The_reader4honoee hoWeVer, that various investigattira often differ in their dpfinitton o

!

critical terms (e;g;_"flow" has been defined in terms of "persons per unittime"_as well as "persons per unit time per unit width");
Conadquentlyi_it_isnot always possible to_drawdirect

comparisons between data reported by differ-ent researchers; In Addition; comparisons among investigations have been comp-liCated_by the fact that extremely -few researchers sought to verify a4:_tandardset of descriptive functional
relationthips.For example; while the Landon_Transport Board reported arelationshi0_ between walking speed and pedestriandensity, Fruin considered the relationship_ between walking speed And area(defined as the reciprocal -of density); Similarly., While these investigators

"were:concerned with the influence of. pedestrian density (however defined) onwalking Speed. others sought to describe the relationship between density_andflow rate; At a result, analysts Should. exercise caution when drawing infer-nc,2s from research reVieWed_here
toquestions concerning the validity ofther behavioral assumptions about the capaCitof- means of egress, or theirtecedent Code proVisions.

a describing the movemeu:_of pedestriansthreUgh linear corridors wererepotted by NBS reteatchers f1935). who measured flow rates at arbitrarily
selected locations during periods of normal building occupaaty These investi-gators qtedthat under such conditions, -flow rate varied across occupancies,and in general; found a negative relationship between flOW rate and channelWidth. Togawa (1955) also observed variations in -Flow rate as a function ofocc panty; corroborating data reported by NBS, and alsp reported sexdi ferences.

Togawa further noted that men traversed level sutfadeg at an average velocityof 4.60 ft/sec (1.40 m/sec) while women typicalli walked at an average velocityof 3.90 ft /sec (1.19 m/sec).; assuming a mean density of approximately0.90 pers /ft2 (10 pers /m2).

The London Transport Board_(1958) found that flow rates in linear corridorsapproximated 27;7 persithitaft_(1.48 pers/sec/m). This finding is slightlyhigher than that reported by Galbreath (1Q68); who noted linear movement incorridors to average 21.86_pers/minift
(1.19 pers /sec /m). The_London TransportBoard also reported that flow was often as much as 50 percent higher for short
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(1.6..less_than 10 ft; or 3.05 M)- passages when
compared_With longer_segmentsof equal Width. In -order to achieve mean free-flow walking speeds Cifiapproxi10 mately 3.37 ft/sec (1.03 M/seo)_in the- orward direction; these investigatorsfound optimum pedestrian densities to average 7;7 ft2/pero-(0.69 m2Ipers)6.When available area droPped to 5.0 ft2/pere (0.45_m2/pers)7

in corridors; for7Ward walking speed was found to approximate 2.20 ft/sec (0.67 m/sec). Forwardmovement was noted to stop when occupant density averaged 2.0 ft2/per(6;16 m2/pers)8.

Free-flo4 walking speeds reported by London Transport Board averaged some_21percent towerthanthose reported by Togawa (1955). _Fruin (1971) obSerVedVariation in free*flowwalking_speed between maleandfemale_pedestrians.Fruin'a data -agree extremely Clodely with those reported by TegAWA.. In addi-tion to sex differences;
variation in pedestrian_ walking speed may alad be_dueto such factors as time of day; trip purpose; and the composition of pedestriangroups: In general; walking speed deereases_as pedestrian density increases.According to Fruin, this is mainly due to reductions in available clear areafor locomotion; However, pedeetrian density appears_tohave relatively littleimpact on'individual_walking speed until average pedestrian area drops toapproximately 40 ft2/pers (3.60 m2/pers)9. FrUinhas also -found that walking_speed approaches zero when area reached_the_vicinity

of 3.0Jt2/pers (0.27 m'/pers)°, as compared with 2.0 ft2/pers (0.18_m2/pers)8 noted by Galbreath--(1968). In addition, Fruin_noted that peak flow volumes in corridors averagedapproximately 25 pers/min/ft (1;37 pere/sec/m);_and that maximum flOw capaci-ties were attained when pedestrian volume Web about 5.0 ft2/pers(0.45 m2/pers)7.

Melinek and Booth (1975)_ reported that the flow
capacity_of_corridors between_3.2 and 9.6 feet (1;0 and 3.0 m) Wlde_averaged 28 pers/min/ft (1.5_pers/sec/m).These investigators suggested that a free-flow_ walking speed of 4.16 ft(sec(1.3 m/sec) be assumed, and that free- flow walking speed_could be attained atdenditieslup to 11.1 ft2/pers 02/pers) .11 At higher dendities; flow rateswere found to decrease.

Staird Are vitalgelements of emergency egress systems. Atteirdingly; a numberof investigations of pedestrian movement on stairs have been conducted. Forexample; NBS (1535)reported flow rates from 165 -separate observations ofstare. The discharge rate of stairways was found to vary ad eWhat across

6 Equivalent to

7 Equivalent to

8 Equivalent to

9-Equivalent to

10 Equivalent to

IA,1
)

Equivalent to

0.13

0.20

0.50

0.03

0.33

0.09

pers/ft2

pers/ft2

pers ft2

pers/ft2

pers/ft2

pers/ft2

(1.45 pere/m2).

(2.22 pers /m2).

(5.55 pers/m2).

(8;28 peraha2).

(3.70 pate/m2).

(1 Oats /a2).
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occupancies, as_well.is on the basis of story height and riser-tread ratio;Under conditions of normal
dCtUpancy;_NBS_reported'that floW down stairs aver-aged approximatelyl57_persimint22 inch width unit_(1.70 pers/set/m); ithinverse relationahipetweet stair width and discharge rate was also found.Moreover; NBS investigators noted that people moved more elOWly,_And at_higherdensities, on the ftrst halt of stair flights._ After intermediate landingswere_passed; Hbwever a Aeckeise in_density and a concominitant increase inwalking speed were 6 served; Finally, data_recorded by NBS suggest that occu-pant Aensity_on eta rs varies with the speed ofMoVement. For_examplei_underrapid discharge conditiohd, dehsity averaged 0;25_pers/ft2 (2.78 pers/m2); atmore liesurely discharge rates half thiddensity was observed; On the basis ofthese findings, NBS recommended that anaIsts assume a discharge rate of 45persons per Minute per;22 inch eicit_unit (1.35 pers/see/m) dlliWii Stairs; underconditions where occupants are not /ikely_to in6erfere with one another onstair ways. This is substantially lower than 57 pereidikaunit (1.70 pens /sec /m)NBS 'found empirically; although is consistent with stair discharge recommenda-tions promulgated earlier by the National Fire Protection Association (1917).

__,
Tegawa(1955) confluded on OmbasiaLofhis field observations that stairwidth alone was not_en_effecake

predictor of_floW_rate_on stairs; Instead,Togawa belieyes that the Mdet'Udepl_predictor of flow rate is individualwalking pace; and that for stairs; the critical dimension fs tread depth_
Moreover; Togawa observed that travel time on stairs is inversely proportionaltostaircase_angIe and story hei-ghti and that downward balking speed - averages1;64 ft/sec (0.5 m/sec). Finally; Togawa suggested_that travel. HMO, eitherup or down stairs, could be estimated by applying thafformula

4__.

t 4H
(3)

where t - travel time in seconds
H - story height in meters.

;

FloW rites on_stairs reported by Togawa are substantially eIuivalent to tholtedescribed by NBS,(1935).
S

Findings presented by the London Transport_Board (1958) concerning the capacityof stairs differ froth those reported by both NBSAnd Togawa. London TransportBoard-researchers found flow ratWonatairs to average 35.E pers/min/upit_width
(1.04 pers/set/6) in ascent; and 37.4 pers/min/UnN width (1. 15-Pere/Sec/M) indescent. These are. substantially lower than flow rates reported by either. WRSor Togawai as well as those assumed within the COde;

Fruin (1971) also found movement speed on stairs to be highek in_descent thanin ascent He_noted that males traverse stair flights.more rapidly than dofemales; and that in general movement speed decreases as the angle of stair-case incline increases Oht both upward and downward travel (contradictingTogawa's finding that movement apeed -increases; or travel time; in Thitawat,s_ownterms; decreases, as the angle of incline increases).
Moreover; Frain foaa4thatwithin_low and moderate

ranges_pidestrian densitylapPearivtohavt rela-tively little effect on stair tratfielow. According to Tru.dn; flow rates-in
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the vicinity of 18.9 pers/min/ft(1.03 Otattjelth) are tigteaentatt4e of
crowded- conditions under-which queuing occurs at stair entrances;

4

HeIinek and Booth (175) suggest that floW rates averaging 37.4
persimin/width_unit (1.1.pers/sec/m) reptesent the normal capacity of stairs;
In addition, these investigators note that as crowd density increases, flow
rate onstairs also increases until it'reathee i-.76ettain leVel. At that point;
flow decreages again. Melinek and Booth also :6iind that bends and corners
along stair ways did not measurably reduci floci'tate.

AccAding to Yamada (1975), people travel up stairs more rapidly than th'y
travel down,Wherestair&2aricnot more thari three stories high. Yamada also
notes that people aged 50 abrover often require as much as 40 percent more
time than do younger pedestrians to descend 14 flights.

Pauls_(1974;_1977; 1979; 1980) chanengesthvisiumptiOn promulgated by Wis
-(1935) and the_Code regarding the design floe rate of 45 persiminiunit width
(1.34 persisec/ITT: Odwthe basis of his lbserVatiehe of forty_ evacuation drills
in high rise office buildings; Paula argues, that this assumption. may overeati-
tateattnalflowrates hy_more than_50 percent; particularly during winter
months in cold climates where escaping occupante Are likely to wear bulky
clothing._ Unner_many_conditions; Paula found that speed of descent on stairs
tends to be conaiderably:More_variable than is assumed (indirectly) by users of
traditionally- promulgated design flow values; Paula suggests that a "COMfort---,
able" range for_evacuation movement of i,etween four and_six stories per mint re
,requires densities within the range of 0.1_and 0.2 pers/ft2_(1.11 and_2.22_
pers/m2). He also found that such movement becomes virtually impossible when
i;enb'..ty reaches 0.45_perp/ft2_(5.00 pers/m2)._ Pauls_has stated that flow tatesA
greater than 30 pers/min/Vidth unit01.9 Oetaitiec/mAtte usually -only- achieved
under ideal conditions; where buildingocenpants have been specifically
instructed about evacuation_procedurep,where they_are motivated to act effec-
tively; and where they are familiar with regimented movement. -w

Padlefoundevacuation time in "total evacuation drills" (those'in which all
occupants_are alerted at once nre presumed in initiate evacuation 61.661-
tanedusly) to depend upon_total building_ population and4nvaiIableAatait width.
For example, atenstorybuilding with 100 ,occupants per Width unit could

_

typically be evacuated:in less than five minutes.(plus or minus 20 percent).
In contrastio 30 story:building with 4006-occupants per width unit has been
shown to reqdire more than 30 minutes to evacuate. .Paula notes that although
most evacuees participating in the observed drills had obtained prior drill
training, they'Were typically unawarethat the evacuation was in fact'Only a
drill.

On the basis of his most recent analyses cif,..ctowd'movement on .qtairs; Paula:
(1980) haapmsented the concept of "effective Stair width," suggesting that
pedestrians typically_ maintain themselves at-a diltance of approximately six
inches (150 mm) from the sidles of stair wells. spacing_
results from individuals' body sway; fear of buiping into atile'Valls; and
utilization of handraile. Consequently, Paula suggests; a typical_two-unti
stair_44 inches (1.10 m) wide may only have an effective Width of'32 inches
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' m). Accoriing_to the Code, such a stair would permit a load of 120 (60,
x 2) pets /min; according to Paula' calculation;

however, the same stair might;
Under certain conditions carry only 38 Odralmin.

Regarding flow rates o ramps, NBS (1935) summarize* findings reported earlierbythe Illinois Central Railway System dentonstrating_that flow on raApt it
essentially equivalent to that_on level surfaces; NBS researchers also notedthat; according to their own observations o ramps in New York citya Grand
Central Stationi pedestrian density

on ramps aVeraged_approximately 8 ft2/perd
(0.72 m2 /pers)12, and peaked at approximately 6.2 ft2/pers (0.56 m2/pers)13.
Under similar conditions; NB$ concluded that the discharge rate of ramps isfaster than that of stair ways;

Eirens (1950) estimated flow downramOs to be,37 pers/Min/unit (1.10 Pers/sec/m)width when slopes were within the range of 6 to 12 percent. At' within thisrange; walking speed was not found to vary significantly with slope. Moreover;Walking speeds on -ramps were found to be slightly higher than tho,:e onpassages: 4.2 ft/sec (1.28 mIsec) for ascent on a 12 percent.ramp; to4.8 ft/sec (1;4646m/Sec)for descent -on a 2 percent ranip;as 4.1mpared with 3.5-through 4.5 ft/sec (1.07 through 1;37 M/sec) on level surfaces;

Fruin (1971) pi° found that for gtadea up to 6 percent; -ramp grade_has Ilitle
effett on walking speed; Other researchers have suggested tbat)grades as smallas 5 percent effect walkingspeed; A controlled eitperiment'idWhich military_personnel walked on a variable-grade_

treadmill; reviewed by Turner and Collins(1979), indicated that an increase of grade from 5 to 10 Pecc-tsit decreased
average walking speeds by_approximately 11.5 percent; Increasing_ramp grade to20 perCent decreased walkingspeed_by a total of 23 percent; Melinekand Booth(1975) reported that_for upward-sloping ramps, Walking speed decreases_by_2_Percent per degree of grade._ They also noted that for downward-sloping rams;walking speed increases for small graded,,bUt decreases for larger olopit.;, In
general; maximum downward walking speed is associated with gradients ofapproximately 7 percent;--

Tregenza (1976) agrees with other researchers noting that_at slopes of 5percent_ or' gradient has virtually no:effect on walking speed. Citingdata colletted by_the Road_Research Laboratory in the United Kingdom; however;Tregenza indicated that a 10 percent'ramp gradient could reduce upward walkingspeed by as much as 4q percent; Underdertain conditions; especially_whereelderly or partially mobile personaare concerned, a similar effect can occurwith downward travel;

In summstyX---onsiderable data describing pedestrian flow on level surfaces;Stairs; and r ps has been the technicalin the technical literature. Although it-\Toften is not r asonable to compare data collected under different conditionti(e.g. evacuation drills-in office buildings versus normal movement in transit

12
Equivalent to 0.13 pers/ft2 (1.39 pers/m2),

13 Equivalent to 0.16 pers/ft2 (1.78 pers/m2);
;
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faCilities);_observations un*r a wide variety of circumstances do permit-,
certain: cOnclUSibins._/n_particulari_ data currently available in the technical
literature support the assumption that ramps; within certain limits; permit
floW rates substantially_ similar to 46se found on level surfaces._ In additicin;available data support theassumptionfthit walking speed on ramps is faster than
that on_stairs. However; available data d6 not support the assumption that
downward- walking speed on ramps is always faster thaii upward walking speed.

_

Elabnrating on the_generaI issue
- of egress way capacity, the Code specifies

that although the fUndamental uni of exit width is 22 inches (0.56 m) for thepurpose of establiphing occupantiodg_limits; the minimum width required for
any egress way element. 113,28 inches (0.71 t). Several references to the avail-
able- technical literature support this feature of the -Cdde Fe* examplei__
Langdon-Thomas (1972) has expressed considerable_ concern over the possibility
that even the slightest obStruction to movement in means of_egressmay. have themost serious consequences.As aresults; he has recommended a minimum width of
30inches' (0,76.6). for individual egress Channels and_elements; Similarly, the
Fire - Protection- Handbook (NFPA; 1976) cites Frain'S (1971) findings_that while
adUlt_mentypically measure less than 20.7 inches (0.53 m) across the_shoulders;Additidnal:Allowances must be made for_clOthing (especially heavy winter

'clothihg)"and fdr bOdy_sway. Fruin.has suggested that the average adult Mod)/
ellipse" be taken as 24 inches, -or 0.61_ m. The Fire Protection Handbook further
cOhsIders the question -of side-to-side body 'Way; estimating sway on each side

..to be -.approXIMAtelY 1.5 inches_(0.04 m) under free flow conditions; and assuch
as 4 inches (0.10 m) on each side under_ more crowded conditions; particularly
on stairs. On the basis of such estimates, the Handbook recommends that egresschannel width be no less than 30 inches (0.76 m):

Oinally; Ce4de provisions governing the capacity of Me:4ns of egresEr_appear to befounded on certain assumptions concerning the linearity of pedestrian movement.h_general; a majority of investigations of pedestrian movement reviewed by MRS(1935) led the ,organization to conclude that; on the average;_people_moving
through_corridors or stair Ways_can beassumed to travel in linear file6.22
inches (0.56x1) wide. -According to NHS; the origin of this_ assumption lies in
.military experience. _Byextentioni_this line_of reasoning leads to the notionthat a. 44 inch (1.12 m) wide

channeladeqUately_supports movement by two linear.ides of pedestrians_.
_The_Fire:Protection_Hand-b-dok.(NFPAi 1976);_citing more

research by Fruin (1971),_ accepts the assumption that people tend to
trpvel_through egress ways in linear fileS4 This notion is further. supportedby Soviet research on emergency egress summarized by Roytmann (1969).

London Transport Board (1958) researchers report that they could not detect
this "lane". effect for footwayi_More than 48 inches (1.22 m) wide. However;
these investigators noted that for narrower stair ways and corridors flOWF-rate
was dependent on the number of available lanes of unit Width. The London
Transport Board also suggeStathatwidths_falling

between unit thltiples have
capacities that are not simply predicted by computing fractions under the"lane" model. For example; when a_center handrail was ihrroduced_in a stairwa-y
previously capable of perMitting three files.. abreast; the lane model. Suggestsa rednett-dh in the_stair's capacity by one third (since; presumably; the raileliminates one aisle). However; actual flow on the stair was reduced by a
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small amount, suggesting pedestrians walked in staggered, rather than purely
linear, files. In discussing the rationale for permitting credit only for
additional exit width increments of 12 inches (0.31 m), Appendix notes to the
Code also support the notion that flow may be meaningfully_ by provid-
ing sufficient space for staggered files. Galbreath (1968) interpreted the

Transport Board's data, discussed above, to suggest that staggered
(rather than ppre.y file-like) movement is most common, particularly when tail
buildings are beiig evocuated. The Institute of Traffic Engineers,(1964)
report finding no studies which actually verify the 22 inch (0.56 m) lane
effett, noting further that lanes of this dimension may be too narrowto permit
free flow pedestrian movement on stairs;

By far the most noteable challenge to the unit_Width conpepti_particularly as
this concerns the_grantingof credit for fractions of units, derives from the
work of Paula (1974, 1977, 1980). In his -study of some 40 evacuation drills in
high-rise office buildinga, Paulo notes that occupants did not moire down stairs
in a_highly reemented fashion, either shoulder-to-shoulder or even in stag-
gered files. Rather, pedestrian:4 obseered by Pauls_appeared_to make every'
effort to maintain a body buffer zone (similar to thebody ellipse concept
discussed by_Fruin),_even in cases where density was fairly high. Paulo sug-
gests that this spacing behavior_is influenced by such_factors as_type and
weight of clothing worn, occupants' cultural backgrounds, pedestrians' sex, and
their_social relationship with_nearby persons; Further, Paula argues that
shouIder-to-shoulder movement is rare on stairways narrower than 4.0 feet
(1.22 m). Where it does occur, according to Paula, it primarily involves
pedestrians trying to talk to one another.

Paulo also found that side-to-side body sway, and pedestrians' varying need for.
handrail support, influences movement behavior; on stairs. On the basis of his
research, Paula (1980) recommends a minimum width of 55 inches (1.40 m) for
stairs- normally subject to heavy use. This dimension takes body sway into
account, permits movement two-abreast, and allows convenient passing on the
stair.

As indicated above, Paula (1980) has paid particular.atteution to the_problem
of granting credit for fractions of egress width units. He has argued that
flaws down exit stairs tend to be proportional to atAir Widthi said that the
relation between width and flow is essentially linear. Thus, since each:addi7
tional inch of exit_width has the_potentiaI of increasing flow rate, each such
inch should be considered for credit under provisions of the -Code. At present,
thereader_will recall, one-half credit is given for extra width.from 12 to 21
inches (0.31 to 0.53 m);_no credit is givenfor_extra width'from 1 to 11 inches
(0.03 to 0.28 m). According to Paulo (1980), this step -like Xunction has no
basis in available empirical data, while the linear "effective width" model, on
the other hand, can be Justified both by Paule. own data and by those sported
much earlier by NBS (1935).

Sretigth41-reoknesses of the technical literature. A number of behavioral
assumptions underlying Code provisions which concern the Obtehtial effect-of
architectural barriers consider the influence of doorways and intermediate
mullions on egress flow rate. Most of the available data on flow through door
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ways (NBS, 1935; Togawa; 1955; Fruin; 1971; Meli and Booth; 1975) are based
on field observations made under conditions of no al building occupancy. 'A

number of difficulties arise; however; when these data are applied in analyses
of emergency egress situations. First the process by which occupants form
queues at docrways may itself be substantially influenced by cirstAstances
brought about by actual fire conditionsi While queuing regularly takes place
under normal occupancy conditions; it has been fowl to become somewhat dis-
orderly during some fires (as reported after the Berverly Hills Supper Club
fire); yet remain_orderly during others (as reported_after the Stouffer Inn
fire). Clearly, however, the assumption that door width and design alone
influence door flow characteristics seems misguided; and while door ways may
be examined'under nonemergency conditions; results of such tests may not be
predictive of emergency performance.

.

Second, while the code-writer may be tempted to draw causal inferences about
the role of exit design in achieving desired flow rates; available data derive
from studies_ lacking experimental_ controls which permit such inferences; at
best, these data report trends and correlations. Moreover, the available data
do not now permit the code-writer or analyst to estimate the probability with
'which a given exit width or door design will_be adequate under hypothetical__
emergency ceriditiOns. Thus, although a considerable amount of data are avail-
able_describing the flow_capacity of door ways; the technical basis for design-
ing door ways_toeccommodate overall emergency requirements remains weak. On
she other hand; a good deal of research is now available describing such spe-
cific phenomena as arching at dodrways (TogaWai 1955; Peschl; 1971; and others).

Although the effects of arching on egress time remain to be quantified, inves-
rigators' beliefs. that door ways within a certain width range often result in
0.rue-consuming queues and arches do appear to be supported.

Available literature concerning the potential effects of intermediate mullions;
door hinges, and other similar projections into'door, ways on door flow rates is
insufficient to support or refute Code provisions and their, mnderlying behav-
ioralassumptions. This is also true for doors which open against traffici_and
for mid-stream exit chnel width reductions. Research by Melinek and Booth
(1975)_and the_Londen Transport Board /1958)_provide the strongest indications:
that minor architectural obstructions_ have little or no effect on egress flow.
However; data reported by"these investigators were not collected under either
real or simulated emergency conditions. Here againi it is not possible to
assess whether emergency conditions exert additional forces on escaping occu-
pants; sufficient to alter the effects of otherwise minor obstructions to flow;

Code provisions pertaining to revolving doors and turnstiles are based largely
on recommendations by NBS (1935). Fruin_is the only other investigator to have
empirically addressed these elements. There_ presently exist no empirical
grounds upon which to challenge the pertinent-Code provisions.

Available literature describing the capacities ofstairs; ramps and_level ---

surfaces; while somewhat voluminous, has not developed in a cumulative manner.
To data; investigators have rarely-attempted.analytical comparisons among' their
findings, data collection, strategies and objectives frequently differ in subtle
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ways. and variables frequently have been defined inconsistently across
investigations. For example. Togawa and Otherinvestigators studied pedestrian
walking &peed in relation to density. defined as the number of, persons per unit
area. 7Fruin. on the other hand, studied speed and flow in' relation to area.
WhiCh he definee_a4 available area per person, thereciprocal of density.
Another shorteeting of this literature concerns ambiguities .imposed by data
collection techniques; For example, Atudies of pLdestrian walking speed usually
involvetiming pedestrians as they pass between two fixed points along'a_mea-
oared Linear path (e;g; A corridor). Although the length of the measured path
remaintil constant for all pedestrians, the. actual lengths of pedestrians'alove-
ment paths do not, since some pedestrians are more prone than others to deviate
from "purely" linear walking patterns. Thus._ if two pedestrians walk the mea-
sured patkin ple identical period of time, the recorded -speed of one will be
equal to that of the other, even- though their actual walkingpathd==and thereby
their actual walking speeds differ. Such ambiguittes make it difficult for
.thecode7writer or analyst to infer trends-dr..draw definitive conclusions from
published studies.

The work of Paula_0974. 1977 .departs somewhat fromthatof other researchers,
particularly in that he dpeCifically investigated fire exit drills in public
occupancy_buildings. According to Paula,_moreover.many occupants participating
in these drilla actually believed real emergencies to be in progress. ,Jn addi-
tion_to data concerning the time required to evacuate buildings differing-in=
heighrandunder a variety of egress scenarios (e.g. evacuation en- masse, ver-
sus "sudged- eVedUatibii), Paula also collected numerous dataon filar, video
tapei_and sound tape which deddribe klarge number of behavior patterns ocrAir-
ing aleng_egressroutes. Flows reported by Paula are in most -cases lower than -
those pu'lished by other investigators.. According to Paula, flo0 rates__
reported elsewhere are artificially high, Perhaps due to_the artificiality of
the situations studied. These differences between Paula' dataand_those reported
by_other researchers remain to be verified and explained empirically.

Paula' findings are often difficult to compare directly with those reported by
other investigators, primarily because Paulo usually reports walking speeds
and flows_down.stair ways in terms of -a- torus per unit time. This difference
poses seriousproblems_to.the analyst wishing to employ Paula' data, particu-_:
larly since story height may vary considerably between building typed; PaU110,
data, accordingly, appear most directly useable when applied to_high-rise
office -htdinge. More generally. iwever, the factthetPAUle flow data
under drconditiona (WhiCh in -some ways simulate emergen.y.events) appear
substantially -lower than those collected in transportation facilities and

.

elsewhere (under decidedly nonemergency conditions) gives cause to reeValuate
the present basis for computing bUilding occupant_loading'for the sizing means
ofegress._ _Given_the.significance,of PaUlefindings_to_goals_of the -Code, a
number of hiaatUdied warrant replication, particularly true where th-d-tede-
writer is:interested in making generalizations from Paula' data describing
office b:iildings to other occupancy categories.

Research_on_pedegtrian movement dewnratips involves methods and techniques
substantially ai&lar to -those employed in stair use research. Although
conclusions regarding pedestrian flow on ramps are analogous to those reported
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inconnection_with stairs, numerous studies; including those reported by NBS
(1935) suggest that pedestrian behaviot Oatterns_have more in common with move-
ment on level surfices than with movement on stairs; At ptetieht; most investi-
gators of ramp use report similar-findings concerning differences between pede-
strian perfoiltaance in ascent versus descent, although_ the precise.relationehip
between ramp slope and walking speed remains clouded by equivocal findingd;

Available data pertaining to assumptions about the linearity of pedestrian
movement and the long...accepted -standard" 22 inch (0.56 m) exit width unit are
problematic. As pointed otit_bY NBS (1935), the idea of studying_ pedestrian
movement in terms of linear files of standard width stems ftbM Military experi-
ence. But to what extent' is_regimented'military walking behavior generalize-
able to the movement ofbuilding occupants; either under normal or emergency_
conditions? Despite'met ogies1 shortcomings which at times tender Paula'
and:Fruin's data difficu t_to terpret and apply; their ideptification of
suet clearly observable pedestt n behavior patterns_as side-to-side body sway
and___personal space maintenance raise important questions AbOUt the,:Xialidity of
the current_ standard. On the other hand; available data alio.spggest that
under relatively high density conditions, escaping_ occupants may be willing_ta
forfeit comforts associated with personal space maintenance, and given little
freedom of choice within an egress_channel; may effectively follow linear
paths and move in files of unit width. Th4e, with no replacement_ for the 22"
unit clearly in view; the current standard should not be abandoned.

Paula has attributed the validity -of hid findings concerning egress behaviO_
down stairs, to a great extent; to the fact that many occupants of the bdildinga
he.studied believed that the drills were_actual emergencies, However; Pauls
has made this supposition on the basis of a telatiVely small sampte_of drill
participants, perhaps on the order of 10 percent. Moreover; these individuals
were not forced to escape in he presence of fire_products. no did_they_receive
such ambiguous signals aedistant shouts; etc:; which might haVe affected escape
behaviot (refer to Chapter 3 of -the present report). Indeed; the problem of
predicting behavior during dtilla remains unresolved; as noted in Chapter 2.
From a scientific perspective; Consequently; Paula' retommendation0 concerning
the design of_exitsto facilitate emergency escape should; perhaps, be viewed'
more as hypotheses than as statements of faCt. 126pH-cations of_Pauls' work;
both under more controlled conditions and under a wider range of occupancies
And emergency scenarios; are indicated.

7.4 SUMMARY OF CAPS IN THE TECENICAL LITERATURE

7.4.1 Research on the Influence of Arthitettural Bettieta-And Other Potential
Obstructions to Ecress Flow

The majority'of studies a ailabIe_destribe the influence of architectural
barriers and other obstructions ta,egress flow focus on pedestrian movement
through door ways. Provisions of the rode specify_the design of door ways on
the b-xsis of occupant loading criteria and available door width. One point 'on
which there is little equivocation in the literature is the finding that; under
conditions of relatively high occupant density, queues form as individuals wait
to pass through door ways. However; researchers have yet to study the questions
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OF htATI queue formation and processing influence egress time, and how_door_
Width specifications may be adjusted to compensate f'or time potentially
in queues.'

A closely related gap in thetechnical literature concerns thepredilection ofmost researchers to study pedestrianbehaVier_in relation to some one egress
way element (e.g. doors) in isolation. Indeed, the task of_exiting a_building
usually involves passing through_numerous door ways; as well as corridors,
stairs, and_lobbies; all of which are mire or less interrelated. When a queue
forms at a deer Way; for example, it is not merely 'fide through this door thatis affected: the capacity of the_preppdihgatair or corridor is being_taxed:as well. .FUture research-must

addreae_the ihterdependencies_between adjaentegress way elementa,_and provide guidelines for the deeigfi of effective
transitions between elements.

7.4.2 Research on the Floe. Capacity of Egress Channels

Flow rate has beenthe_Mostuniversally
accepted measure of the performanCe ofmeans of egress. Considerable work remains; however; to deVelop a standard

--atieteMent method._ In the absence of such a standarcli_it will continue to bedifficult to determine precisely -why data from various investigations oftendiiagree. For example, Paula and 'ruin each found different variables tointeract With_flow rate and walking epeed;,Tegawa fodWno such interaction
. effects. Similarly;although_Pauls and Frain have boOAdvocated an incorpora-tion of body sway and personal_space maintenance behavior into computations_ offlow capacity, there-remain neither standard measures nor verified models ofthese phenomena.

7.5 ISUNNARY

A number_of human behavioral assumptiehe underlying Code provisions whichgovern the capacity of means of egress were presented. These assumptions wereevaluated by reference to several_modele of pedestrian movement, data from lab-
oratory and field studies of walking behaiiior during normal occupancy Condi=tiens; and observations of stair use during fire exit drills in high-riseoffice buildings; With regard to_Code provisions affecting the design ofdoors, available technical literature support only those_assumptions concerningthe deleterious effects of partiCularly severe eonstrietions:or obstructions.
However; behavioral assumptions underlying provisions governing the design ofcorridors and stairs find Challenge within the technical literature. This isespecially true of provisions depending_onthe validity of assumptions aboutthe linearity of- pedestrian movementwi.dthe 22 inch -(0.56 m) unit width stan-dard. Because there remain differences in reported data describing pedestrianbehavior on stairs and:level surfacep; inconsistent definitions of important'4aritiblea, and nonstandardized techniques for measuring the performance ofmeans of egress, it is not-now possible to either support or refute existingprovisions and their underlying

behavioralassumptions on the basis of theavailable technical The most important objectives for futureresearch on the subject of the_capiCity of means of egress are:_(1) the develop-ment and validation of standardized measures and measurement methods, and (2)
the systematic analysis of complete egress systems emphasizing transitions
between meaps of egress elements.
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
/

,, ALThe primary objective, of the investigation had been to asoeps available research
pertaining to the_exit facility design and emergendyestape providions of the
NFPA Life_Salety-Code (1976 Edition)iin-O-rder. to diteriin+ the technical sup'
port for such provisions. The central foci of the-investigation ire the ticie-
based capabilities of building occupanta-xo effect rapid lbacti tionik,'in relit.-
tion to evacuation time available duringtfires. A number of f nctionat criteria
(e.g. maximum travel distance,,building configuration, remote ess Of extts, and
barriers to egress flow) are examined in relation to Code prOvisionsinfluencing =s,

the design of means of egress, and fire protection ailT157Otective-signaIing syb-.
tems for places of assembly; residential occupancies, mercantile occupancies.
and business occupancies. Provisions affecting fire exit drill'and building
management practices are also considered.

.

. f
To effectively treat this broadproblem;_the current report organized CbAt__
Provisions and related techni'cal discussions ii*..relatien:to areas of potential
impact: provisions affecting pre-emergency training and preparation "(Chapter
2), occupants' perception_ofthe emergency environment and recognition i-,f --It'

egress facilities (Chapter 3); egress Strategi, tormation(Chapter 4)i disci-
plined egress behavior and crowd movement (Chapter 5), occupants' capabilities
to safely and rapidly negotiate egress ways (Chapter 6), and the capacity of
means of egress (Chapter 7);

-

Within each chapter; provisions of the Code which have a'- common area of
otential impact;-and human behavioral aaatiMptiOna'tinderlying'these provisions;

are presented. The technical literature bearing on these provisions and
assumptions is reviewed, including refdrances_to.applicable_theories and models,
pertinent empirical data from published experiments and field studies; and
where appropriate, journalistic or anecdotal accounts of actual fire events.
The va idity and generalitability Of findings presented in the literature are
dikehsedi.and the riegree of technical support currently available for egrega
proviioni_of the -Cede is evalusted. Finally; each chapter provides a summary
of_ga s in the technical literature, recommending specific areas requiring
additional reseach. The reiainde- of Chapter 8 summarizes -Code provisions,
behavi Tel assumptions, techniCal Ateratare; a' recommendations presented in
each of the substantive chapters of the report.

1.
8.1 SELE&ION OF_COM_PACNTSIONS

Coda provisions addressing occupants: "readiness" forltre emergency situations
were selected for analysis; emphasizing proViaions forthe;conduct of fire exit
drills which appear in Chapter 17 (Operating Features) of the Life Safety'Code.
Provisions selected_forstudy_arepresented_in_Section 2.1 of the report. A
number of provisions are noted which potentially influence_accupanta' perdep-
tiandaf the_emergency environment and their recognition Of egreaefacilities.
The principak_sourcesbfthese provisions were Chapters 5 (Means Of Egress) and
6 (Features and Fire Protection). of the Cede.__Provioions selected for analysis
are enumerated in Section 3.1 of the present study; Once occupants have_deter-
mined that a fire emergency progress, they must decide on a specific
course of action. When a decision in made to evacuate, in ,egress stetegy must
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_="K..be formulatedand acted upon A number of_Code provisions were found whichpotentially affect Occupants' cognitive behavior and their ability to takeeffeetiVe decisions leading to Onceessful emergency oatapa. These provisionsLre drawn primarily from Chapter 5 (Means-of Egress) of'the Code, andare pre-sented in Section 4.1 of the current report. Problemsaisociated with emergency escape-during fires in public occupancy- buildings areA:iften complicatedby -the fact that occupants are members of social groupings which may vary quite,Widely with regard toanumber of characteristics; Hence, the Control ofsocial interactions during_fires may be a_desired outcome of building manage-ment, and to some extent planning and design as-well. A number of provisions,drawn pil.6arily from Chapters 5 (Means of- Egress) and 17 (Operating Features);___are noted which_ potentially influence
social behavior in the emergency environ-Menti_and_are shownin_Section'5.1 of the report.__Provisionii,intended to1 minimize human physiological

itapediMenta to the safe and tapid_Use of egressways were seleetediprincipally
from Chapter 5 (Means -of- Egress) of the Code.These are presented: in 6.1 of-the report. Finally, those provisions ofChapter' -5nf the Code which focus on the carrying capacity Ofgreas way ele-ments; and which_Ltay_Tubstantially

influence the_efficiency with whiCh buildingsare evacuated, are presented for analysis in Section 7.1 of the present study.'
8.2 UNDERLYING-BEHAVIOHAI. 'ASSUMPTIONS

Provisions of the Code were selected frit analysis because of certain assumptionsconr:erninithe potential affect -of Code coMpliance on_escape performance_during'fixe emergencies. That ia,_ when designers or building_ officials makedesign or CoMpliance
decisionsith respect to Many Code provisions, they ao

average,- occupants
in the underlying_beliethaoh

the aserage,_oCnts will respond_pro-perlY, and that compliance with such provisions
thereby_increases:the like-*hoqd. that occupants will survive fires. Initially, the projeCt staff hypoth-edited a set of humanbehavioraI assumptions pertaining to._:Code provisionsWithin each impact area; Then,_a_procedure was establithed for submitting this-met for. expert peer review (-note Appendices A'and B_of the current report. Thep ect staff:accepted_behavioral assumptions asmodified during the peerrev -4-process as the best cUrtently_availabie.description

of human behavioralpatt ins tasUMed to underlie selected proViaions of-the-Code.

Chapter 2 of the report addresses pre==emergency training and preparation.Human behavioral assumptions found to underlie_ pertinent Codeprovisionscluatered'into four subsets, including: (1) the ability to Olkodict occupantresponse-a-during actual fires, (2) the transfer of responses learned duringfire exit drills to actual fire
situations,-,(3)-j_occupants' attitudes toward..,fire'dicit drills, and (4) the ancomodation of training predednres to diversefire scenarios. Specific assumptions are given in Section 2.2.

'chaptet 3-of the report treats proVisions
affecting occuparit0 perception ofthe emergency environment_and their recognition of egress facilitiet. HumanbehaVioral assumptions underlying related Code provisions_ clustered into thefollowing anbsets:_ (1) the effect of door and window design oh egress_routeidentificatIon; (2) the effect -of illuminationlevel

on egress route identifi-cation, (3--the role of signagWi'and directional information in- egress routerecognition, and_(4) the ability of andible_and visual alarm aignals_to effec-tively alert building occupants to 'a'fire threat. Refer to Section 3.-2.
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Chapter 4 considers Code provisions which may influence the ways building
occupanti formulate emergency escape strategies during fires. Underlying
behavioral assumptions_ concern: (1) occupants' capacities to process informa-
tion about the location and function of means of egress; and (2) occupant's
abilities to determine the safest and most accessible escape route under
stressful and life-threatening conditions. See Section 4.2.

Code provisions considered in Chapter 5 of the zurrent report potentially
affect_ disciplined emergency escape_and crowd_movement._ Three categories of
hintan behavioral_. isumptions were found to underlie such (1) the
influence of designated leadera_on escape time during fire emergencies,
(2): pedestrian_movement Idder high density occupancy conditions, and (3) the
effeetsof building configuration and architectural barriers on efficient,
crowd.movemont; These assumptions are presented in Section 5.2.

Chapter 6 deals_with-the physical ravabilities of occupant-6 to safely and
\rapidly negotiate egress ways._ adman behavioral_assumptions underlying Code
provisions_which potentially influence such capabilities cluster in threecate-
gories1 (I):the:extent to_whiCh accidents such as slips; missteps, or fillet
which may occur while people negotiate pedestrian waysi. impede flow along
Corridors, stairs, and ramps and through door vfays,_(2) the degree to_which
stress and fatigueimpair_walking behavior and increase the time required for
safe escape, and (3) the influence of door and other_hardware design upon occu-
pants' Abilitieto_rapidly operate elements cempriaing means of 'egress. Note
assumptions in Section 6.2.

Finally; -Code provisions treated within Chapter 7 concern the capacity of means
of egress-. Two categories of behavieral assumptions appear to underlie-these
preVisions._ These are: (1) the influence Of_architechtural barriers and other
potential obstructions on egress flow, and (2) the flow capacity Of egress ways.
Refer to Section 7.2.

8L3 TECALNICAL_MMENTARIES
; =

Therough reviews of-the theoretical, empirical,Anid jeurnalistic literature
applicable to Cod-e- provisions and_their underlying human behavioral assumptions
were- conducted. These reviewsmade_it possible to state, in technical terMs;
the fundamental _lure of various facets. of the emergency escape_problem, to
explain behavioral enomena known_to occur during fire emergencies, and to
assess -the state-of-. e-art of-technical data Whith either support -or refute.
ttie -CO-de- provisions under study.

8.3.1 Problem Statements

Code provisions affecting pre-emergency training and preparation are intended
to maintain occupancies at a sufficient state of emergency readiness, to reduce
the likelihood of maladaptive responses during actual fires, and to minimize the

. time required by occupants to either escape buildffis or move to refuge ,areas.

In gneral, these provisions are based on the assumption that behavior patterns
learned during7,:2".ining situations transfer to actual emergencies, and thereby
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result in effective behavior during real fire_events. Problems addressed Within
Section 2.3.1 of the current reeort concern the_validity of this supposition, as
well as other questions Abeht the value of pre-emergency preparatioh and
training.

Under certain conditions, the deSign and_provision of emergency exiting
facilities may directly affect oCedpante'_perceptions of the emergency environ-
meet,_aswell as their recognition, and. subsequent_useof_these facilities.
Chapter 3 treats _Code- provisions intended to achieve easily identifiable egress
Ways, facilitate rapid and accurate dedape_reute determination, and to confirm
occupants' awareness of_immediate_fire conditions._ These provisions presuppose
causal relationships between the deaign of architectural features, and such
Attributes of emergency escape performance as stimulus detection, situation
definition, and egrees_strategy formulation; The verifiability of this_suppo-
sition, the validityof causal telationshiiarbetween Op; cal design and escape
performance, and_the_availability of empirical support fo -applicabIeCode
provisions are the chiefproblems outlined with Segtion,3. 1.

-

Additional Code provisions are intended to assure that occupants_are not
entrapped in the_event that any single exit route becomes blocked by fire pro-
ducts, that occupants will not betode unnecessarily confused if exits are not
immediate_accessible,,and that escapees do not overshoot discharge points along
any escape route; Decisions whichoccupants_must make concerning the formula-
tion and revision of escape strategies are often:required_on a number of Otta-
sionaduring the emergency event; Design provisionswhich_potentially affectthe quality of.occupant0 egress strategies presuppose that escaping occupants
obtain information vital to decisioemakihg from_the social and physical envi-
ronments during the course ofd the fire event; Technical problems associated
with these issues are presented in Section 4.3.1 of the report;

A number of Code- proVisions_are intended to assure that emergency egress from
public buildings will be orderly Ahd well organized, and that maladaptive crowd
behavior which could lead to panic or abnorMally lengthy_escape time_will be
unlikely; The special problems associated with crowd behavior and the implica-
tions of building design for crowd Management are int6duced in Section 5;3;1;i

Whether or not building occupants can safely-and rapidly negotiate egress ways
may be substantially affected by tbejlensZrimotor capabilities of these 1.h-di-
vidUale._This effect is potentially influenced by_a number_of building design
provisions treated in motet 6 of_the current report; Section 6;3;1 intro-
dimes the problem of accomodating human performance capabilities in egress
design provisions of the Code.

Cede provisions governing the-capacity of means of egress_are intended to assurethat exit ways_canadequitely carry anticipated occupant loadsduring fire emer-gencies. To accomplish this purpose requires not only that exit ways are Of-
sefficientdimensioni_buc-that their desigh and arrangement minimizes opportuni--,ties for blockage4and tither impediments to rapid egress flow. Sectien 7.3.1_
of the report presents the problem of evaluating exit way_capacity, in view of
occupants' sensorimotor capabilities and the dynamics of fire situations;
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8;3.2 Behavioral Models

Theorite,models;_and concepts from the behavioral sciences and other pertinentdisciplines provide an imp-ortant framework for understanding_ fire emergencyevents and_for guiding the deVelbOment of more effective design solutions.__
_Consequently, they provide a useful basialfor evaluating Code provisions Whichpotentially impact occupant performance during fires.

In evaluating the_effectiveness 44 pre-emergency training and preparation;three models drawn from the paydhology,..of'learning appear to Offer insights use-ful in understanding
relationshipa bet4ien training_and behavior dnritig actualemergencies; These Medels lie the instrumentalconditioning; social learning,and cognitive models.

InattuMental conditioning is based on the assumption'
that an_individual; through reinforcement -in the form of.reward: or IJUilishment;acquires connectionsbitWeen spieific environmentalevents or stimuli and par-titular behavioral responses. Steisming from instrumental concepts, social. learning eephasizes_the importance of social environmental stimuli'td thebehaviorof anyindividual.__According to the sociallearning model; the behav7illiior of others may have considerable influence over the behavior of an observingdividual, who may -find imitative and vicarious behavior to beijositiVelyr inforcing; Setial learning also suggests that in#iduals often, depend uponothers,. in the immediate environment for help in achieving goals. in contrast;the cognitive_ model_treati learning as a developmental_process by whith infor-mation from the environment is assimilated; interpreted;_and_applied_by indivi-duals as-they continuously make detidiens essential to effective thVitoft entalactomodatiOn. 'According to_one popular approach to cognitive learning; _ndiVi-duals are thought to test their own mental image; or "cognitive map"_of n

47
event (Which may or may not he accurate or-_ rrect) against the leality of theevent- beigg confronted. ,Here -an individu 'a success in negotiating the eventMay well_depend upon the "fit" between the ognitive map (the Mental guide forbehavior) and the actualeverit; as well as on the individual's ability to_Make_rapid mid-stream correcr.lons,--the cognitive map. These models are consideredin detail in Section 2;3;2;

Three theoretital_explanations of human perception provide insights to_occupants''.,perceptions of_emergency environmenta and_their recognition of egreati facilities.These are psychological field theory, environmental information processingtheory, and signal detection theory. Psychological field theory (or "Gestalt"psychology) posits that_physitai objects are always viewed against a backgroundwhich provides varying degrees of contour; contrast, and boundary to the object;Characteristics_of the backgtouUd field_may substantially inflUenCe the claritywith which an object is perceived; With its origins in Gestalt psychology,e environmental, information proteesing theory suggests a mechanism by4d0hich indi-viduals interact with their physical Surroundings, simultaneously extracting_ _information from them and contributing to their change. Based on psychophysicalre/earth; signal detectiontheory_posits that environmentalstimuli muaZ contin-ually compete with other; less relevant,, stimuli. Further distussienUf these*approaches is provided in Section 3;2.2;

Environmental information processing Appears to provide the Most useful'-conceptual framework for under&tandinvemergenty egress:strategy formation;This model holds that sociophySi:Al settings supply individuals With at least
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as much_information as Any person_can_effectivali; proceos_and use, irrespectiveof whether the available information is of:sufficient quality or quantity topermit successful event negotiation., Acterdingly, fire situations can be con-ceptualized as situations in which escaping
occupants continuously seek outinformation they need to make effectiVe behavioral decisions. addition tothe generatframtWeri posited_ by the

envirefidental_informationprotegaing model,ii_number:of other/Bedell* Which describe processes by which information isstored, retrieved and utiIized,_nnd_WhiCh illuminate potentialidpediments toinformation processing, were also considered within Section 4.3.2;

Models of:gtod0 behaviori drawn from the field of social psychology, provide aframework for undtratanding:prWiMs
which may Arise when large groups of __4,people attempt to escape publte:buildings during fires. The outcome-dependencemodel, for example, suggestrhat: individuals and groups for which SOMe_informa-tion dependency.exista_eelY_upon other people perteived_to be better informed(e.g.,visterdto office, buildings_maY0:during_a fire,-, depend upon werkers_inthe building whom theyl!eipect to be much more familiar with exit 1etati609).__The imitation model

suggedtathatunder'certain tirehalstanCes individuals willcopy behaviors exhibited by other persona they_perceiVetebe role models. Thereward-exthange tedelposits that_an Individual Will interact with others onlyto_the_ixtent_that the products of such interactionarejerceived to be congru-ent with the individuai!s own objecyiVta. The environmental space model is',.based on anthropological
research afid-tocuses on individuals' apparent tited_totircuMscribe territories for themselves. These territories may be_useful'asprotective boundaries between,dn individual and_other persons in the immediateenvironment. Consequently,_atcording to the model, individuals strive COmaintain personal space buffer zones. Relationships between such models. andproblems associated with disciplined egress behavior and crowd movement duringfire emergencies are treated more fully:in Section 5.3.2.

Models stemming frOM research in human factors - psychology and biomethanics areuseful in_explaining ectOpantsrperformahce capabilities undot various circum-stances which may arise duringbdildingefires. The man- machine and feedback-loop models suggest, for example, that in the process_ of negotiating an egressday,,,_an individual conducts perceptual, tactile; and_kinesthetic tests ofenvtronmental:tenditions, while receiving feedback from the envirendent-cencern-ing'its state.' The cybernetic model of neurophysiological coding suggests thatstressors frotathe environment interact with human neurological processes, andmay interrupt et overload individuals' abilities to cope with'envirohMental Astress: The bipmechanital_model describes the human body as a highly complex_,structure consisting of numerous mass- spring- damper elements. Such a Conceptu-alization of the body_appeirs
useful -in describing the_wai a person negotiateselements of egress ways (e.g. stairs) or operates pertinent architecturalhardware (e.e6 detore);.. These models axe the subject of Section6.3.2.

Models adopted from both the physical and behavioral sciences are usefuianconceptualizing the performance of means of egress and for predicting thitr _tapicities. The particle model treats edergendy egress_.as being directly anal-ogous-to evacuating ball bearings from a funnel-shaped bin. In the hydraulic,model, the movement of masses et people through complex
building configurationsis viewed is; analogous to the gravify-induced

movement of a ftufr-through a
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system ofpipesi_valves, and catch basini. The gaseous model has been suggested
. to describe low density pedestrian_ movement, under conditions where individuals
exercise considerable freedom of choice. Although not itself a descriptive
model, the psychological concept of personal space, which posits individuals'
needs to maintain protective buffer zones around themselves, is useful in under-
standing limitations to the capacity of egress ways. These models and concepts .

are discussed in relation to Code - provisions affecting the capacity of meads of
egress in more detail in Section 7.3.2.

8.3.3 Asiessment of Behavioral Assumptions Based on the Technical Literature

Pre-emergency training and preparation; A review of the. literature pertaining
No.provisions add assumptions concerning pre-emergency training and preparation
yielded mixed conclusions. In many instances, assumptions in this 4rea imply_
that panic is a likely outcome of fire emergencies. However, the term "panic"
licks a widely accepted technical definition; Controlled social psychological
laboratory experiments have shown panic-like responses to result when time-to-
escape is perceived to be insufficient, and when leadership is unavailable.
Journalistic accounts of actual -fires have also recorded panic -like behavior
under similar conditions. On the other hand, post-incident technic41 studies
of fires have shown that such panic is a rather infrequent occurrence:- -fthav-
ioral assumptions underlying pre-emergencY training and preparatiom-provisions
of the Code also imply that the threat of panic may be reduced through fire
exit drill training. _A number of-postincidentstudieasupport-this-notion,_
although no direct evidence of a relationship between drill training-and panic
reduction is currently available in the technical literature.

.

The question of whether behavior patterns learned during exit drilla nd other
formb of pre-emergency preparation transfer to actual emergency cond tions,has
been considered by a number of investigators. -.However, there remai s no empir-
ical evidence of a transfer of training from exit drill performance to emer-
gency_ egress behavior. _Some fire researchers have also noted the importance of
exit drill freeepcy, although no empirical evidence currently_exists
demonstrating the effect of drill frequency on performance during actual emer-
gencies. Two incidents recordeciiin the literature actually question the
benefit of frequently7conducted exit drills.

Virtually no technical data are presently available describing occupants'
attitudes tndrills and drill participation) or illuminating the relationship
between occupants' attitudea and their performance either in drills or actual
emergencies. The problem of accbmmodating training procedures to the peculiar,-
ities of individual occupancies also has been noted in both the Code and the
literature._ To date= -most research on drill effectiveness has been conducted
in 'occupancies with distinct leadership hierarchies (e.g. nursing homes), and
results of studies in these occupancies may not generalize to other building
types_(e.3. shopping malls). In summary, the technical literature neither uni-
versally supports the behavioral assumptions underlying Code provisions affect-

ing pre-emergency training and preparation, nor supports specific alternatives.

Perceptions of the emergenty_entamment. Available technical data are
insufficieht to :either support or refute most assumptienns underlying Gods
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provisions pertaining to occupants' perceptions of emergency 'environment and

to o the effect of door and window design on route perception

their recogniti of egress faciIities. Variousatudies appear to refute
assumptions con_erning emergency alerting signals. Extreme* few technical
data pertaining'
were found. Virtually none of these data specifically addressed problems asso-
ciated with emergency egress. Similarly; very little research concerning the

i effect of illumination level on egtebf, route perception has been conducte4;
and it is not now possible to either confirm or refute the minimum illumination
level currently specified in the Code.

_

A number of experiments have been conducted to examine visibility under Smoke
condit/ons. However various methodological difficulties make it difficult to
interpret findings frovtbeSe studies. Mbreover; conclusions about optimal ..
visibility distance, particidarly under smoke conditions, remain somewhat -.

equivocal. The Cede provision specifying a maximum switchover delay betWeen.
standard and emergency'llighting, and its antecedent human behavioral asadd0-.
tion, are supported by available psychophysical_literature on light-dark adap-_ _ _

tatidh. It should be noted', however, that the literature reports dataIr
laboratory experiments lacking many of the ambiguities and atimulkwhiCh
be present during actual fire emergencies. '

I-

Current knowledge about the effectiveness of signs and visual informatIOA is
based upon laboratory experiments designed to test:the visibility.andunder
standabiiity of such signage. However; little is known about hoW.40d.Wbether;
directional signege is actually used by_escaping_occupants during fire situa-
tions. The question of whether the visibility of directional signs is impaired
by smoke has been specifically oonsidered in the literature. Although the
available data are not extensive; they do suggest that such signs, while commonly
positioned overhead, would, he more easily seen under smoke conditions if ,-

poditioned.within two to three feet (0.61 to 0.92 m) from the floor.

A number of toxicological investigations have considered potential effects of ( :

carbon*monexide (CO) on information perception and reaction time. .11bWever;
research With human subjects is not sufficient to warrant useful'conc usions at
this time.

, ,

.

A small number of studies are available, describing the Wectiveness of arrows
in war-finding; although no data have been found which show the effects of fixed
directional arrows_onemergency_egress behavior and time. Data from highway
research suggests that human subjects respond more quickly to graphic symbols
than to information presented on Verbal;signa. No data were found iddicating
whether or not this is also true for pedestrians. Similarly; no data are Cur- !".f
.rentiy available to suggest that verbal .71.166(IT" signs deter occupants from
making incorrect egress route-decisions; or that the ,presence of such signs
reduces overall building evacuation time.

Much of the literature reporting data on the effectiveness of audible and.
visual fire alarmsignals_atithefrom nonexperimental post-incident investiga-
tions of actual fire events., These studies inditatethatM.ArM signals are
frequently, not perceived by occupants as signaiiniran;adtpitilemergency. A
number of sociological investigations of large7-scale natural-disasters, as
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well as journalistic accounts of fires; support_this notion. These findings
tend refute the behavioral assumption that Alare signals will effectively_
initiate prompt and' purposeful emergency_egress actiotn; which tends to underlie
a number.of Code provisions. The effeCti4ecess of_visual alarm devices;
important to hearing - impaired building7Occupantd; hat) not been examined in the
literature.

Regarding the quality at alarm signals; a number of investigators have suggested
that responseselicited_bY_Minual alarm bells tend to be ambiguous and confused.
These researchers note that upon receipt of Such Alarms; occupants -are often
observed attempting to seek additional information; rather than taking prompt
action to evacuate. tin the Other hand; a smallnUmber of anecdotal accounts of
actual fires point to victims who; having Seen orheard an alarm signal;_formu4
lated an effective egress strategy;_and subsequently escaped unharMed. Gen7
erally; however; available techniCal evidence_suggests little support for the
assumptions that alarm devices; once activated, will provide unambigous emer-7
genCy information, or that they Will reduce overall escape time;

A'

Egt-eiwiErategy_tormation. Taken as a whole; available tethnidal data are not
sufficient to either support orrefutebehavioral assumptions underlying Code
provisions which mayinfluence the ways oteupenta formulate emergency escape
strategies. However, the_ psychological literature does clearly indicate that
occupying a burning building can be a highly stressful; if not life-threatening
event; requiring indiNlduais to make complex and potentially very costly deci-
sions under severe temporal and environmental constraints; and under, pressing
physiological demands.

As of the current investigation, there are few technical data available
directly relevant co assumpsions about occupants'. capacities)to rapidly and"
effectively procesand utilize information conceding the location and func-
tion of meansof_egress.Iii general; questions about hscaping occupants
make specific route choices; or about the kinds of infermation they sought from
the environment have not been raised -by fire experts; Findings from empirical
investigationaof_way-finding in buildings_indicate that floor plan complexity
and_the_visibility of route elements; are key predictors of wayfinding, success.
These findings, however; contrest_With data from post-incident fire studies
which suggest occupants' familiarity with building layout and exit locations
to be the chief predictor of effective emergency escape:

.

Few_data are available from thejield-lof fiA research that are useful in
evaluating the asaumption that,Occupants are capable of effectiVely determining
the.safest and most accessible escape routes while exposed7t6 :the paytholOgica/
stresses produced during fire emergencies: Findings_frot seemingly -pertinent.
psytholegical and toxicological experiments conducted under narrowly defined_
laboratory simulatione,:moreover, may be difficult to generalize to, actual fire
situations; partAybecaOse of the:itprectiCiility end immoralley of_conducting
research-in whith human subjects_areexpoded to actual or potential:life_

Studied building fires as a special class of events, And hence; generalizationsi
thre ts. 'Furthermore, psychological investigators hate -not systematically

from psyCholOgitlinVeatigitions_Of decisionmaking and behavior under stress
4_ life threats: re'little more than Untested hypotheses about responses during,
Iires. ResearSh:on natural disasters has also addressed the effects of stress
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on decisionmaking and escape route choice; Although this work has_not
specificaily attempted to clarify methanisms_by_which environmentaltitressors
prevent or inhibit effective decisionmaking during emergency situations; ithas generally found that under duchconditions decisionmaking is Mere timeconsuming.

Disciplined egress and-creffd-M6Venient.
Behavioral assumptions regarding'__leadership and direction-taking behaviOri_two important aspects cf disciplined

egress and crowd movement during emergencies, appear to be at least partiallysupported by available tethnital literature. In particular;. most researchers
_concur in the belief that under

many eircumstancea; individuals and groups tendto follow directions from strong and clearly perceiVed leaders or authorityfigures. _However; some criticism of the preparedness of assigned leaders, or"fire wardend,"has_appeared in the fire literature. Moreover; there existvirtually no data either 64.i.pyrting or refuting the assumption that the pre- .=genteand actions of specially trained emergency managers facilitates orderly_building evacuatioi and shortens overall egress time. What little is currentlyknownabout the toe of such personnel stems from aviation research on the eva-cuation of commercial' aircraft eabins.Grounds for generalizing fred such_experiments to much larger scale building evacuations have not been established.,

The literatures of social and environmental psychology provide importantsources of data_for eValuating assumptions aboutpededtrien movement under highdensity occupancy conditioned. Investigators from these diatiplinee havesuggested thatcognitive overload; frustration, and_increased arousal tend tocharacterize the high dendity occupancy experience for many individuals. How-eVer, it is_not now known how theaefactors_influence emergency egress behavior--patterns. Someinvestigators_have suggested_that increased psychologicalarousal,, and related maladeptiVe behaviori my result from entreachments uponan individual's personal space envelope. Yeti at least one researcher notesthat during life threating emergencies; people may be quite willing to foregoall but the most essential personal space.

The orderly evacuation of large numbers of occupants frOM public buildingsimplies that once individuals Mire ctually exitgd .to the oUtdoora,they willremove themselves_a sufficient d ante fromthe structure to permit persons'behind them to exit as Well. I ed, the Code provides that pt5lic.occupancy:-bdildings_be designed bo that e itadischarge either to_istreet or to an_L-eawith sufficient holding capaci y. In conforming to_auch provisiont,buildirgdesigners may havetti assume t at once occupants exit atrUcturaithey_will infact remove themselyea from t e immediate vicinity of the point-;6f diacharge.
Specificinvesr.;gtions of exit discharge under naturalistic conditions do netappear_16"the_littratUre. However; a number of post - incident fire:investtga-
titins (very few of which dealt withpUblic occupancy buildings) had indiCatedthat re-entrY'by_some evacueesis not uncommon. No research has been condUctedto ascelp the 'influence of re-entrants upon the egress per...for-Mance of otherottujign4s. Re-:entry is a kek;lasue because_it

introduces the potential problemof twoway traffic in egress waysi a subject largely ignored by the Code;

Behavioral assumptions concerning
potentialeffects_of_architecturpl barrierson crowd movement Were eV/dilated with reference to findings from studies of
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pedestrian_ movement and crowd flow phenomena; In general, available:data
indicate that ouch minor egresslway constrictions as might result from Stair
railings; door hardware; etc.; do not measurably impair_the performance of
occupants using means of egress. The perceived complexity
floor plan may; however, infIdente escape time._ This conclusion is evidenced;
In part; -by research suggesting that paths Whith contain bends and turns are
frequently perceiVed by experimental subjects to be longer than Itnear pAtha
of_equal length. On the other hand; AVAilable data do_appear to support
behavioral assumptions underlying Code provisions specifying maximum forces
required to open doors and to manipulate panic hardware; To date, however,
Jesearchers_conducting post incident iiiVeStigations:of fire)evento have not
addressed the question:of_Whether.either escape route complexity
tecturaI obetructiont ihflUente actual emergency egress performance.

.

The assumption_thitmeans of egress will in fact be maintained clear and fully
available for immediate twergehty use .cannot now be evaluated by reference to
'technical data, Similarly; while anecdotal accounts have occasionally cited
potential- conflicts between building security and emergency egress objectives
(e.g. journalistic reports of escaping occupants who have encountered locked
exit doors); such conflicts have not as yet been systematically :investigated by
researchers.

Occupants' capabilities to safely and__rapldlyhegbtiate_egress_waVs._ The
torrent' investigators found considerable contradiction in available data
describing occupants' capabilities to negotiate egress ways. Consequently;
specific conclusions about either the validity of behaVforal assumptions or the
efficacy of Code preVidions:which affect such capabilities cannot be drawn. For
example, a numberkbf_behavioral deaUMptionsiconcern the notion that accidents
(e.g. slips; falkft) along means _of egress may impede flow along such elements
as corridora-wriiira, ramps, and through door ways. Investigators haveatadi-elni',
stair risertotread ratios; surface friction, and other_physical characteris:
tics. of egress ways to determine potential causes of accidents. however; the
accident literature has failed to reach_consensus on the causes of slips,' mis
atepa; and falls;_has presented no statistically significant correlation between:
accident_ratesand Aurface friction; and presents contractory conclusions
regarding the role of stair riser to tread ratios in stair accidents; Moreover;
specific_effects_of occupant accidents during emergency evacuations has never
been systematically investigated. As a_result; it is not possible to_deterMine
whether mishaps - -which may impede overall egress flow in -means of egress--occur
With greater frequency during stressful emergency situations, or to what degree
they adversely affect overall escape time.

_The -Cade requires that handrails -be provided on stairs under the assumption that
handrails will facilitate the safe and rapid negotiation of egress ways
least in_parti_reducing the likelihood of missteps, slips; and falls. However;
the available literature does not permit specific conclusions concerning th4
provision of handrails; particularly intermediate handrails which may bt
required for stairs wider than 88 inches (2;24 M).

Research ou ramp negotiation inditateS that ramp_slope_may affect the ease;
Speed, and safety with which pedestrians use such facilities. The literature
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on ramp use has , however, specifiCally considered surface friction in
sufficient technical detail to permit useful conclusions to be drawn at this
time.

Physiological stress and fatigue may also affect occupants' capabilities to
safely and rapidly negotiate egress ways, and assumptions concerning these
phenomena often underlie design provisions of the -Code. Technical data rele-
vant to fire egress situations stem primarily frOis animal and human toxicolo-
gical research, and from laboratory experiments in human perception. AnecdOtal
accounts reported by fire victims provide additional insight. Several well-
controlled studies have demonstrated the deleterious effects of prolonged CO
exposure on both visual and psychomotor performance. However, the low level
dosages required to-the conduct of experiments using human subjects, and the
unrealistic design of any toxicological experiments, has led to findings which)

are often contradicted by the reported experiences of fike victims. Moreover,
limited data from laboratory experiments and field studied on human behavior
in smoke-filled environments are contradicted by a number of journalistic
accounts.of fire victims' experiences.

Potential effects of multiple toxicants (which may combine chemically to
produce additional physiological stressors) on emergency egress performance
have ,not been systematically studied by researchers. Heat stress; another
important.consideration, also has been the subject of physiological investiga-
tion; However, the focus of this work has been on long-term endurance under
nonemergency conditions, and -hence it is difficult to draw specific conclusions
from these studies which would be pertinent to the prcblems of building fires.

Smoke_conditions_potentially influence visibility. While a number of studies
have described the effect of variation in smoke density upon_ visibility dis7
tance; no data are available establishing a direct relationship between smoke
density_and various factors contributing to escape performance. Several
researchers have suggested, however,_that impaired visibility can trigger other
forms of physiological and psychological stress, which may in turn adversely
affect egress performance.

The present rex4movof tbe technical literature yielded limited useful
information_concerning potential effects of dead-end corridors on egress time
The assumptions that acrophobics'may impede flow on outside egress stairs is
based on current clinical judgment, although the effects of acrophobia under
life threatening conditions remain little understood and are presently the
subject of controversy among clinicians.

In conclusion, the literature on respiratory, visual, and thermal stress and
fatigue report data which -sire often only indirectly relevant to analyses of
emergency egress_performance. In virtually no cases do research findings
point unevivocally to any single explanation or solution. However, findings
reported in the literature appear lo contradict behavioral assumptions under-
lying relevant Code provisions.

The capacity_of means_of egress. Data reported in the technical literature
permit few clear conclusions regarding the effects of architectural impediments
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and other obstructions_on egress flima. For exemple; doors are pote a
impediments to pedestrian movement along corridors'and between elehintri of
egress routes. Estimates of_ can pedestrian flow through doors ranging fromI30.2I)ers/min/22 inchunit( .90 pets /Se/M) to 58.8 pers/min/unit (1.75 pers/
sec/m) have- appeared in th literature; (the tbde suggests that 60 pets /thin/
unit, or 1.78 pers/sec/m; can pass through exits -along horizontal surfaces);
Similarly wide variations in estimates of the effects of egress way width :
reduction (which often occurs at door installations) upon nevi efficiency have
alio been reported. The_question of whether; and how; door swing direction
influences flow through door waysp_pethapsone of the most critical issues in
the provision of doors; has received only minimal attention; Japanese research
has shown that egress time may decrease_by as much as 12 percent when exit
doors swing against' traffic flow, proVided that pedestrian densities are not so
,high as to prevent the doors from being opened;

In addition to flow reductions which may accrue ftedi door design_and
installation; various investigations have indicated that such other architec-
tural obstructions as railings may_also impede pedestrian_moVement; For exam-
ple; the addition of center handrails on wide stairs has been shown to reduce
downward flow by as:muc4 as 20 percent; Insofar as other forms. of obStthetiOnd
are concerned;_availabledata suggest that obstructions up to one foot (0;31 m)
in width tend to have little or no impact on pedesttien fle4, even fn relatively
high density situations.

Other_potential sources of reduced pedestrian flow implied by Cbda provisions
indlUdebendsandcorners; often found along corridors and stair ways; Data
reported in the literature generally indicate that flow rates_are maintained at
bends on stairs and that queue formation at corners in tortidord are atypical.
Oneexperimentalinvestigation of corridor use; in which corridor layouts were
artificially configured in a laboratory, reported redhetions in walking speed
at corners.

In actual buildings; it is not uncommon to find width redhetions over the
length of a_linear corridor segment. Available research suggests that rela-
tively small width reductions have no measurable effect nn pedestrian flow. In
fact; corridor width reductions of 33 percent have been elhoWn to pin-due-6 flow-
teductions of 10 percent.

The -Code severely restricts the use of revolving doors as Meant' of egress, as
well as the placement of turnstiles in pedestrian ways expected to be used as

ans of egress. In_thosecases where eucb deVieed are permitted; the exits
not account for -more than 50 percent of required it units; These

tionsare predicated on the notion that_revolving doors and turnstiles substan-
tially reduce pedestrian flow; thereby increasing required egress time.
able data on revolving_door performance indicates flow, through these devices
to be between one third and_one_half that of ordinary doors. Other research
has examined pedestrian flow through turnstiles under a variety of conditions
(e.g. involving the depositing of coins_or_ taking of tickets); Depending on
the specific circumstances, flow through these devices appears to vary from
8.4 to 33.6 pets/min/Unit (0.25 to -1:0O pers/see/m); substantially be1oW the
average flow rate of 50.4 pers/min/unit (1.50 pers/sec/m) reported for ordinary
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deers. Thus; although available data do not permit an evaIuationof_the degreeof restriction in the use ofreVolVing_doors and turnstiles permitted by theCode, they do support the need for such restrictions.

_

As with analyies of egress way Obetructions;
available data point to relatively_few specific conclusions regarding the Capacities of individual means -of egress:FOr example;

researchers have_generalIy_found
peaistrian_flow in level corri-dors to varyfroM43.7

to 53;8 perd/Oin/unit (1.30 to 1.60 Persisectm)* tub-atentially_Iower than the flow rate of- 100 Pere/min/unit (2.98 Oersisec/m)recommended by the Code; ThUs;_flows_assumed bythe_Code appear; in comparisonWith empirical findings; unreanstiCallY high. The literature has also sug-gested that -the variance in reported flow retes_may be attributed to_peculiar-ities associated_with various occupancies, and to variation in the, widths andlengths of corridors
studied (the Code reflects virtually none of theseoccupancy-related differences 10 corridor performanCe).

Thus; the age, sexiand other physical
charecterieticsOf occupants; architectural' and organize,-tional features of buildings. and the physical charactertatide of corridors;appear to influence
pedestrian_performanee in rridors_in some Wily 1111E6i-tun-ately, however, neither specific contributions bf each factor nor interactionsamong factors have been empirically

investigated.

It is even more difficult to drawepecific
conclusions kbout the capaeil._af_stairs. Although the Cede recommends a deaign rate of 45 pere/Min/unit 6.34pere/sec/m)in descent, empirical studies have shown that_measured flow rates ,

nay vary between 30.2_and
57.3 perd/Miniunit__(0.90 and 1;70 pers /sec/m) indeatent. The National BUreau'of Standards (NBS, 1935) reports the highest rateshown above, indicating that this was measured under somewhat ideal conditions.'NBS_(1935) recommends that a design rate of 45 persiminidnit

(1.34 persiate/M)wouldmore adequately
66..ommodate_normai variations in density; Code recommen-dations concerning the capecity_ed_itairs are based_on this_ recommendation._However; Pauls; who has conducted the most- extensive investigations of crowd,movement and building
evacuation; has pointed to both his own datdand those_of other researehers,_which consistently indicate at design rates recoMmendedby the Code are too high._ Paulo

recommends that flow down stairs is ordinarilyon the order of 30
nersimininnit(0.90 persiset/m)_ under conditions ofnormalbuilding occupancy.__ Paulo has also found that; irrespeCtiVe of stair design,overall evacuation time

forhigh-rise,buildings_may vary quite Widely dependingon_the method Of
evacuatioreemployed (i.e. total versus staged); as well asbuilding height;

1:05))

Walking speed On stairs also hat_-een
investigated in relation to stair -elopeand direction of travel. Here .00, it is difficult_to draw epeCific conclu-sions on thebasis of data repured in the technical literature. For example;stair slope has been found to both positively and tegati4ely correlatedwith walking_speed.

Mereoveri while two investigators found that pedestriansmove faater down than up stairs, another researther reported the onnositefinding.
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The Code treats all ramps l4 as substantially equivele t,to level corridors for
purposes of_computing_downward capacity. That pa are expected to_carry_
100 persimin/unit (2.98persisee/M). In the UpWard,direction._the Code suggesta
that while Class_A ramps Will carry pedestrians at the downward flow rate.
Class B ramps will -only carry_:60_pers/Min/unit (1.78persisechti: In general,
data reported 1n the technical /iteratdre indicate that:for most raMpsiwith
slopes_betwe n 1 in 50 and 1 in`-.8 (i.e. 2 and 12 percent), flow characteristics
are substant ally siailar_tothode Aai,ociated with level corridors; 'However,
some invest ators have noted lower floWS on reaps with slopes_greater than 5
to 7 perCe for bo upward and downward travel; Renee, a4Ailable data
appear to suppett,,ao ofthejtasumptions underlying Code provisons concerning
-the_capacity of ramps. In particular; HOW on most ramps is similar to that
in level corridors,_and pedestrian movement speed is higher Oh ramps than _on
Stairs. Available data do not- permit the general conclusion that downward
travel on ramps is typi :ally equal to; or. veatt than,. upward travel.

Code provisions governing,the capacity of_means of 6greas are partially based
on certain expectations about the i'Rearity of pedeatrien movement. Data on
the capacity of egredriCwaya reported by NBS (1935) led investigators_at this
organization -to recommend that people hay seieli be aeiumed'to travel in linear
filed 22__inetes (0.56_m) Wide. This assumption (which Seivee_as the basis foi

' present Code recommendation's) has_more recently been supported by Soviet data
on occupant circulation within buildiop, and to a lesser extent has also been
supported by_data collected_by Froth in he United statea;, Other investigators
have shown, however, that altheugh_such_linea_movement might occur within par-
ticularly narrow egress channels, the,"lane" effect is- generally not apparel(t
when channels surpass approximately 4.0 feet (1;22 Forsuch wide%
channels, a number of researchers noted "staggered" files to be most common.

Paula, howevet, found even staggered files to be atypical, since occupants_
(particularly stair users) seek to Maintain body buffer zones. and since there
may be some variation in the size of buffer4 required by eadtOindividual in an
egress way; Paula also reported wide variations in side-to-side body away_and_
need for handrail support during stair use to be quite_common. On the basis of
these findings, Paula recommends thatrthe minimum width for heavily_used stairs
in public occupancies be 55 ihches (1.40 m)-. According to Pau14, this design
value would permit shoulder-to-shoulder Walking. au well as easy passing on
stairs,_in view of_the relatively nonlinear movement paths typically found on
these elements; This recommendation'contrasts sharply with design Values pro-
vided_by the Code.: (1) minimum width of 44 inches (1.12 m)" for Class
(2) minimum width of 36 inches (0.92,m) for. Class B btaird15; (3) absolute
minimum of 28 inches (0.71 a);

' - I _

14 C1 A ramps are defined to have a minimum_ width_ of 44 inches (1.12 m), a
um_alope of 1 in 10. and no limit to the maximum height between land-

ings'. Class B ramps are defined to have a minimum width of 30 ihches ,
(0.76 MY, a maximum slope of 1 in 8, and a maximum height of 12 feet (3;66 m
between landings.

:

15 Clads B stairs are usually the minimum required by the Code for public
occupancies.
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Pauls_has further argued that the_telationship betueen stair width and downwardflew is both linear and continuous, and that each extra inch of stair width canpotentially increase flew tate. The Code permits.half.;_credit for all extra
ihdhes between 12 and 21 (0;31 and 0.53_0)and gives ke credit whatever for
extra width between_l_and 11 inches (0.03 and 04,13M).,':This recommendation
conforms to a step -like relationship_between stair width and downward flow.
Referring to both 4iis own data and thoseof other_researchers, Paula arguesthat there is no empirical basis-for Code's step- like approach to _allowingCredit for -extra stair width, and that available evidence suggests instead=theeffitacy of his continuous "effective width concept.

The reader should note that although numerous stidies of egress way_tapacitieshave been conducted since the first comprehensive report_on this topic was
published by NBS in 1935, the majority of this research Ma been neither cumu-lativenor_replicative. That is, there ismo_evidence that investigaters_'specifically sought to build_upon earlier findings et test hypotheses advanced
lay_other_investigatora, or that they_repeated studiha to assess the consistencyand validit_of_previously measured behavior. Moreover, while it it temptingto compare findings teported by_various investigators (as was indeed done
above),_the_reader should beatitt mind that researchers have tended to work on

3t

the basis of widely_varying research h questions, study designs, operationaldefinitions, andbehaVioral men rement methods; pinally,_it is important toremember that all empirical Jai-re tigations Of_egress carrying capacitiesreported in the literature were tonductedeither under_ contrived laboratoryconditions, or under henemergency conditions assotiatedWith every-day_use ofpedestrian_ways_in buildings; The only exception is, of course, Paula'inveatigation of building evaluation during fire exit drills._

84 SUMMARy OF GAPS IN THE LAICAL LITERATU19

8.4.1 Overview

Clearly, provisioni regarding crowd movement and the capacities of means:of
egress are, at present, the moat easily discussed topics with reference avail-able to empirical research; Yet even here current knowledge in these areasremains a ulvocal on numerous critical issues.Analyses_Of other attributesof safe and rap u Bing evacuation- require considerable reliahei on teohni-calliteratureoutside the field'of fire research. On the basis of such litet

t;
ature, it has been:peat-A

intble only_to_suggest hitherto ted relationshipsbetween human behavior in psychological laboratories, 1 e-stalehatural disas-ters, or nonemetgency socio-environmental
settings,_and twit believed to occurdurihg building fires; In response to these realities, Ah iMpOrtant_objectiveof the curreht report is to identify specific gaps in the technical literature,

pointing to/areas fot future study.

8.4.2 Pre-epergency Training and Preparation
.44

. _

The questions of wether panic is a clear and constant threat and whetheripotential danget4 nherent_in panic are reduced through pre-emergency prepara-tion and_tra ingiaht iMPlied by provisions of the -Crida- Which are covered inChapter 2 of his.reportiaret-not now"anowerableon the basis of current
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knowledge. This is true, at least in part, because researchers have yet to:
(1) adopt'a standard operational definition of panic and a standard method for
measuring_panic behavior,..(2)_identify and measure environmental and situatio-
nal stimuli which trigger panic or increase its likelihood, (3) describe
perceptual and cognitive processes which lead to panic, (4)_understand the
processes by which leadership and the subsequent division oftasksandresponsi-
bilities reduce-the likelihood of paniC, (5) specify the relationship between
preemergency training and the occurrence of panic, and (6) specify the rela-
tiOnahip'between occupancy characteristics and the likelihood of panic.

The general assumption that behavior learned during fire exit drills transfers
to actual fire situations_ remains to be empirically demonstrated. In the
future, such demonstrations will require researchers to design and conduct -

longitudinal field_experimentswhich permit - .assessments -of various straining t.
protocols in a number of occupancies, and Which Would allow i94estigators to
evaluate the effects of time on learning. Stahl (1978b)Apr or ides a basis for
such research designs. Where future research in -this area atteMptato intro-
duce simulated life threats as independent variables, safeguarding. human
participants will.be of paramount importance.

Additional research should address the role of occupants''` attitudes toward
drills add drill participation. Required data include: (1) correlations
between occupants' attitudes toward drill participation; their performance
during.drilla,,and where possible, individuals' :performance during actual (or
perceived) emergencies., and (2).correlations between attitude change and
behaVidr change.

8:4.3. Perception of the Emergency Environment, and Recognition'of Egress
.

Facilities

_

;r Few data presently -exist to_permit an evaluation ofassumptionaabout potential
effects of door and Window design oa egress route perception. However, anecdo-
tal accounts of fire victims' experiences indicate the importance of interior
design to levacuatidn; particular for transient occupants of- public buildings.
The degree)to which various door and window placements can be discerned from
surrounding decor can be studied yaing laboratory experiipental designs.

. -
li';''.

Similarly; the influence of inte for design on'axiting ti e can be evaluated by
means of fie/A experiments conducted in real buildings. is research can
become considerably more complicated, however, if it is deOireu that life-
threatening stimuli be introduced or at least simuiated._iliere, the safety and
well-being of human subjects"must be of primary concern(l

s
. . -

Available data describing the adequacy,of illumination for.egress are ambiguous
and difficult to apply to evaluations _f Code_prOiisions and their underlying
behavioral assumptions, especially whe e_conclusfitAs about illumination and
visibility in smoke are sought. Here, Lewin be necessary to_study the effects
of smoke,on visibility under various lighting and environmental-conditions with-
in the safe confines of the laboratory. Experimental data may later be evalu-
ated in relation to victims' reports documented during post-incident analyaes
of actual fires.
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PreviouS reaearchondirectional signage has emphasized the visibility of -signs
under varying conditions of illumination, by pidiiiduals varying in their
faMiliarity with a building's circulation system. The questienS of whether,
and how; directional signs- are used_during emergency situations have not as yet
been addressed. Factors which should be considered in future investigations
Of directional signage should include sign location, mode of diaplay,lettering
and/or graphic design, as well as variations in_occupants' visual acuity and
familiarity with the research Setting_(where this is an actual building); smoke
density (Whire feasible), and illumination.

Assumptions about the ability of alarm devices to alert building occupants to
take effeCtive sction during fire emergencies require further verification._
Among the factors whithhaVe not been_adequitely investigated to date include ,

(1) mode of signal delpery. (2) clarity of alert messages and their consis-_
teney with Occupants' perceptions, (3) relationship between alarm signals -and.
pre-emergency training; (4) occupants'_ familiarity with available egress routes,
and (5)- physiological and psychological impediments to effettiVe Alarm Signals
perception;

8 .4.4 Egrees Strategy Formation

Although a considerable knowledge base now exists deberibing human information
pretedding_and decisionmaking behavior, relatively little is known abodt the
ways building occupants select information from emergency environments, plan
escape strategies, modify or switch strategies to accoMadate sudden environmen-
tal changes, and make decisions which lead-to safe escape or failure during
building fires; 4

To expand knewledge_about thesefacets_of effective emergency escape, it is
necessary to more rigorously debrief_ victims after fire eventai_uaing,rather
Sophisticated clinical techniques for externalizing indiVidUAls' behavior. -In
eonjuttien.with such debriefing,. it will also be necessary to more thoroughly
cross-validate individuals'_delf-reports against:those contributed by other
Victims. In this way, it may not only be possible to obtain a Clearer under-
standing of an occupants' decisionsmaking behavior and of the specific environ-
mental factors leading to decisions,_but to determine theJconfidence_with which
inferences may_be_drawn_from individuals' reports; a% well Future debriefing
protocals should be designed to permit the analyst to determine how interior
designi_building configuration and layout, and Ohyeialogleal and emotional
stress influence egress strategy formation and route ehoice;.

A.4.5 Disciplined Egress Behavior and Crowd Movement

The technical literature ongroup_psychology and crowd behavior appear to
support behavioral assumptions about- leadership and direction taking only
indirectly. Laboratory experiments and post-incident studies of large -scale
natural disasters illustrate the tendency of, many individuals and groups to
take directions from perceived leaders or authority figures. Unfortunately,
however,- too few data describing direction eaking duripg building fires are
presently available to permit definitive conclusions. Similaa:7, the effec-
tiveness of trained leaders (e.g. "fire wardenn") during real fits emergencies
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has not been examined empirically. ±Thesegaps in_the,literature_exist
primarily because to date,post-incident data collectionprotocole_have not
been_designed_to specifically assess the leadership, function; In the future;
speciallyldeaigned debriefing_protocols; of the"type:described above; should
assist analints to evaluate the effectiveness of various leadersni0 scenarios.

Presently Available dataare not sufficient to eithet support or refute
behavioral assumptions which underlie'-C4de provisions affecting building occu-
pant loading_and_exit discharge facility design. In addition; extremely little
material_applicable_to_evaluating_Code frovisions in':ended to minimize physical

__impediments and obstacles to rapid escape was found in the literature. In the
--7--future, knowledge of crowd movement may be advanced through the conduct of

time-motion studies under. a variety of simulated emergency and exir-configura-
.

tion conditions;

8;4;6 Otdupants' Capabilities to Safely and Rapidly Negotiate Egress Ways

In large_part, assumptions underlying Code proviSions accommodating occupants'
capabilities to safely andrapidly_negotiate egress ways concern the need to
prevent slipa and falls along elements of egress ways, and to accommodate
occupants' varying phyAiological_abilities. The literature on walking acci-
dents, particularly with respece.to stairs, offers tentative support for the
assumptions that under certain conditions slips and fans are more likely; and
that fella on stairs can impede pedestrian flow and thereby reduce -the effi-
ciency of egress ways. However; the literature is rather equivocal en the
subject of -stair accident causation. Consequently; ft is not now possible to
offer specific design recommendations for reducing the likelihood of these_
potential impediments to flow. Clearly; future research should focus on this
gap.

The.assumption that fire_prOducts which have infiltrated means of egress will
adversely affect egress flow also requires additional empirical verification.
Available experimental evidence does not point to any one conclubion regarding
potential effects of -CO exposure; andsuch evidence has been contradicted by
anecdotal and journalistic accounts of experiences repotted by fire victims.
Additional data describing humanrespiratory, visual and thermal adapta-
bility under a wide range of fire_scenarios are_required before the:effects of
fire pruct infitration on the ent use_of_egress_wsys_are
stood._ Other_areas_requiring further investigation include the role of smoke-
induced visibility_ decrement in- egress way negotiatationi_the ability of,
handicapped and other public building-Occupants to manipulate doors and door
hardware; and the role of stress And fatigue in emergency escape.

8.4.7 The Capacity of Means of Egress

Provisions of the COde speCify the design of door ways on the_baais of occupant
loading criteria and available door width. One pointfon which there is little
equivocation in the_literature is the_findingrhati_under conditions of rela-
tively high occupant density, queues form as individuals wait to pass through
door ways. However; researchers have yet to study the,questions of how queue
formation and processing influence egress -time; and_how door width specifica7-:,i.
tions may*be adjusted to compensate for time potentially lost in queues.
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A closely related gap_in thetechnicalliterature concerns the predilection of
most researchers to study pedestrian behavio in relation to some one isolated
egress route element (e.g. doors). ndeed; the teak of exiting a building may
involve passing through numerous doorwaya; as well as corridors, stairs, and.
lobbies; all of'which are interrelated. When a queue forms at a_door way; for
example, it is mot,;merely flow through this door that is affected: dapacity
of the preceding stair or_cerridor is_being taxed as well Future research
musteddress the interdependencies between adjateer egriss-,iway elements; and
provide guidelines for the design of effective transitions between elements.

Flow rate haateen_the_most universally accepted MeaeUrd'of the performance of
means of egress. Considerable work remains; however; to develop a standard
measurement method; In the absence of such a standardi it_will continue to be
diffidUlt to determine precisely why data from seemingly tiMilat investigations/
often disagree; Ferexample;_Pauls_and Fruin each found different' variables
tointeract_With flow rate and walking speed; Togawa found no such inte*ction/
effectd.Similarly;_although_Pauls and Fruin have both adVOCAted an incorpora-
tion_of body away and personal space maintenance behavior into computations

/

of flow capacity; there remain neither standard measures nor replicabIe models
of these phenomena. --;

8.5 CONCLUSIONS

8.5.1 Overview

The primary objective of the_investigation has beento assess available /

research pertaining to exit-facility design and emergency escape provisions of
the NFPA Life Safety Code (1976_Edition); in order to determine the technical
support for such provisions. The_intention of the authors is fitit to p s
judgment -on the validity or usefulpead of Cede provisions. Indeed; wh re
technical support for individual provisions is either Weak Or unavaila le; the
'Lahore do not recommend eliminating or otherwise Modifying these pro sions:
In'soch instances; rather the authors suggest that code7-writers appro ch their

o task with caution;_and_that further technical investigations be condo ted.
Substantive conclusions about available teehhiCaisupport for. Code pr visions;

drawn by the current investigators; are summarized below:

)3.5.2 Provisions Affecting. Pre-emergency Training and Prepara;ion

.

Behavioral assumprions_underlyink_Ceda provisions affecting pre-emer
training -and preparationmay be;evaluited by referente to paycholog
of learning, experimental data reported_in the psychological liters
the growing -body ofevidence fredi post-ifiCident fire investigations-
experimental and_post-incident investigations provide naked conclus
ing the supportability of these assumptions. Moreover; available e
not often_permitsdirect inferences to be dtaVh between research -fin
the specific questions raised by code provisions. Futdre modificat
visions affecting pre-emergency training appear to require addition
on the'role of training and its relation to emergency behavior.
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8.5.3 Provisions Affecting Perception_of the Emergency Environment; and
? Recognition of Egress Facilities

A number of human behivierat
adsumptionnabout_the perception of emergency_

environments and recognition of egress facilities underlie yariOus provision!,
of the Code; These essutptions_were evaluated by.referente to several modelsof perception, to-limited_date.from experiments -on- visibility, and to a small
body ofvidente from post- incident fire investigailend; Taken as_a whole,
-available data neither;aUppertnorrefute

behavioral assumptiona_Shout_Occu-
pants' emergency- perceptions at a level rechnically_sufficient:to permit a
thorough evaluation of pertinent Code provisions;,Mbere data are,available in
sufficient quantity, hOweVer, ithas been suggested that behavieralassumptionsunderlying alarm provisions of the Code tendnotLto be_supportedibe Code
provision specifying A"Makimitm ZtO second):switchover delay betWeen standard'
andemergency lighting, on the other_handitends to_be supported by:availabletechnical data. Initial emergency perceptions are important; and theirreta-tionship to rapid escape has been shown._ Consequently; future reSearch_whichleads to more effective perceptions.of the fire environment by victims isrecommended;

8;5;4i Proyisions Affecting Egress Strategy Formation

knumber of assumptions aboutbUtan fhformation processing and decisionmaking.behavior during fire emergencies underlie several provisions of the LifeSafety Code. Such assumptions -were evaluated byreferente to models of cogni-
tivebehavior, as well as,tnAata from recent psychological research on way- .finding behavior, ehVironmeelal cue processihg, disaster response; -and stress;Few directly relevant 'techhitAI:data were found within the field of fire
research itself. Taken as a whole, available techhical;knowledge, is not suf-ficient to warrant statements specifically supporting or refuting.Cnde_pro-visions_which may influence egress Strategy formation. However,.the literaturegenerally supports the notion that the demands ofo-cCupying_a:burning building
require individuals to efficiedfly sample information frhm fire environment,and to- formulate effective And tidely_decisions about what to do; Dependingupon the design and layout of a bdilding; and upontbe nature -of given fire
conditions, these processes Will consume some sizable proportion of the -timeWithin which occupants must eseApt; Errors in Judgment -and decisiondaking_
will frequently consume even more time; A crucial gap in Current-knowledge
about the time-based capabilities Of building occupants to effett_rapidemergency centers on questions of.esiergency

information processing and strategy.formation;

8.5.5 Proviaond Affecting Disciplined Egress Behavior and C4d Movement

A number -of -human behayi014 assumptions about crowd movement and disciplinedgroup behavior are believed to underlie
selected provisions of the Code; Theseassumptions were evaluated by reference to several models of hurnah Collective_behavinr,_data fromresearch:in experimental social_psychologY, field. researchon natural disasters, and post- incident fire investigations. th general-, thetechnical literature suggest, support for only_those assumptions pertaining to'leadership and direction-takingbehavior;

Behavioral assumptions pertaining to .
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the effects of occupant leading and physicalobstacles upon orderly and-rapid
crowd_movement appear_ to be neither supported nor_refuted by AV-enable techni-
calliteratdre. o_the_extent that impediments to crowd movement result in
maladaptive collective behavior and panic, future research on the role of
building design fn' facilitating crowd movement seems an essential precursor to
Code development.

8.5.6 Freviiionsticcommodating Occupants' Capabilities to safely and Rapidly
Negotiate Egress Ways

NUMan
.

behavioral assumptions believed to underlie Code provisions relating
occupant's capabilities to safely and rapidly negotiate means of egress may be
evaluated by reference to biomechanicakeddeleofhuman movement. toxicological
research; stair and ramp use field studies. physiological measurements and M
anecdotal_evidence from actual fire incidents. _At_present, much of the evidence
reported_in the experimental- and nonexperimental literature_on occupants'.
capabilities presents contradictions and mixed opinions. and does not permit_
specific conclusions or inferepces_tobe drawn. As a result., there appears to
be no_analytical basis upon which to unequivocally support_or refute applicable
Code provisions. It is left for future_ research to:determine the specific
domaina,(i.e._occupancies of fire senaries),under which particular data are
Valid and useful in this context.

8.5.7 Provisiona Governing the Capacity of Means of Egrese

Finally; a number of human behavioral assumptions underlying Code provisions
Which govern the capacity of means of egress were presented. These aseumptions
were evaliated by -reference to several models -of pedestrian movemult; data
from_labbiAtdry and field studies of walking behavior during normal occupancy
conditionand ObierVations of stair u during fire eXitAtilla in high-rise
office buildings. With regard to de p °visions affectingthe design of
doors;_ available technical literatU rt only theseasiumptions concerning
the deleterious effects of particul YlyAsevere eonetrietiona or obettnctions.
Howe4e;'.' behavioral assumptions_ underlying provisions_governing the design of
corridors and stains are challenged by the technicalliterature. This is_
especially true of provisions depending on-the validity of assumptions_ and. the
linearity -of pedestrian movement and the42_inch (0.56 a) unit width standard.
Because there remain differences in reporded data describing_pedestrian behav-
ior on stairs and level SUrfaces, inconsistent definitions of important:46ft-
ables, and nonstandardized techniguesfor measuring the performance of means
of egress, it is not now possible to either support or refilte existing provi4_sions and their underlying behavioral assumptions on the basis of the available
technical literature. The most importahtobjectives for future research on
the subject of Meahe of egress capacity are (1) the development_ and validation
of standardized measures and measurement methods; and (2) the systematic analy-
ale of "complete egress systems emphasizing transitions between means of egress -.elements.

-
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APPENDIX B: INSTRUCTIONS TO REVIEWERS

MEANS OF EGRESS BEHAVIORAL ASSUMPTIONS REVIEW PACKAGE:

INTRODUCTION

All of the.StUdy

To assess meanOtegress provisions of the LIFE,SAFETY CODE (1976 edition), by
evaluating th&validity and pftusfbility of human behavioral assumptions
believed to underlie these provisions.

St-O-pe-

The study_addresses primarily means of egress provisions of t-e CODE; as well
as relatedprovisiOnsconcerning_fire exit drilla-, lighting_a d signage, and
emergency alarm:_ Under examination are proviSiend OM: Clyi-ter 5 of the CODE
(Means of Egress), Chapter 8 (Places of Assembly), lAer 11 _(RestdentiaI
Occupancies), Chapter 12 (Mercantile Occupancies), Chapter 15 4Business
Occupancies), and Chapter 17 (Operating Feature8);

Approach

Current means of egress_ provisions are intended to achieve certain minimum
levels of building and human performance_during fire_emerge.hcie9. Accordingly,
many of these design provisions rest lawn a series of ex;-,ectatione., or assump-
tions, about the emergency egress behavior of_building occupants.' In numerous
cases, these assumptions, are based on professional experience,_ analyses of
egress problems, and research data In many other instances, however, ASSUtp-

itions abodt humarcapabilitiesand performance are not always obvious, and 'gay
not be consciously considered by code writers and buildingdeSignetta...,ide 4\'-.7 _-
result, -the application of some provisions may have the effect of achliPing 6-d, °

level of performance in reality, while eroneously intending to aCnieve la-other ,

level.

This study seeks to eyaluace human behavioral assumptions belieVed to derlie.
particular provisions of the LIFE SAFETY CODE; To atteMplieh this

(1) behavioral assumptions must be identified and state., and

t

(2) these assumptions must he evaluated agai t st of-the-art knowledge
from a variety of technical fields.

This review package- is intended to assist the project staff in creoleting
step (1):_ the identification and statement of assumpt1 he about emergency
egress behavior.

B-1
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Built-in hisses
44

The author's* several years experience in the study of human behavior during
fires may have resulted in biases which are unavoidably reflected in behavioral
assumptions listed in this package.

.HOW -TO USE THIS PACKAGE

Purpose
A

The purpose of the review package isto elicit your opinions about the'_
eciness and completeness of a set of behavioral assumpticina prepared by
author. These assumptions_necessarily reflect only one interpretation of
provisons. Hence, the value this exercise depends a great deal upon__
quality of feedback it evokes t.i:om life safety professionals Ulm-yourself.

4Vberefore, we invite and encccourage you to comment on human behavioral._
assumptions WE believe underlie_provisions of the LIFE. SAFETY CODE, and to
comment on our interpretation:of that document. Moreoveri_any additional ideas
and insights Which you contribute regarding expectations about human behavior
"during fires -Would be highly useful and most wilnome;

_

Please bear $4` Ap the function of this exercise is NOT to pass ,judgment
upon the LIFE- ODEwitself.

Organization and Fox0mit

The set of assumptions listed on the following pages is subdivided into 5
general categories. These_were chosen to represent principal areas:of human

. behavior believed to be relevant to emergency egr440 performance. The
C.-4.itegories are:

(1) Pre-emergency preparation and/or training.
(2) _Perception of the emergency emaronment, and recognition of

egress facilities.
(3) Egrens strategy formation._
(4) Initietion Of egress behavior;
(5) Follow-through and completion of egress behavior.

Within each category, meansof egress provisions and their relatedbehaviorat_j
assumptions as developed by the author) are listed as shown in the exampIeson
the following page.

F. I. Stahl, project principal investigator,
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Instructions

Consider the examples on the following page. Then, please comment upon
assumptions'shown next to each of the CODE provisions listed on.the remaining
pages; Show any changes in word usage, structure or grammar you feel would
make particular assumptions more compl6te or -correct. Where you feel necessary,
don't hesitate to change entire assumptions or to add new ones. Please uce the
backs of pages for any additional comments.

0.%
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SLMPLE SET OF CODE PROVISIOliS, BEHAVIOaAL ASSUMPTIU4, AND CpMENTS...

Provisions from NFPA 1J01 (1976)

',11/T MmmiI.

Our assumptions, with yczr comments, k5uggestions

5- 10.1.2 Aixas to exiUthdl bansiltedtititidilY
where think or way to rant itts not immedstrly visible to the eaupeoK
end 1W.abk provisions d CbsPert
1 throush 16 foe individual *agenda.

ray oI ail mai
than be 30 tainted and of ma dapicaluoloriirel dclefIrtdOW

_shall-provide coot/1st-With 'deinoradca. interact
bull, or other iv. No decorations, firnishings. or ecuipnexii.iitith
impair visibility of-sn exit sign-shatl-be permitted. nor shall-there ba any
leteit. illuminated sip tfor other than aitptitimesi._distio4tirksbifici

or near the line ol,nsion to the required out sign of such i character as
to to detract amities from the an sio.

Direction signs cre utilized by
occupants niurittrotretriftri--

lmatorgetter-o4net-iertiow_-
w-lren ft ca 1441%

OctAystoP *ill $4C
c-Ccuerhead direalonat 's tit 4044
im-mmeikrwie4*.le thr ugh ileki.

The pretence of cleirly visible
directional and exit marking signs
riduces tAerall egress dim.

10.3 plea leiliiis lign than -be suitably illumiosted by
satiable light source amnia value of not less than 5 fooareilinaithe

Sikli_illurnmation -Mull be continuous as -required
under Ow provisions of Section 5-11,111umlnetion ofMettns-or-WIrerk
and_WhenteniergenoLViniirg fzcilitin sus requited, ait sign shall be
illuminated from the Ern mum.

The illumination of 4irectional and
.exit marking signs improves their_
visibility and usii.ew41-444-01040
fittri-eirrtroraseiwt...

*4

pco,f190 move not
4..14ert e.41"4 art _;

4.frlS3 Vn3 Oki .10,1-of :Iv p,,,, p4 S.

;.0V Of one.; 1Acke says ors
4(010( Afreder 14K3 AI 1 fr Or%

i 1 li '11/04 j 4fid re 1 riff t m ovi
-1# -A.cokiA^ A q.e 444 0., Mt n

exits f

Please comment on assumptions shad next to CODE provisions listed on the
following pages...
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